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Foreword

Foreword

Phase 1 of the £30 million Safer Cities Programme, funded and managed by
the Home Office, ran from 1988 to 1995, as the flagship of crime prevention
policy. A Treasury requirement was that the impact of the Programme as a
whole be evaluated, and Resesrch and Statistics Directorate (RSD), in an
early example of a collaborative project between the then Research and
Planning Unit and Statistics, took on the job. Aware that evaluations of major
initiatives were at risk of delivering unclear answers, or of erroneously
contributing to a ‘nothing works’ view of policy, the evaluation team made
strenuous efforts to design a critical but fair test of Safer Cities. Taking this
further, they aimed to provide quantitative estimates of cost-effectiveness.
Safer Cities schemes against domestic burglary were judged to provide the
most readily-evaluated activity because several hundred such schemes were
implemented, practice was well-developed and measurement was relatively
straightforward.
The evaluation strategy was simple. It involved comparing changes in risk of
burglary in large numbers of areas with differing levels of anti-burglary
action, against areas (in the Safer Cities themselves and in other, equivalent
cities) with no action. Realising the strategy, however, was challenging. It
required breaking new ground in linking ‘micro’ analysis of small areas, and
the Safer Cities action they received, to the ‘macro’ scale of cities and to the
overall performance of a major programme of prevention. An exceptionally
wide range of data sources were drawn on, including crime surveys and
re c o rded crime statistics (the outcome measures), the 1991 Census, a
comprehensive Management Information System which the evaluation team
helped to design, and maps of local anti-burglary action. The data-collection
operation was on an ‘industrial’ scale. (The effort involved in assembling the
local recorded crime information in particular revealed just how far the
police have to go in providing the infrastructure to support routine local or
national evaluations of anti-crime measures of whatever sort.) A Geographic
Information System was used to draw all this data together, and state-of-theart statistical modelling was employed to produce quantified estimates of
impact whilst taking account of background trends in crime and incidental
d i ffe rences between areas. Given the complexity of the analysis, the
evaluation team devoted considerable effort to finding ways of presenting
the results graphically.
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The two very different outcome measures produced conclusions which
were remarkably similar. Under most conditions, but particularly in areas of
high crime risk typical of cities, the cost of preventing a burglary through
Safer Cities action was less than the financial cost of that burglary to victims
and the state. Impact on people’s worry about burglary was less clear-cut,
depending on both the amount of action in their neighbourhood and
whether they were aware of any such activity. Nevertheless, in a context
where in the past few large-scale interventions against social problems seem
to have had much measurable effect, the overall picture is one of good news.
Results and wider experience from this evaluation were fed into planning
the implementation and evaluation of Phase 2 of the Safer Cities Programme,
now the responsibility of DOE through the Single Regeneration Budget. The
methods pioneered are now available for assessment of other large-scale
i n i t i a t i ves – a task which should become easier as the police purs u e
systematic development of ‘geo-referenced’ and computerised crime data.
The results of the evaluation are fully reported in the summary to this report
(also published separately as Research Finding 42). The main purpose of the
report is to provide a technical account of the data collected, the methods
developed and the analysis conducted.

CHRISTOPHER NUTTALL
DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND STATISTICS
December 1996
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Summary

Phase 1 of the Safer Cities Programme set up just over 500 schemes to
prevent domestic burglary. Most upgraded physical security, though some
mounted commu n i t y - o riented initiatives as well. The schemes usually
c e n t red on local neighbour hoods or estates. The res ults of a major
evaluation of nearly 300 of the schemes are reported here.

Key points
• O ve rall, the schemes reduced burg l a ry and we re cost-effe c t i ve .
Simply implementing action in a police beat reduced local risks by
nearly 10 per cent.
• P hysic al security measures against burg l a r y s eemed to wo rk
independently. But community-oriented activities (e.g., to increase
awareness and promote crime prevention) needed reinforcement
with action against other types of crime, or against crime in general.
Taken as a whole, the burglary schemes worked better in this wider
context.
• The overall cost of each burglary prevented was about £300 in very
high-crime areas. It was about £900 when risks were at the lower end
of the scale. The average financial cost of a burglary to the state and
the victim was about £1,100. Grossed up, a ve ry approx i m a t e
estimate for the total benefit from Safer Cities burglary action was
56,000 burglaries prevented at a saving of about £31 million – not far
short of the cost of the entire Programme.
• Reduction in burglary risk was greater where there was more intense
b u rg l a ry action but to ach i eve these bigger falls cost dispro p o rtionately more. ‘Marginal cost’ estimates per extra prevented burglary
ranged from about £1,100 in the highest risk areas to about £3,300 in
the lowe r - risk ones. In monetary terms ex t ra ex p e n d i t u re wa s
justified only in high risk areas but there are other considerations (see
below).
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• Low-intensity action seemed to displace some burglaries to nearby
areas, and to cause burglars to switch to other property crime within
the actual scheme area. But when action was of moderate intensity or
m o re, neither pro bl em occu rred. In fac t, ad jace nt areas al so
b e n e fitted from some reduction in burg l a r y, and other cri m e
decreased in scheme areas.
• Although only a few people were aware of preventive action in their
area, if they were aware, and the action was intensive, they worried
less about burglary. If they were aware but it was low level action,
they were actually more worried than before.
•

People’s perceptions of their area’s quality improved only where
action was most intensive.

The Safer Cities Programme
Phase 1 of Safer Cities started in 1988 and ended in Autumn 1995. It aimed
to reduce crime and fear of crime, and to create safer environments for
economic and community life to fl o u rish. Safer Cities was part of the
Government’s wider plan, Action for Cities, set up to deal with the multiple
problems of some larger urban areas.
S a fer Cities was locally based and took a ‘part n e rship’ or mu l t i - age n c y
a p p ro a ch. In each of 20 cities or boroughs, the Home Office funded a
p roject co-ordinator and a small team re c ruited locally from va ri o u s
professional backgrounds. Each team was guided by steering committees
representing local government, the police, probation, voluntary bodies and
commerce.
The projects tackled a ra n ge of crime pro blems – e.g., domestic and
commercial burglary, domestic violence, vehicle crime, shop theft, disorder,
and sometimes fear of crime. Some projects focused on the city as a whole
(e.g., publicity campaigns and multi-agency co-ordination of strategies). But
most schemes were local and focused on vulnerable people, particular
institutions or localities.
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A variety of local organisations were invited to bid for funds from Safer Cities
grants (up to £250,000 annually per city). Some 3,600 schemes were started,
using £30 million, of Safer Cities money in direct and administrative costs.
Just over 500 schemes focused on domestic burglary – spending £4.4 million
in Safer Cities grants.

A problem solving approach
All Safer Cities action was meant to take a rational, problem-solving
approach:
•

analysing crime and other data to identify local crime patterns and
set objectives

•

adopting tailor-made preventive measures, drawing on a range of
methods

•

evaluating what was done and making changes as necessary.

Safer Cities action against burglary
This evaluation centred on domestic burglary – an aspect of Safer Cities
where the impact on crime could be more readily measured. Domestic
burglary was often targeted by co-ordinators, preventive practice is relatively
well-developed, and burglary schemes tend to have localised effects. Just
under 300 of the total 500 burglary schemes were underway or completed
by Summer 1992. This evaluation focuses on these schemes which consisted
of:
• target-hardening (e.g., door, window and fencing improvements;
entry systems; alarms; and security lighting) – used in three in four
schemes
• community-oriented action (e.g., supplying ‘tool libraries’ to help DIY
security installation, fostering Neighbourhood Watch and property
m a rking, employing wo rke rs to raise burg l a ry awa reness among
householders and local agencies) – used in nearly one in ten schemes
• other activities e.g., the distribution of leaflets and small house-tohouse surveys.
The amount spent per scheme ranged from a few pounds for leaflets to over
£100,000 for major target-hardening. The number of households covered
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ranged from a single block to a whole district. The average number of
households covered was 5,200. About one in three schemes had ‘levered-in’
funds from other sources as well as Safer Cities money (although this was
not consistently recorded). More Safer Cities money itself was spent in the
schemes with le vered-in funds – so Safer Cities funds were not simply being
used to substitute for other sources.

How much money was spent in 300 schemes
All 300 schemes (average)
Safer Cities money per scheme £8,700
No. of households covered
5,200
Two-thirds schemes with no levered funds
Safer Cities money
£7,300
One-third schemes with levered-in funds
Safer Cities money
£11,300
Levered-in funds
£17,800

The evaluation approach
Some individual Safer Cities burglary schemes have been evaluated (Tilley
and Webb, 1994). But an assessment of the cost-effectiveness of the schemes
as a whole provides the best picture of what a large-scale preve n t i o n
programme can do. Outcome was measured in two ways:
• before-and-after surveys – 7,500 household interviews were carried
out in over 400 high-crime neighbourhoods in 11 Safer Cities and
eight comparison cities. The ‘before’ surveys took place in late-1990,
the ‘after’ ones in late-1992. Although it was not known at the start of
the evaluation where action would be initiated, in the event, the
surveyed areas covered a sufficient number of schemes – 96 of the
300 set up
•

local police crime statistics covering the period 1987 – 1992. They
encompassed 700 police beats in 14 Safer Cities, and incl u d e d
coverage of 240 burglary schemes. There were also city-le vel statistics
in nine comparison cities.

The two sources were complementary. The police figures covered a wider
a rea, and a longer period. The sur veys provided info r mation ab o u t
householders’ experience of crime whether or not reported to the police,
and their perceptions about crime.
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The average effects of burglary action in small areas were studied by looking
for changes in risk in:
• Safer Cities areas where nothing was done
• Safer Cities areas with burglary schemes of varying ‘intensity’ (see
box below)
• a set of comparison cities.

Scheme intensity
A universal measure of action input was needed to estimate the effects of
a variety of burglary schemes spending different amounts in different
ways and covering areas of different sizes. When action took place in an
area its ‘intensity’ was measured by dividing the total amount spent by
the total number of households in the area. It was not possible to say
which individual households had been the focus of action. Adjustments
were also made for how long action had been in place. If more than one
scheme covered an area their intensities were combined. Population data
from the 1991 Census and scheme data from the Safer Cities Management
Information System were also used. Linking all this data needed purposebuilt computer software in a Geographic Information System.
Intensive schemes were either costly ones, or more modest ones concentrated on a small area. Including levered funds, the intensity of action in
the surveyed areas ranged from 1p to £113 per household. The mean was
£16 – relatively few areas exceeded this by much. The range in the police
beats was similar, but because the areas were larger, and therefore not
always fully covered by schemes, the average was lower, at £4.

The survey results
There was good evidence from the surveys that Safer Cities schemes reduced
the risk of burglary in the areas they covered. Table S.1 shows how risks
changed across the different types of area. The risks here are the proportion
of households burgled once or more in the past year – a ‘preva l e n c e ’
measure.
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Table S.1
Changes in burglary risk according to the household surveys
Safer Cities

No
action

Comparison
Cities

Low
Medium
High All action
intensity intensity intensity areas

Percentage of households burgled once or more in last year
Before

8.9

10.3

12.7

13.4

11.6

12.0

After

10.2

9.3

9.9

7.6

9.1

12.4

-43

-21

+3

Percentage change (Before to After)
+15

-10

-22

Between 1990 and 1992, burglary risks in the comparison cities rose by
three per cent, In Safer Cities areas where there was no burglary action, risks
showed a bigger increase, of 15 per cent. But where there was action, risks
fell: by 10 per cent in low-action areas (under £1 of Safer Cities funds per
household), 22 per cent in medium-action areas (£1 – £13), and by 43 per
cent in high-action areas (over £13). The overall fall was 21 per cent.
The actual changes in burglary in different types of area are shown in Table
S.1 but statistical modelling is a more accurate way of assessing the effect of
Safer Cities. This takes other factors into account which may coincidentally
inf luence crime levels, and thus bias the result. An advanced statistical
technique – multi-level modelling – analysed the effect of background trends
in crime and demographic differences across areas and between survey
respondents. Fi g u re S.1 compares the level of risk in the action are a s
observed in the ‘after’ surveys with the risk that would have been expected
had the Safer Cities action not been set up but area characteristics and
background trends in crime stayed the same. All areas with action (including
l eve red funds for completeness) had a large drop in risk compared to
expectations. Risks were 24 per cent less than expected in the ‘after’ survey
in low-action areas, 33 per cent in medium-action areas and 37 per cent in
high-action areas.
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Figure S.1
Expected and observed risks of burglary from the survey figures

The results from police figures
Police figures gave the same picture as the surveys. Thus, again taking
account of area diffe rences and back ground trends (in particular a
widespread drop in crime in about 1987–90 which then reversed), a Safer
Cities ‘effect’ was once more observed. Risks continued broadly as expected
until 1990, the year in which action began. Then, in 1991, all police beats in
action areas had a reduction in risk. In 1992, risks in high action areas
continued to decline. Risks in medium action areas increased a little, but
were still below expected. In low action areas risks rose slightly above what
was expected, suggesting that where action is insufficiently intensive its
effect is short-lived.

The overall picture
Both the survey and police figures showed that the schemes’ impact had two
distinct components:
• setting up any action substantially reduced burglary risks in the area.
Risks fell by nearly 10 per cent in police beats, and by more in the
surveyed neighbourhoods, although that estimate can be calculated
in diffe rent ways, with diffe rent results. (Smaller terri t o ries of
measurement and different samples of schemes could explain the
higher estimate in the surveys, although in any case margins of error
were large.)
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• the more intense the burglary action, the greater the additional drop
in risk. This extra marginal reduction was estimated to be 0.5%–1.0%
for each extra £1 of action per household in the action area.

Cost-effectiveness
The value of Safer Cities can be assessed by comparing burglary costs with
the cost of prevention. The average burglary costs the state and the victim in
financial loss (measured in urban areas) about £1,100. This is based on all
burglaries, including those not recorded by the police and does not allow for
any psychological cost. Burglary prevention costs were estimated from the
statistical models but, as with any cost-effectiveness calculations, assumptions had to be made. A critical one was how long a ‘Safer Cities effect’
would last – estimated at two years.
The estimates from the recorded crime figures are on the lower curve in
Figure S.2. (The survey ones are very similar.) The level of risk for which
costs of prevented burglaries are shown are the annual number of burglary
incidents per 100 households. This is an incidence risk rather than the
prevalence one earlier, to take account of the fact that some households are
burgled more than once in a year. The fact that more burglaries happen than
are recorded by the police is also allowed for in the costing.

Figure S.2
Cost effectiveness estimates: results from police figures
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As might be expected, it was cheaper to prevent a burglary in areas with
higher burglary risk. Thus, the amount spent from both Safer Cities and
other funds was about £300 per prevented burglary at the highest end of the
risk scale (25 burglaries per 100 homes in a year). It was about £900 at the
lower end (five burglaries – roughly equivalent to the national average).
Grossing up to an estimated total spend on local domestic burglary schemes
of £6.6 million (including levered funds) produces a very rough estimate of
56,000 burglaries prevented by the Safer Cities Programme, and a resultant
saving to victims and state of £31 million. This is of the same order as the
entire cost of the Programme.
The ove rall cost fi g u res show that, at levels of risk typical of cities,
preventive action is worth implementing. Once it is agreed to take action in
an area, consideration must be given to whether it is worth spending more
to try and ach i eve a greater reduction in burg l a ries. This will invo l ve
estimating what are known as ‘marginal’ costs. One would expect marginal
costs to be higher than overall costs because they discount what is achieved
simply by a scheme being in place. This proved to be the case.
The marginal cost of preventing a burglary additional to those prevented by
the schemes, as they typically operated, can be estimated with the statistical
models. This marginal cost (the upper curve on Figure S.2) would range
from about £3,300 in lower-risk conditions to £1,100 in higher-risk ones.
The preventive cost in higher-risk areas, then, matches what a burglary costs
state and victim financially. The implication is that more intense schemes
only offer good value for money in higher-risk areas. But taking into account
psychological costs would broaden the range where value was achieved.

Displacement
Reducing burglaries in a scheme area sometimes led to burglaries being
displaced to adjacent areas. Where this occurred, the overall positive effect
of Safer Cities was diminished, as well as its cost-effectiveness. However, this
displacement did not always happen. Rather, where burglary action was of
moderate or higher intensity (estimated at over £4 per household), the
preventive effect reached beyond the area covered by the scheme – so-called
‘diffusion of benefit’. But even with the sophisticated methods employed, it
was not possible to estimate how the savings in the target areas and some of
the adjacent areas balanced against the losses from displacement in others.
Displacement to different forms of offending – ‘crime switch’ – was also
assessed. The results indicated that when burglary action was low intensity,
some switch to other property offences did occur. But when action was of
moderate or higher intensity (over £5 per household), there seemed to be a
reduction in the risk of other property crimes too.
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An extra benefit of burglary action in an area was the protection it appeared
to affo rd against ‘inwa rd’ displacement from neighbouring burg l a ry
schemes. It also protected against ‘crime switch’ to burglary when Safer
Cities action had been taken against other crime types.

Worry about burglary
The before and after surveys asked householders how worried they were
about burg l a ry. They we re also asked if they we re awa re of any cri m e
prevention initiatives in their area. After the Safer Cities action, people
generally showed no increase in awareness that action against crime had
been taken in their area but those interviewed would not necessarily be in a
household which had been targetted. Also, awareness of action is generally
low with any preventive initiative. The exception was in high-intensity areas,
which showed a marked increase in awareness.
Those individuals who were aware of action worried less about burglary
where the action was intensive. However, where action was of a low level,
those who were aware of action were actually more worried than before.
This may be because they were alerted to a burglary problem, but did not
see it being tackled effectively. A similar finding was that people’s views
about the quality of their area only improved where action was greatest.

The value of a comprehensive approach
Two or more Safer Cities schemes were often combined in a locality. Of the
burglary action areas covered by the surveys, a third had target-hardening
schemes alone; a third had other (usually community-oriented) burglary
action alone, and a third had combined action. Most of the burglary action
areas also had Safer Cities action targetted on other crimes or crime in
general (a factor incorporated in the costs). Disentangling the combinations
which worked best against burglary was difficult. The survey data provided
some indications.
Target-hardening reduced burglary under all conditions. Purely communityoriented burglary action only worked in tandem with action against other
crimes. The best combination was when all elements were present. When
burglary action was considered as a whole, the support of action against
other crimes seemed more generally important. Like other studies, then, this
evaluation suggests a comprehensive approach is best, although targethardening could work alone.
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The lessons for policy and practice
This evaluation bears on several key questions about burglary prevention
programmes such as those in Safer Cities. The findings are relevant to both
central policy and local practice, particularly in regard to action through coordinated local initiatives in a partnership context.

Is co-ordinated local action against domestic burglary
worthwhile?
Action of the type taken in Safer Cities (Phase 1) was cost-effective in the
a reas, with the higher burg l a ry risks typical of cities, where burg l a r y
schemes were targetted. As mentioned earlier, there was some evidence that
this cost-effectiveness was reduced in places because burglars shifted their
attention elsewhere. But there were also signs, at least when action was
intensive, that burglars avoided a wider area than that in which the action
occurred. This increased cost-effectiveness. Whether these losses and gains
cancel each other out cannot be assessed with any precision.
A further caveat is that no evidence is available of the cost-effectiveness of
other ways of arranging local preventive action, or of wider alternatives such
as police patrolling. Careful evaluations of these alternatives are needed.

How did the action work?
The fact that the mere presence of burglary action seems to reduce burglary
risk, suggests that ‘area’ processes are operating rather than those which act
to defend individual homes. Offenders, alert to any action in an area, find it
unattractive to operate there. Supporting evidence for this comes from two
sources:
• the existence of crime displacement to adjacent areas
• the ‘protective’ influence of existing burglary action in an area against
inward displacement from adjacent action, and against ‘crime switch’ to
burglary.
D i ffusion of benefit (in areas with more intense action) suggests that
offenders are being guided by illusory risks of being caught beyond the
boundaries of schemes. But in general, the kind of impact measured may be
shorter- rather than longer-term.
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Where is it best to target action?
By and large, targetting areas with moderate to high rates of burglary, typical
of cities, promises the best returns. The main difficulty in achieving such
targetting in future programmes is the lack of readily accessible local crime
data. (Obtaining the data, both to supply co-ordinators with local ‘crime
profiles’ of their cities and to support this evaluation, was extremely slow
and labour intensive.) Geographic Information Systems would help and, if
o p e rated to a common standard, would facilitate local and national
evaluations of crime prevention initiatives.

What amount of action is needed?
Generally, the more the better, but it is not entirely straightforward. More
intensive schemes seem to:
•

stop displacement of burglaries to other areas

•

have a beneficial spillover effect to other areas

•

prevent switching to other forms of property offending.

They may also give economies of scale in implementation and have a more
durable effect.
However, less intense action also had an impact. So in future programmes
reducing scheme intensity (by cutting the spend per scheme, or increasing
the area each scheme covered) would allow a greater coverage of areas
and/or households. But here the impact would be narrower. There seems to
be an important threshold of action beneath which, even if burglary is
reduced, people’s views of their area do not improve, they remain unaware
of what is being done, and they continue to worry about burglary. The best
estimate of this threshold is a spend of roughly £20 per household in an area.
At this intensity, displacement should also be much less of a problem, since
it appeared to be countered at about the £4 level upwards.

What sort of action to take?
A comprehensive strategy which combines action against burglary with
action against crime in general is most appropriate. It would appear that
‘ c o m mu n i t y - o riented’ action against burglary should not be introduced
alone. In addition, it seems more effective to bring schemes together across
adjacent areas. This decreases the chance of burg l a ry being defl e c t e d
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elsewhere, since it is known that burglars tend to be unwilling to travel
greater distances.
Well-publicised action is likely to be more effective. This should reassure
householders, and send a stronger deterrent message to offenders. But
action of the appropriate kind and intensity obviously needs to be taken, not
just announced. Finally, publicity should also be handled carefully, to avoid
raising unrealistic expectations and causing possible resentment that some
households are losing out to others.
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1 Introduction

Phase 1 of the Safer Cities Programme was inaugurated in 1988 and wound
up in Autumn 1995. Altogether, it cost about £30 million, including £8
million administrative costs. Substantial levered-in funds were also obtained
from other sources. Safer Cities was set up as part of Action for Cities, the
Government’s wider programme to deal with the multiple social, physical
and economic problems of some of our larger urban areas. The objectives of
Safer Cities were to reduce crime, lessen fear of crime, and create safer cities
within which economic enterprise and community life could flourish.
S a fer Cities initiatives we re locally-based, re flecting an unders t a n d i n g
developed since the 1980s that crime is best tackled at the local level (Home
Office, 1990b, 1991, 1993b). The initiative also adopted a ‘partnership’ or
multi-agency approach to crime prevention (Home Office, 1990a, 1993a).
The Programme was developed in the light of experience of an earlier
programme, the ‘Five Towns’ initiative (Liddle and Bottoms, 1992).
In each of 20 areas – covering cities or boroughs – a local project was set up
with a co-ordinator and a small team, whose salaries and overheads were
met by the Home Office. Co-ordinators were recruited locally and drawn
from a range of backgrounds, including police, social work, probation and
local government. The work of each was guided by a steering committee
representing local government, police, probation, voluntary bodies and
commerce. The committees set the priorities for the project and ove rs aw
implementation (for a discussion of the roles of the co-ordinators and their
committees, see Tilley, 1992; Sutton, 1996).
Safer Cities projects featured a wide range of activities, including awarenessraising among citize ns and local agencies, and the development of
community safety strategies in local government. But at the core of the
projects was the initiation of local preventive schemes. These schemes were
implemented on the ground by a variety of local organisations, which were
invited to bid for funds.1 The schemes drew on grants from Safer Cities – up
to £250,000 annu a l ly per city – and other local or national re s o u rc e s .
Altogether, Safer Cities initiated some 3,600 schemes at a cost of £22 million.
1

Depending on the size of the grant sought, approval could be given by the steering committee itself or referred up
successively to the Home Office and Treasury.
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The preventive action was intended to take the rational, problem-oriented
approach developed within crime prevention over the last decade (Tilley,
1993b; Laycock and Tilley, 1995; Sutton, 1996). This ‘preventive process’
involves several steps:
• analysing crime data and related information to identify local patterns
of crime
•

setting objectives

•

adopting appropriate preventive measures (tailor-made rather than
off-the-shelf)

•

implementing action

•

evaluating what has been done and making changes where necessary.

To take forward this problem-oriented approach, co-ordinators were given a
limited amount of training and support from professionals in the Home
O f fice and e lsew h e re (few c o-ord i n a t o rs had mu ch back ground in
criminology or use of analytic or computing techniques). They were also
provided by the Research and Statistics Department with an initial ‘crime
and social profile’ of their area, including a beat-by-beat picture of recorded
crime rates. These profiles were time-consuming to produce, which is itself
indicative of the poor state of local information generally available. But they
aimed to help co-ord i n a t o rs and their steering committees to deve l o p
priorities and set up an action plan regarding which areas and which crimes
to target for action.
The schemes deliberately addressed a wide range of crime problems using
an equally wide range of methods. The crime problems varied from domestic
b u rg l a ry (the subject of this re p o rt) to commercial burg l a ry, assault,
domestic violence, vehicle-related theft and shop theft. In some cases the
focus was more on fear of crime. Preve n t i ve methods included both
‘situational’ action and offender-oriented action. The former comprised
measures such as better security hardware, alarms, improved lighting and
surveillance measures. The latter covered youth work, holiday play schemes,
credit unions, adventure playgrounds, employment advice, even morality
plays in schools. Some schemes focused on the city as a whole (e.g., through
publicity campaigns, information initiatives such as crime prevention buses,
or mu l t i - agency pro grammes). Many schemes focused on vulnerabl e
individuals, groups of homes, particular institutions (such as schools and
clubs), or particular localities (e.g. housing estates, car parks or city centres).
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Coming in the wake of the Government’s Financial Management Initiative,
the Safer Cities Programme was meant to offer value for money and to be
subject to rigorous evaluation.
This report is aimed at a technical audience. Its functions are twofold:
• to substantiate the findings, virtually all of which are presented in the
preceding summary (and separately as Research Findings 42 ([Paul
Ekblom, Ho Law and Mike Sutton 1996])
• to give more detail of the new methods developed, which may be of
use in other evaluations.

The evaluation strategy
Evaluation of Safer Cities has been conducted at a number of levels, for
d i ffe rent purposes and there fo re to diffe rent standards. Co-ord i n a t o rs
themselves were responsible for ensuring that at least a minimal assessment
was made of each scheme funded (this was part of the conditions of grant,
and an evaluation guide was produced [Youell, 1993]). What is now the
Police Research Group in the Home Office evaluated a number of ‘themes’
such as Safer Cities schemes using CCTV in car parks (Tilley, 1993a) and
domestic bu rg l a ry. This exe rc ise (Ti l l ey and We bb, 1994) aimed at
assembling good practice information, used detailed re t ro s p e c t i ve case
studies of ten selected burg l a ry schemes, and in some respects wa s
complementary to the present, much larger-scale evaluation. They also
conducted an assessment of the success which projects had in fostering
local community safety strategies (Tilley, 1992). This was to facilitate the
continuation of local co-ordinated crime prevention after the Safer Cities
projects closed as planned.
The focus in the Research and Statistics Department study was on the impact
of the Safer Cities Programme as a whole. Our approach was to look at the
typical scheme – since this provides the best picture of what a large-scale
prevention programme is capable of implementing given an essentially
u n t rained set of co-ord i n a t o rs with va rying levels of ex p e rience and
competence, funding activity implemented on the ground by agencies or
groups with equally varied experience. The alternative approach – to pick in
advance a set of ‘good prospects’, or to comb retrospectively for ‘success
stories’ – might say something about good practice, but not much about the
cost-effectiveness of the Programme. Tilley and Webb (1994) describe the
d i fficulties in obtaining adequate re t ro s p e c t i ve data for sch e m e - l eve l
evaluations of anti-burglary action in the Safer Cities context. The Dutch
government’s attempt to evaluate a set of individual preventive schemes
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i d e n t i f ied in advanc e met with seve re att ritio n pro b lems as poor
implementation, poor data and weak scheme evaluations eliminated many
(Polder, 1992; Junger-Tas, 1993). Wider discussions of the difficulties of
evaluating crime prevention initiatives are to be found in Ekblom (1990) and
Ekblom and Pease (1995).
The evaluation of Safer Cities required us to link measures of Safer Cities
action to measures of outcome – crime and fear. The nature of Safer Cities
made this challenging. In particular, many schemes were small in resource
terms, or spread thinly over large areas. This meant that the impact of
individual schemes was often likely to be modest, and that it was best to
consider a large number simultaneously. Changes in crime were also likely to
be influenced by local factors, and by background trends at city and national
level. These needed to be taken into account as much as possible, otherwise
they could mask – or mimic – any impact of Safer Cities. To minimise the
risks of delivering inconclusive findings, and to conduct a ‘fair test’ which
balanced the risk of mistakenly reporting success of Safer Cities against that
of mistakenly reporting failure, the strategy devised was ground-breaking in
several ways (Ekblom, 1992; Ekblom and Pease, 1995). It required the use of
state-of-the art computing centring around a Geographic Information System
(Ekblom, Howes and Law, 1994) and equally new statistical techniques to
look simultaneously at changes in burglary risk over time in households,
localities and cities (Ekblom, Sutton and Wiggins, 1993). In the event, we
developed a method that was simple in principle, complex and labourintensive to realise in practice, but (as will be seen) capable of producing
straightforward answers.
Domestic burglary was chosen for this report because co-ordinators often
targetted it, preventive practice is relatively well-developed, and burglary
s chemes tend to be local and have localised effects. If the Safer Cities
Programme was going to have a measurable impact on crime, we reasoned,
it would be on burglary.

Safer Cities action against burglary
Figure 1.1 shows that, by 1995, of the 2,300 Safer Cities schemes in all 20
cities with an identifiable physical target, just over half were targetted on
dwellings. Fi g u re 1.2 shows that a third of the schemes which had an
identifiable target crime, were targetted on burglary, whether domestic or
otherwise.
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Figure 1.1 Safer Cities: Physical targets

Numbers relate to all 20 Phase 1 Safer Cities as at early 1995. They are i) total number of schemes in a given
category; ii) percentage of specified funds spent on that category; iii) total specified funds in £ thousands spent on
that category. All numbers refer to specified schemes only: 54% of all schemes were specified on this feature in the
Management Information System; 43% of total funds spent on all schemes were so specified.

Figure 1.2 Safer Cities: Target crime types

Numbers relate to all 20 Phase I Safer Cities as at early 1995. They are i) total number of schemes in a given
category; ii) percentage of specified funds spent on that category; iii) total specified funds in £ thousands spent on
that category. All numbers refer to specfied schemes only: 88% of all schemes were specified on this feature in the
Management Information System; 77% of total funds spent on all schemes were so specified.
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A l t o ge t h e r, some 500 schemes we re targetted on domestic burg l a ry,
spending some £4.4 million of Safer Cities funds and further levered-in funds
or in-kind assistance from other local or national sources. Our evaluation, for
reasons of timing, focussed on the first 16 cities to be implemented, and on
the nearly 300 schemes targetted on domestic burglary at the local level, that
were current or completed by Summer 1992. (A further 62 schemes, such as
p u blicity campaigns, we re targetted at city level, but thes e are not
considered here as their ‘thin spread’ is unlikely to have had much impact
that was measurable locally.) Of the local schemes, three-quarters focussed
on domestic targe t - h a rdening (including door, window and fe n c i n g
improvements, entry systems, and security lighting around individual houses
or blocks; normally, a number of weaknesses were tackled together in a
s e c u rity pack age for the dwellings). Eight per cent we re focussed on
c o m mu n i t y - o riented action (e.g., providing crime prevention outre a ch
workers, raising awareness of prevention, fostering neighbourhood watch
and property-marking). Offender-oriented action specifically targetted at
burglary was rare. The amount spent per scheme varied from a few pounds
to over £100,000. The areas which schemes covered ranged from single
blocks of flats to whole districts; on average about 5,200 households were
c ove red – equivalent to 26 Enu m e ration Districts (EDs) from the 1991
Census.
Across burglary schemes as a whole, the average amount of Safer Cities
funding spent was £8,700. But this amount differed according to whether
t h e re we re additional l eve red-in funds raised from local agencies and
institutions, and from other national programmes. Two-thirds of the burglary
schemes had no leverage recorded on the Management Information System,
and the average Safer Cities funds spent was £7,300. For the remaining third
of schemes with leve red-in funds, the ave rage Safer Cities spend wa s
£11,300 and the average levered supplement £17,800. The fact that more
Safer Cities money was spent on schemes with levered-in funds indicates
that Safer Cities funds were not used to substitute for funds from other
sources. (If this had been the case, the Safer Cities funds spent would have
been more when levered funds were unavailable.) Interestingly, the levered
schemes were on average geographically smaller than the rest (by 53%, or 19
enumeration districts versus 29).

Measuring Safer Cities action
There would be little prospect of finding impact by simply comparing cities.
And indeed, examining recorded crime trends in the first 16 Safer Cities and
in a matched set of other cities shows – if anything – that the Safer Cities
fared somewhat worse in terms of growth in burglary. Rather, a fairer test
meant looking for impact where one might expect to find it – at the ‘small
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area’ level, in the vicinity of local schemes – and taking account of the
amount of local action.

Action intensity
To estimate the effects of a variety of burglary schemes spending different
amounts in different ways and covering areas of different sizes, we needed a
u n i ve rsal measure of action input. Output measures of action, such as
numbers of homes secured, numbers of locks fitted etc – were too diverse
and too unreliable (see Ekblom and Pease, 1995:649).
Using data from the Safer Cities Management Information System (on the
crime targets of each scheme, their start date, and their cost from Safer Cities
and levered-in funds), 1991 ED maps of scheme locations supplied by the coordinators, and population data from the 1991 Census, an action intensity
score was calculated for each small area covered in the evaluation. This score
represented the average amount of funds acting on each household over a
given year. For each scheme affecting the area, it took into account the total
amount spent, the area over which the scheme was spread, and the length of
time each scheme had been operating.(end note 1) The most intensive schemes
were either costly ones, or more modest ones concentrated on a small area.
If more than one scheme covered an area we added the intensities.
The amount spent was averaged over all households in the area because it
was not possible to identify which individual household had or had not
received action. Besides, measuring Safer Cities impact on areas was felt to
be more appropriate.
Besides this ‘hard’ data on Safer Cities action, ‘softer’ information of various
kinds was used to help guide and interpret analysis. Brief descriptions of
each scheme were available on the Management Information System; and
open-ended interviews with co-ordinators threw light on the process by
which they assigned action to particular locations. In addition, we had a
deep knowledge of the Programme over its lifetime. As well as evaluating it,
we contributed to the process of targetting action, for example by preparing
crime and social profiles. Consequently, contacts with co-ordinators were
regular.

Measuring outcome
To measure outcome, two sources of local data were collected: information
from sample surveys of adults, and police recorded crime figures. The two
s o u rces we re complementary, with diffe rent strengths and we a k n e s s e s
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(Appendix 4). The survey data is able to focus on smaller areas than the
recorded crime data available at realistic cost and effort to this evaluation
(Census enumeration districts – EDs, of about 200 households, rather than
police beats, of an average 1,700 households). It is richer, covering not just
crime victimisation but a wider range of questions on fear, perceptions of
crime and security-related behaviour. It links to individual residents’ social
characteristics, and avoids the reporting and recording shortfalls associated
with official crime statistics (although a low response rate of 60% was a
problem). The recorded crime data, on the other hand, gives much fuller
ge o graphical cove rage (the survey, for reasons of cost, could only be
mounted in selected locations). It is thus rather more like a complete picture
than a sample. This avoided the problem – an acute one for the survey – of
not knowing in advance where local Safer Cities action would be sited. The
recorded crime data has the further advantage of covering trends over a
number of years rather than merely Before and After snapshots.

The structure of the report
Chapter 2 of this report presents the findings on Safer Cities impact on
burglary from the survey, posing several fundamental questions. The first is
‘Did the survey show a “Safer Cities effect” in terms of falls in burglary risk
where action had been implemented?’. The risk does indeed fall, as shown
by a simple comparison of changes in areas with and without action. The
main task then becomes one of moving from this prima facie evidence to a
conclusion that the Safer Cities action caused the fall, by eliminating several
plausible alternative explanations. In this, we resort to statistical modelling
t e chniques which seek to explain va riations in burg l a ry risk betwe e n
individuals, and between areas, with reference to a range of extraneous
influences. Having established with reasonable confidence that the falls in
risk can be accredited to Safer Cities, we are able to pose the second and
third fundamental questions, namely ‘How great a reduction in risk did the
burglary action achieve?’, and ‘What sort of money does one have to spend
t h rough Safer Cities action to prevent a burg l a ry?’. In answe ring these
questions, we examine evidence for side effects of action such as geographic
displacement of burglary from the action area to elsewhere.
Chapter 3 presents the findings from the analysis of re c o rded cri m e ,
following the same sequence of questions. Again we resort to statistical
modelling techniques to eliminate alternative explanations and to arrive at
estimates of the reduction in burglary risk due to Safer Cities action, and of
the cost of preventing a burglary. The results for the survey and the recorded
crime analyses are for the most part remarkably similar. Chapter 4 reconciles
the differences that do remain, before asking the key question ‘Did the Safer
Cities schemes offer value for money?’. This question focusses on the
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estimates of the financial costs of prevention set against the financial costs of
burglary to victims and the State.
Chapter 5 re t u rns to the survey to consider some of the less tangi bl e
consequences of Safer Cities action in terms of its impact on people’s
p e rceptions of their neighbourhood, and wo rry about burg l a ry. It also
examines the consequences for securi t y - related behav i o u r, incl u d i n g
membership of Neighbourhood Watch and the installation of home security
measures. A paradox emerges between the evidence, on the one hand, that
S a fer Cities action reduced the risk of burg l a ry, and on the other that
respondents in the survey reported only limited awareness of action and no
consistent change in security measures taken. In Chapter 6 we attempt to
resolve this paradox with reference to measurement issues, and a discussion
of the causal mechanisms by which the Safer Cities action had its impact on
burglary risk. Chapter 7 raises further points of discussion.
To make for easier reading, major technical points are presented as end
notes and appendices identified in the main text. Minor points are taken as
footnotes.
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2 The survey: evidence of
impact on burglary

Over 7,500 interviews (end note 2) were conducted in 406 EDs. Two hundred and
eighty of the EDs were located in 11 Safer Cities and the remaining 126 in
eight comparison cities. The comparison cities were included to make sure
that any apparent effect was not simply mirroring wider national trends. These
cities were carefully matched demographically and on levels of recorded
crime.(end note 3)
Half the interviews were conducted in September 1990, before much Safer
Cities action had begun,1 and half in September 1992, after a great deal had
been implemented. To boost the sensitivity to change, as many of the same
people as possible were interviewed in the two surveys – a so-called ‘panel’
survey. But to get sufficient numbers, other people were also interviewed.
To get round the difficulty of not knowing at the time of the ‘Before’ survey
where local action would eventually be sited, we adopted a twofold strategy
for choosing interview areas. Some of the EDs were selected as at high risk
of crime and thus likely to be targetted by Safer Cities co-ordinators (the
Census-based neighbourhood classification system known as ACORN was
used for this purpose, calibrated against the three previous British Crime
Survey sweeps — see end note 2). The remainder of the EDs were identified
by co-ordinators themselves as being likely sites.
In the event, the strategy succeeded in obtaining a good-sized sample of
local action despite its being widely scattered over each city. Of the 300 local
schemes targetted on domestic burglary, 96 were covered. They fell in 117
of the surveyed EDs. (Some schemes covered more than one ED, and some
EDs re c e i ved more than one scheme.) The areas identified by the coordinators tended to have received quite large clusters of schemes, partly
accounting for the overall high ‘hit rate’.

1

Only a very small amount of action had been implemented in the surveyed EDs by the time of the Before–survey. It
was judged unnecessary to take account of it in the analysis.
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Local burglary schemes in the surveyed areas
The 96 burg l a ry schemes cove red in the surveyed areas are not ve ry
different from the full 300 local burglary schemes implemented through
Safer Cities as a whole. Domestic target-hardening was by far the most
common method in both cases, although the sampled schemes we re
somewhat more likely to involve community-oriented action. However, the
sampled schemes had grants on average 44 per cent larger than domestic
burglary schemes as a whole and covered areas 42 per cent larger. (This is
probably because schemes covering larger areas had a higher chance of
being hit by the survey; such schemes also tended to have larger grants.)

The amount of action present
In the 117 sur veyed EDs in which there was Safer Cities burglary action, the
amount (calculated as described) varied from 1p to £69 per household over
the year preceding the After-survey.(end note 4) (Area scores of less than 1p per
household were omitted.) The average amount was £11. A distinction was
made between EDs in which under £1’s worth of Safer Cities action was
present per household over the year (‘low’ action); £1–£13 ‘medium’ action;
and over £13 ‘high’ action areas. Of the 117 EDs with Safer Cities action,
only 38 had any levered funds. The average additional levered input was £15
per household over the year. The levered funds are excluded from Tables
2.1 and 2.2 below, but are taken into account in the statistical analyses and
cost estimation described later.

Changes in burglary risk:
did the survey show a Safer Cities effect?
We consider two measures of risk in the year prior to each wave of the
survey. The first, a prevalence risk, measures what proportion of households
said they were burgled at least once in the year of the survey. The second, an
incidence risk, measures how many burglary incidents occurred per 100
households. In both cases, the offences considered are those where burglars
got into homes—attempts are excluded.
Table 2.1 shows how risks of burglary prevalence changed between the
‘ B e fo re’ surveys, and the ‘After’ ones – in both the Safer Cities and the
comparison cities.(end note 5) Before any Safer Cities action, burglary risks were
somewhat higher in the comparison cities (12%) than in Safer Cities (10%),
reflecting no more than inevitably imperfect matching. Between 1990 and
1992, burglary risks in the comparison cities rose by three per cent, well
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within the measurement error of the two surveys. The areas in the Safer
Cities where there was no action on domestic burglary actually showed a
bigger rise, of 15 per cent. However, in areas where there was action, risks
fell by 10 per cent in the low-action areas, by 22 per cent in the mediumaction areas and by 43 per cent in the high-action areas.

Table 2.1 Burglary prevalence: whether or not household
burgled, by burglary action intensity
Safer Cities
Burglary action intensity score
none low** medium high
<£1 £1–£13 £13–£70

Comparison
Cities
all

Percentage households burgled one or more times in past year
Before (1990)
8.9 10.3
12.7
13.4
10.2
After (1992)
10.2
9.3
9.9
7.6
9.6
percentage change
(before to after) +15

none

12
12.4

-10

-22

-43

-6

+3

No. of EDs
163
58
No. Schemes
0
34
Weighted Data***
Unweighted No. 3,138 1,134

36
40

23
41

280
96*

126
0

590

710

5,576

2,099

Source: 1990 and 1992 Safer Cities Surveys, SCP Management Information System, 1991 Census.
*
**
***

Number of schemes in cells sum to more than total due to some schemes cove ring EDs in more than one
expenditure band.
The average expenditure per household in these bands is about 10p, £5 and £45 respectively. Scoring is explained in
end notes 1 (general) and 4 (survey).
Weighting is explained in end note 5.

Table 2.2 presents similar findings for incidence risks, which give a better
measure of the change in the number of burglaries (as opposed to the
number of burgled households). Again, the areas receiving the most action
showed the greatest fall in risk. However, in the case of the number of
burglaries, there is an overall fall in all areas. This is the reverse of national
trends as measured by burglaries recorded by the police in metropolitan
forces, and by British Crime Survey trends between 1991 and 1993 in high
c ri m e - risk areas. An explanation most like ly comes from the ‘panel’
respondents – householders interviewed in both surveys. We know from
survey experience that, at a first interview, respondents are more likely to
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‘draw in’ incidents which could have happened before the period being
referred to, than they would in a second interview. While the fall common to
all areas, then, may be explained by the panel component of the interviews,
the differential fall in the action areas will not be. Moreover, it is possible to
remove statistically the panel ef fect in estimating the outcome of Safer Cities
action, and this is done later.

Table 2.2 Burglary incidence: burglaries per hundred households,
by burglary action intensity
Safer Cities
Burglary action intensity score
none

Comparison
Cities

low medium high
all
<£1 £1–£13 £13–£70

Burglaries per hundred households in area in past year
Before
14.0 14.6
18.7
24.0
15.9
After
13.6 12.8
13.1
12.9
13.3
percentage change -3

none

18.5
17.3

-12

-30

-47

-17

-7

No. of EDs
163
58
No. Schemes
0
34
Weighted Data
Unweighted No. 3,138 1,134

36
40

23
41

280
96

126
0

590

710

5,576

2,099

Source: 1990 and 1992 Safer Cities Surveys, SCP Management Information System, 1991 Census.
See Table 2.1 for general explanatory notes.

There is a third measure of crime risk – concentration. This represents the
number of burg l a ries per victim, and is a good indicato r of re p e a t
victimisation. (It is simply the ratio of incidence to prevalence.) We
examined concentration to see whether there were any adverse side-effects
of preventive action. In other words, it was possible that selective targethardening of homes might lead to the offenders focussing all their efforts on
the smaller pool of vulnerable homes that remained. There was no evidence
that this had occurred, although the small numbers of repeatedly victimised
households surveyed in some of the action bands made it difficult to discern
reliable patterns.
From this simple tabular analysis of the survey data there is, then, prima
facie evidence of a Safer Cities effect. Action against burglary in an area
seems to produce a marked reduction in burglary risk. The effect moreover
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appears to be progressive: the more the action, the greater (and the clearer)
the fall. Much of the analysis that follows seeks to test, develop and quantify
this picture by considering plausible alternative explanations, which would
account for the findings without recourse to the Safer Cities effect at all. 2 We
begin by examining one particularly serious rival explanation that is clear
even in the tables just presented, and then go on to a broader statistical
analysis which takes account of a much wider range of factors associated
with variation in burglary risk.

A first alternative explanation: selection effect?
One of the key features of Safer Cities was meant to be that high-crime areas
were targetted for action. However, if co-ordinators targetted areas with
temporarily extra-high crime levels, then a downturn in crime would be likely
to follow whether or not the action itself worked. (This is known as ‘regressionto-the-mean’, or more strictly, the ‘selection-regression artifact’ [Campbell and
Stanley, 1963; Cook and Campbell, 1979].) It would mimic a Safer Cities effect.
As Table 2.2 shows, the prior burglary levels in Safer Cities EDs which received
more action were indeed markedly higher than in EDs which received less
action or no action – though they were not markedly higher than in the
comparison cities. For example, high-action areas had an average incidence rate
of 24 per 100 households per year, compared with about 15 in the Safer Cities
no-action areas. The falls in incidence were all achieved by movements from the
p rior high to a common After-level risk of about 13 incidents per 100
households per year. On the face of it, then, the apparent Safer Cities effect
might be explained away by regression-to-the-mean.
However, the tendency for more action to be focussed on areas with higher
prior burglary risks can be seen from our detailed data to be rather a weak
one, with much area-to-area variation beneath the overall pattern. Further
evidence comes from a diffe rent source: the Safer Cities co-ord i n a t o rs
consistently stated in our interviews with them that where targetting of highcrime areas did occur, this was less on short-term ‘blips’, and more on the
basis of ‘bad area reputations’ that were stable over time, and longer-term
high rates of recorded crime. Moreover, the information base on which coordinators were able to pick targets was limited, and in many cases their
ability to apply consistent ‘rational’ targetting, in the face of competing local
pressures and demands, was constrained (Sutton, 1996). Tilley and Webb’s
(1994) closer study of ten Safer Cities burglary schemes reported that coordinators, while they targetted areas with serious burglary problems, did
not always go for the very worst.
2

In case this is seen as unnecessarily ‘unfair’, it is worth noting that the process can serve equally to filter out the
effects of factors which mask or distort the Safer Cities effect. Statistical testing was conducted on these
subsequent, more sophisticated analyses.
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The se consid erations notwithstanding, the only concl u s i ve way of
eliminating the regression-to-the-mean explanation would be to look at the
burglary rate in the sur veyed areas over a longer period. Did the areas which
received action between 1990 and 1992 already have a persistent tendency
to suf fer more burglary, as the co-ordinators maintained? While the surveys
can cl e a r ly throw no light on this question, the re c o rded crime data
collected for the evaluation do.
The recorded crime data will be described more fully later, but for the
present it is enough to note that data were available going back yearly from
1992 to 1987 for a large number of the surveyed EDs in the Safer Cities. Each
surveyed ED was linked (using a geographic information system) to the
police beat in which it was sited, and assigned the recorded crime rates of
that beat, where and when available.(end note 6)
Figure 2.1 shows the recorded burglary incidence rates per household over
the period 1987—90 for those sur veyed EDs in the Safer Cities for which the
recorded crime data was available. There are two sets: those EDs which
received action scores, between 1990 and 1992, of £1 and over; and those
receiving less than £1 or none at all. It also shows, for the same sets of EDs,
the b u rg l a ry incidence rates from the survey for the period 1990–92.
Survey-based crime rates are always higher than the corresponding recorded
crime rate due to non-reporting and non-recording. To simplify comparison
therefore, the surveyed and recorded crime lines have been indexed at 100
to their respective absolute values in 1990. Were there to be a selection
effect through regression-to-the-mean, the burglary rates in the selected areas
would be higher than other areas only in the year or two prior to action, and
before that would be closer to the rates in the areas which never received
action. Fi g u re 2.1 shows that this is not the case. The areas which
subsequently received higher levels of action clearly did tend to have a
consistent prior history of higher recorded burglary rates – indicating rather
conclusively that regression-to-the-mean cannot explain away the Safer
Cities effect.3

3

The pattern for the survey rates from 1990 to 1992 for this subset of EDs shows a similar pattern to the full set of
EDs as in Figure 2.2. This tends to rule out distortion due to incomplete matching of EDs with recorded crime data.
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Figure 2.1 Prior burglary rates of surveyed EDs
indexed from 1990 £0–1 action

Statistical analysis: explaining variation in burglary victimisation
risks
Although the regression to the mean possibility was ruled out, the patterns
in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 still remain only prima facie evidence for Safer Cities
impact on burglary, because they show the relationship between just three
factors – time, location and action. There were other factors which were
varying between the same places as the action and/or over the same time
period. Any of these extraneous factors, alone or in combination, could have
coincidentally accounted for the apparent Safer Cities effect. Alternatively,
some may have worked in the opposite direction and caused us to underestimate the effect. The main factors we considered were:
●

features of respondents in the surveys, such as their age, class and
whether they were new to the area (if, for example, we happened to
interview more older people in the After-survey in the action areas,
given that older people tend to be less at risk of burglary, this could
have mimicked a Safer Cities effect; newcomers however tend to be
m o re at risk (Foster and Hope, 1993), so an increase in the
proportion of these would have masked a Safer Cities effect)

●

features of the surveyed EDs, such as the level of deprivation or the
number of young people (if some action areas contained more young
people than others, this extra supply of potential offenders could
have given them a higher risk of burglary; this would have introduced
extra, unexplained background variation between action areas against
which it would be harder for a Safer Cities effect to stand out)
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●

the presence of Safer Cities action not targetted on burglary

●

demographic or economic features of the city level

●

background trends in burglary at city and ED level

●

a range of additional factors involved in the selection for the survey of
the cities, EDs and the respondents living in them; the special effect
of whether or not a respondent was a panel member was particularly
important, as said.

The best way of getting beyond the prima facie results by filtering out any
influence of these extraneous factors is through multivariate analysis (or
‘statistical modelling’).4 This examines the links between our measures of
outcome and Safer Cities action, whilst simultaneously taking account of as
many of the other factors as could also be measured. The analysis sought to
explain how the risk of burglary victimisation varied between individuals,
between the EDs covered and over time (before and after). This hierarchical
arrangement of our data required use of a relatively new technique, ‘multilevel modelling’. In constructing the models we used logistic regression to
explain the variation in risk of victimisation – for simplicity this required us
to focus on prevalence rather than incidence risks. Details are in Appendix 1.
The analysis moved in three stages. We took account first of the other
putative influences measured (reflecting the types of factors listed above,
and described in full in Appendix 1).
Second, given the large variation in burglary levels between EDs, and the
apparent siting of Safer Cities action in higher-risk areas, we also wanted to
take account of the extent to which an ED’s After burglary risk could be
explained by its Before risk – for example, did EDs that had low burglary risk
in 1992 have similarly low risk back in 1990?(end note 7) In fact, the link was quite
s t rong, especially gi ven the small nu m b e rs of interv i ews in each ED.
Incorporating it in the model enabled us to filter out quite a lot of otherwise
unexplained variation in EDs’ After-risk – thereby making the detection of
Safer Cities effects easier. (Moreover, as will be seen, some Safer Cities
effects actually seemed to vary according to the prior burglary risk of the
area where the action was located.)
Third, measures of the Safer Cities burglary action were included in the
model to see whether, net of all the other explanatory factors included in
the statistical model, the action especially reduced the burglary risk in the
After-survey. This differential change in risk uniquely associated with the
presence of Safer Cities action, was deemed the Safer Cities effect.
4

Only to a very limited extent could these influences be filtered out by weighting tables (which was done).
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The results of the analysis are best presented graphically. We begin with
Figure 2.2, which shows the observed burglary prevalence rates, before and
after Safer Cities action, for five sets of surveyed EDs. Reading from left to
right, we have the EDs in the Comparison Cities; those in the Safer Cities
with no action; those with low action; medium action; and high action. This
is equivalent to Table 2.1, except that the burglary action in each set of EDs
here is the total action recorded on the Management Information System –
deriving from both Safer Cities funds and levered-in funds. (This – plus the
absence of weighting, accounts for differences with Table 2.1.) Leve re d
action was included both to get the clearest possible picture of cause and
effect, and to enable investigation of the special effects of leverage.5 Figure
2.2 shows the part i c u l a r ly large falls in burg l a ry risk for the EDs with
medium and high action. (It also shows the fact that these two sets of EDs
had noticeably high prior burglary risks, as already discussed.) The statistical
model developed to ‘explain’ the observed pattern of burglary prevalence is
described more fully in Appendix 1. Overall, it proved to fit or ‘predict’ the
observed data well.

Figure 2.2. Survey: before/after domestic burglary prevalence

What part was played by the Safer Cities burglary action? Overall, net of all
the other explanatory factors included in the analysis, the occurrence of
Safer Cities burglary action in an ED was followed by a reduction in risk
in that ED, measured in the After- s u rvey. The effect remained when
5

The pattern is slightly different from that in Table 2.1, because a small number of EDs have been pushed up from
low or medium action bands by inclusion of leverage, and because the weighting – used to get comparability
between Safer Cities and Comparison Cities in the Tables – has been removed. The factors on which the weighting
was done (the Local Authority District families used in selecting Comparison Cities, and the number of ED sampling
points per city) were instead taken directly into account in the statistical modelling (as explanatory variables or in
the hierarchical structure of the model itself).
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estimated separately for panel and non-panel respondents, and for the areas
identified for the survey by the co-ordinators versus those selected through
ACORN.
The ‘Safer Cities effect’ appeared, at first sight, to be straightforward, with
the greater the intensity of action, the greater the subsequent reduction in
risk. (Typically, this is referred to as a ‘dose-response’ relationship.) But in
fact it was not so simple, and there are several aspects of the relationship
between burglary action and burglary outcome which should be described.
First, we had to take account of any tendency for action to be located in
areas with lower or higher than average risk, in order to reveal the changes
following action. Second, unexpectedly, the mere presence of action in an
area had a measurable ‘step-down’ effect on burglary risk independently of
the intensity of the action (in fact, presence was a stro n ger and more
reliable effect than intensity).6 Third, neither the presence nor the intensity
effects of action were constant: they altered in strength depending on the
prior burglary level of the area in which the action was located.

Location of burglary action
●

The action tended to be located in EDs which were at higher risk of
burglary, confirming the earlier picture of co-ordinators’ targetting
strategies. However, relative to this targetting of areas with elevated
risk, areas receiving more action tended to be those with lower risk.
This is somewhat puzzling, but is at least consistent with findings
f rom the interv i ews with co-ord i n a t o rs (Sutton, 1996), which
s u g gested that the y often avo ided areas with the ve r y wo rs t
problems, for example because of a belief that schemes could not be
given sufficient resources to make an impact there.

Changes in risk following the burglary action: ‘step’ and
‘marginal intensity’ effects
●

The mere presence of action seemed to reduce the after risk of burglary
quite markedly.7 This will be referred to as the step effect of action.

●

Additional to, and independent from the step effect, the greater the

6

The presence effect does not show clearly on Figure 2.2 or Table 2.1 (i.e., there is no marked drop in risk in the low
action EDs). It only becomes apparent when extraneous influences are filtered out, in the modelling, and we move
from comparing before and after risks, to comparing expected and observed after risks (Figure 2.3).
Statistically significant at p = .00006. Testing for statistical significance is described in Appendix 1.

7
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intensity of action, the greater the reduction in the after risk. This will
be described as the marginal intensity effect of action (‘marginal’
because we are talking about small, additional reductions associated
with extra amounts of action in an area, on top of the original step
down). It was not very reliable,8 but worth noting (especially as the
same is found with the recorded crime analysis that follows).
●

The two effects together give a measure of the overall impact of the
Safer Cities action. In simple terms, the overall impact in a locality is
the sum of i) the step down in risk due to the mere presence of
action, plus ii) the reduction at the margin due to the particular
action dosage received there.

●

Neither step nor marginal-intensity effects are constant, but vary with
the prior burglary level of the ED where the action was located. The
step effect appears to grow stronger, the higher the prior burglary
level in an area.9 This may reflect a real increase in strength. (It may
be easier to reduce burglary in areas at higher risk, because offenders
in such areas are not accustomed to much preventive action and
respond more readily.) However, it may merely be a measurement
phenomenon (it is harder to demonstrate reductions in risk in EDs
whose burg l a r y rates are alre a dy low to begin with – a ‘fl o o r ’
effect).(end note 8)

●

The general marginal-intensity effect such as it is fades out in areas
with higher burglary levels (it vanishes completely in areas with
around 20% prevalence and above).10

The step effect was unexpected; but in following the logic of the modelling
exercise, the empirical data ‘out there’ forced us to incorporate it in the
course of explaining the observed variation in burglary risk.11 As will be
seen, the same effect was found with the re c o rded crime analysis. We
discuss the implication of a step, or step-like, effect of the mere presence of
burglary action in Chapter 6.
8

p = 0.115

9

The growth in the step is significant at p = .0014; the step and its growth are together significant at p = 0.000002.

10

The fading out tendency of the marginal–intensity effect is significant at p = .016; the marginal–intensity effect and
its decline are together significant at 0.015. Interestingly, this is the opposite of what would be expected with
regression-to-the-mean, if co–ordinators had been putting more funds into temporarily higher–crime areas. As will
be seen below, the fading–out itself disappears when we focus solely on burglary action that is accompanied by
Safer Cities action targetted on other crime types.

11

It is quite possible that the step is an over–simplification. For example the true picture could involve a very steep
dose–response relationship when action intensity ranges from the minuscule to the merely very low, which
resembles a step; the relationship may then tail off to form the gentle one, described above, as the
marginal–intensity effect of action. Given the amount of variation between EDs in the size of the Safer Cities effect,
it was difficult to discriminate such a possibility from a ‘true’ step. However, we did explore the step further by
constructing a series of models where action present was simply represented as more or less than i) 10p; ii) 5p; and
iii) 1p. Even in the last case, the presence of action at just 1p still produced a marked step down in risk.
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Figures 2.3 and 2.4, which focus on burglary prevalence in the After-survey
only, illustrate the findings from the statistical model. Figure 2.3 compares,
for each of the familiar sets of sur veyed EDs, what was observed in the Aftersurvey with our best estimate of what we would have expected to have
found in the same areas, had the Safer Cities action not been implemented,
but all else had remained the same. (The method of doing this, ‘sample
enumeration’, is described in Appendix 1.) From left to right, the EDs in the
comparison cities and the Safer Cities with no burglary action both show the
observed prevalence close to the expected. However, all three sets of EDs
with Safer Cities burglary action show the observed prevalence in the Aftersurvey to be markedly less than expected. The step effect is visible as this
common drop.
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Figure 2.3. Survey: expected & observed after, domestic burglary
prevalence

Figure 2.4.
Survey: relative percent change, domestic burglary prevalence
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For comparative purposes it is better to look at the proportional reduction
in burglary risk, by calculating the ‘relative percentage change’ (Ekblom and
Pease, 1995). This is simply:
100 x (observed–expected prevalence)
expected prevalence
Figure 2.4 shows the relative percentage change for the sets of surveyed
EDs.12 The comparison cities and the Safer City areas with no action are,
again, close to expected. The action sets, though, show what appear to be
both a common step down in risk to about 24 per cent below expected, and
a marginal reduction on top of that as we go from low to medium (33%
below expected), and medium to high action (37% below expected). These
figures are specific to the sample of areas and individuals in the survey, and
their influence on burglary risk. More direct estimates of the impact of
action, which do not reflect the particulars of areas and individuals sampled
(but derive straight from the regression coefficients in the statistical model),
are presented subsequently.

Levered-in resources
The Safer Cities Programme is based in part on an ‘investment’ perspective
so that for every pound’s worth of improved locks, lighting, or support of
Neighbourhood Watch spent by Safer Cities, it was hoped that there would
be some levered-in resources (from, for example, other national inner-city
p ro grammes, local authorities, voluntary groups and individual domestic
expenditure on security). Thus, these positive results need to be attributed
not to Safer Cities’ financial input alone, but to Safer Cities from its wider
‘investment’ perspective.
The question then arises as to whether the Safer Cities effect was any
different in those areas where Safer Cities funds were specifically augmented
by levered funds. Initial analysis suggested that action in such areas had a
s t ro n ger effect (which might be consistent with schemes succeeding in
o btain ing leve red funds if th ey we re par t i c u l a r ly well-planned or
implemented). But further investigation revealed that this was due to the
strong tendency for levered funds to be located in areas also receiving high
amounts of Safer Cities money. When we conducted a special analysis of
areas receiving high total action with and without leverage, there was very
12

The rpc was calculated separately for each ED (being our focal unit of analysis), and then averaged over the relevant
set of EDs. It was not calculated from the average observed/average expected for each set.
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little difference in the reduction in burglary risk.13 (We should, however,
note that co-ordinators felt that the levered-in resources were recorded
rather intermittently on the Management Information System.) This suggests
that levered money was as good as, but no better than, direct Safer Cities
money in reducing burglary.
In sum, the statistical modelling has given us quite strong evidence for a step
effect – the mere presence of Safer Cities action against burglary seemed
enough to reduce burglary risk in the EDs where it was implemented. This
effect appears to be stronger in areas where the initial risk of burglary is
gre a t e r, although this may be a measurement art i fact. There is we a ke r
evidence for a further, marginal-intensity ef fect on top of the step. In other
words, given that burglary action is present in an area, the more resources
that it received, the greater the reduction in risk. However, this marginalintensity effect diminishes in areas where the initial risk of burglary is
greater. Whether or not some of the funds originated as leverage from other
sources made no difference to the overall picture: the impact per pound was
about the same irrespective of source.

Further alternative explanations?
On the face of it, this evidence for Safer Cities impact is extremely welcome.
One major alternative explanation – regression-to-the-mean – has been ruled
out along with other possible explanations based on socio-demographic
differences between areas; but there are other possibilities which should be
considered to confirm that the reductions in burglary risk are due to the
Safer Cities burglary action. In particular, we have to examine the part
played by other Safer Cities action not targetted on burglary; and action
outside the Safer Cities Programme which may also have influenced crime
disproportionally in the Safer Cities action areas.
The influence of other Safer Cities action
B u rg l a ry was not the only target of Safer Cities action. Schemes we re
implemented to tackle a range of other crime problems such as vandalism
and disorder, and some schemes aimed to reduce the general propensity to
offend. The presence of this ‘other Safer Cities action’ could well have

13

To anticipate the analysis of recorded crime data, the presence of levered funds again showed no extra impact there.
In fact, in the police beats receiving Safer Cities action, the minority which also received levered funds (one in five
of all beats receiving action), seemed to suffer an increase in risk. It is difficult to explain this, except to note that
the beats with levered funds scored markedly worse in terms of their burglary risks in earlier years, and their index
of deprivation.
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affected burglary risks in the surveyed areas. We had already taken this other
action into account in the statistical modelling in a simple way, including as
an explanatory variable an action score based on the total financial input
(both Safer Cities and leve red funds) of all local schemes ex c ep t t h o s e
targetted on domestic burglary. Our estimates of the impact of burglary
action were therefore additional to any effect on burglary of the other
action. This model showed, unsurprisingly, that the other action tended to
be located in areas with a lower burg l a ry risk than the ave rage in the
surveyed areas. However, somewhat perplexingly, the burglary risk in the
other-action areas increased in the After-survey. We therefore looked closer
at the relationship between burglary action and other action.
Of the 280 surveyed EDs in the Safer Cities, 191 had some input of other
Safer Cities action. About half of these EDs also had Safer Cities action
against burglary while the remainder did not; the average amount of other
action was the same in both cases, about £8.80 per household. Taking the
other perspective, over three-quarters of the EDs with burglary action also
received some other Safer Cities action. Those 25 which received burglary
action a l o n e had unu s u a l ly high amounts of it (ave raging £34.50 per
household compared with £11.50 for the remainder). This was because a
group of eight EDs with very high burglary action scores happened not to
receive other action.
Given the strong tendency for Safer Cities burglary schemes to be located in
areas which also had other Safer Cities action, it is important to investigate
whether the impact of the former was gaining strength from the latter. If this
were so, our estimates of the effectiveness of action targetted on burglary
would be over-generous. We therefore extended the statistical model to
ex p l o re how the effects of b u rg l a ry action on burg l a r y risk diffe re d
between EDs with, and without, other Safer Cities action. We simultaneously
looked at the effects of the other action on burglary risk, with or without
burglary action present.14
Altogether we compared three types of ED:
●

14

burglary plus other action together (96 EDs)

●

burglary action alone (21 EDs)

●

other Safer Cities action alone (95 EDs)
The full set of permutations of burglary and other action, and their respective step and marginal–intensity effects,
were included in the model; only a simplified account is given here.
We also examined whether there was any association between the presence of levered action against burglary, and
the presence of other Safer Cities action. In fact, there was no link either way. With the EDs having burglary
action, i) the proportion having levered funds was the same whether or not other Safer Cities action was present;
and ii) the proportion having other action was the same whether or not levered burglary action was present.
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Dividing the areas into these subsets considerably reduced the reliability of
the findings, but with this caveat the more robust ones are worth reporting
to help diagnose cause and effect.
With the areas receiving burglary plus other action, the effects of the
burglary action are largely similar to those in the main model. (This is
unsurprising because most of the burglary action was accompanied by other
action, as said.) This applies to both step and marginal reductions in burglary
risk. However, unlike the main model, the more other Safer Cities action in
these areas, the further the burglary risk fell. In addition, the marginalintensity effect of the amount of burglary action did not fade out in areas
with higher burglary rates.
Interestingly, in contrast to the general relationship between burglary action
and burglary risk, the presence of burglary action alone appeared not to
reduce risk. The marginal-intensity effect of the amount of burglary action
faded out when burglary levels exceeded the average.
The areas with other action alone again showed a weak tendency to have
relatively lower than average burglary risk overall, as might be expected if
co-ordinators were following sensible targetting strategies. Both the mere
presence of the other action (i.e. other action’s own step effect), and the
amount (other action’s own marginal-intensity effect), were markedly linked
to an i n c re a s e in burg l a ry risk in the After-survey. Other action alone
therefore appeared to increase burglary risk.
What can be made of these findings? First, it seems that the impact of
burglary action on burglary itself depends on the presence of other action
in the same area. The kind of burglary action implemented in Safer Cities
may not work by itself, even though the amount of action in the ‘burglary
action alone’ areas was in fact quite high. Those co-ord i n a t o rs who
i n t ro duce d ‘ com bined are a safety pack age s’ we re exploit ing th is
interdependence of impact. This dependence of the impact of burglary
action on other action is particularly true of the (burglary action’s) step
effect, which vanished when other Safer Cities action was absent. It may
help explain why the (burglary) step effect existed at all. After all, returning
to our main model (which did not distinguish between burglary action alone
versus with other action), it is puzzling to find that the mere presence of
burglary action in an ED substantially reduced risk, even when the intensity
of action was very small. It perhaps becomes less puzzling when we realise
that low burglary action EDs, whilst receiving an average of only 11p of
burglary action per household, were also receiving some £5.30 input of
other action. On average in the areas where both types of action were
present, for every pound spent on burglary action, something like 75p per
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household was spent on other action. This cross-subsidy from other action
has obvious cost-effe c t i veness implications, although it may have had
additional benefits in preventing other crimes.
Second, the marginal-intensity effect of burglary action may be more
robust when it is accompanied by other action.
Third, there may be evidence of ‘inward’ crime switch: the presence of other
action alone in an area may increase the risk of burglary by causing
offenders to switch from other crimes to burgling homes.
Fourth, there may be a kind of ‘protective’ effect of burglary action: in
areas where other action is accompanied by burglary action, there is no
evidence of crime switch into burglary. Indeed, there may be a synergy –
perhaps one that is necessary for the burglary action to work at all.
These observations, whilst interesting, must for the moment remain at the
more speculative end of our conclusions. This is partly due to statistical
u n re l i ab i l i t y, and part ly because a more thorough investigation wo u l d
require looking in more detail at the specific types of other action present.
We will, howeve r, bri e f ly re t u rn to the question when analysing the
recorded crime data below.
The influence of action outside the Safer Cities Programme
The Safer Cities Programme did not exist in isolation. Urban areas with
multiple pro blems re c e i ved a great deal of remedial action – social,
economic and architectural. The aim of Action for Cities (of which Safer
Cities was one element) was to achieve co-ordination of local initiatives.
Some of this other action is likely to have influenced burglary risks. Its
effects could, therefore, be confused with those of Safer Cities schemes
targetted on burglary. If there was any tendency for Safer Cities co-ordinators
to direct their schemes towards areas in receipt of extraneous action, then
this could have boosted the measured impact of the Safer Cities schemes as a
whole. Unfortunately, we could not measure such other action directly (it
would have been a further major undertaking), so it cannot be ruled out as a
factor in the results. But overall, our interviews with co-ordinators revealed
they had no consistent tendency to site, or to avoid siting, schemes where
extraneous action was present (Sutton, 1996). The co-ordinators, in deciding
where to locate action, had to respond to a variety of policy considerations,
and experienced a variety of constraints.
S p e c i fi c a l ly on Safer Cities b u rg l a ry schemes though, Ti l l ey and We bb
(1994) noted a tendency for co-ordinators to avoid targetting areas where it
was thought that other major efforts might be made independently of Safer
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Cities. In particular there was some concern to avoid jeopardising future
Estates Action bids (illustrating the complex financial and political context in
which the ‘rational’ preventive process had to operate; see also Sutton
(1996)). If Safer Cities burglary action was systematically directed away from
such major extraneous inputs, then this would in general understate our
estimates of impact.15
We have so far considered a number of alternative explanations for the
apparent Safer Cities effect – regression-to-the-mean, independent differences
in associated factors, especially sociodemographic ones, the role of other
Safer Cities action, and the role of extraneous action. Overall, while some
uncertainties must remain, these have not detracted from the view that the
Safer Cities action against burglary caused the reductions in risk we observed.
We can now go on to estimate the size and cost of the Safer Cities effect.

Some cost–effectiveness considerations from the survey
findings
Cost-effectiveness assessments are notoriously difficult, and the ones here
are no exception. Nonetheless, one fair question to ask is: ‘How great a
reduction in risk did the burglary action achieve?’. Another is ‘What sort of
money does one have to spend to prevent one burglary?’.

How great a reduction in risk did the burglary action achieve?
The statistical analysis showed that the link between input of Safer Cities
funds, and outcome in terms of a reduction in burg l a ry risk, was not
straightforward. The mere presence of Safer Cities action against burglary
reduced risk and beyond this, risk progressively diminished even further with
increasing intensity of action. These effects were both modified by the prior
burglary risk in the area where the action was located. There are grounds,
too, for thinking that the effect of the mere presence of burglary gained some
of its strength from the presence of other Safer Cities action in the area.
From the model of burglary risk which we constructed in the statistical
analysis, we were able to produce numerical estimates of the overall and
marginal impact of action. (Full details of calculations are in Appendix 1.) It
is important to remember that the estimates relate to the impact of action on
all households in an area – it is impossible from our data to estimate the

15

This is because the extraneous action would tend to have its impact on burglary in areas within Safer Cities which
received no Safer Cities action – including the relevant EDs in our evaluation. If there were a greater tendency for
burglary risk to be reduced in such areas, the differential reduction measured in the Safer Cities action EDs would
be less, as it would be measured relative to these extraneous EDs.
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impact of a certain sum spent on individual households. It should also be
borne in mind that these are direct estimates of impact in the kinds of areas
we sampled, deriving from the re l evant re gression coefficients in the
statistical model. Unlike the reductions in risk shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4,
they are not specific to the composition of areas and individuals in our
sample, so direct comparisons cannot be made with these.16
We look fi rst at the main model, which made no distinction betwe e n
burglary action with, and without, any other Safer Cities action. At the
average (prior) burglary prevalence of 10 per cent, the best estimate of the
step effect of burglary action is that it reduced burglary risks by 29 per cent.
In other words, the mere presence of Safer Cities action against burglary
seemed to reduce the risk of burglary by over a quarter. On the marginalintensity impact, given the presence of action, for every additional pound
of action per household the risk of burglary fell by a further 0.1 per cent.
Step and marginal-intensity effects combined showed an overall reduction of
31 per cent for an area with average action intensity.
At a prevalence risk of a little over 20 per cent, the marginal-intensity effect
drops out altogether, and in fact thereafter is linked to a rise in risk, which is
difficult to interpret. However, as said, there were indications that this fadeout was confined to circumstances where burglary action was implemented
alone, in the absence of other Safer Cities action. The impact on risk in the
majority of burglary action covered by the survey, which was accompanied
by other Safer Cities action, is somewhat different. The step effect is rather
less than its counterpart in the main model (16% as opposed to 29%); the
marginal-intensity effect is rather more (0.57% per £1 of action, as opposed
to 0.1%), and it continues to exist at very high levels of risk. However, these
estimates are less reliable.

What sort of money does one have to spend to prevent a
burglary?
We con verted the estimates of burglary risk reduction into estimates of the
average amount that one would need to spend, on local action of the kind
and quality implemented in Safer Cities, to prevent one burglary incident.
(Calculations are in Appendix 1.) There are two types of cost estimate that
are of interest to decision-makers concerned with implementation of coste ffe c t i ve preve n t i ve action. O ve rall cost is the cost of preventing one
burglary, taking all the Safer Cities effects into account – both the presence
of burglary action and the amount. This figure informs the decision ‘is this
preventive action worth implementing at all?’ Marginal cost is of interest
16

Nor can they be directly compared with Table 2.1 because this shows before to after drops in risk rather than
observed versus expected risks in the After–survey.
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when the first decision has already been taken. It is the cost of preventing
one more burglary through extra action. This figure informs the decision
‘given that we have already decided to set up some preventive action, how
much should we implement in the target area?’. All other things being
equal, the marginal cost of preventing one more burglary is likely to be
greater than the overall cost, because it ignores the effects of the mere
presence of action.
Both Safer Cities scheme expenditure and leverage are included in our cost
estimates. Local and central administrative costs over the lifetime of the
Programme were also taken into account (adding 50p overhead to every £1
spent on scheme funding). We allowed, too, for repeat victimisation:
according to our survey, every burglary victim prevented meant an average
of 1.5 fewer burglary incidents. (This ratio was surprisingly constant over
the range of prevalence covered by our surveyed EDs.) Finally, we assumed
that any effect of Safer Cities action would endure for two ye a rs. This
assumption in particular is returned to in the discussion.

Overall costs
It was not straightforward to calculate the cost estimates from the values
obtained in the statistical model and our other cost figures just described.
We costed the step at the average input intensity of £16.17 Since there was
some evidence that the step effect gained strength from the presence of
other Safer Cities action, it is reasonable to add the average amount of other
action18 – namely £7. (The other action, may, of course, reduce other types
of crime risk – but this cannot be estimated.) In total, the average input
associated with the presence of Safer Cities burglary action plus other
supporting action was taken to be £23.

Marginal costs
The marginal cost is, as said, how much more money needed to be invested in an
area, at the time the action was originally implemented, to prevent one more
burglary. The marginal cost of preventing one extra burglary was estimated in a
similar way to the overall cost, with one additional stage. The calculation (see
Appendix 1) involved comparing the estimated overall effect on risk of £16-worth
of action (the average intensity) and £17-worth. This put a figure on the reduction
17

This is because with step effect, cost literally did not come into the statistical relationship, it being the mere
presence of action which appeared to have an impact. Taken to an extreme, this could produce estimates of cost
effectiveness ranging from infinite to infinitesimal – we would expect an almost 30% fall in action whether £1,000
was spent in an area, or a fraction of a penny! Instead of the average intensity, one might have wanted to use the
lowest possible intensity of action that produced the step reduction in risk. However, as described already, even a
penny per household (the minimum intensity we incorporated in the analysis) seemed to show a substantial
reduction.

18

More precisely, the average amount of other action present in areas which also received burglary action.
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in risk associated with an extra pound’s worth of action per household.
This produced the figures below. They are taken from the estimated effects
of burg l a ry action in the presence of other Safer Cities action, which
comprised nearly three-quarters of the action EDs.
●

Where risks are very high – where householders have a 20 per cent
chance of being a victim of burglary with entry in a year19 – the cost
of preventing one burglary is estimated to be about £200 overall, and
£900 at the margin. In other words, if a co-ordinator spends £200 in
an area with this risk, this will, on average, prevent one burglary in a
two-year period. However, if the co-ordinator wants to prevent two
burglaries, the cost will be £200 + £900 = £1,100.

●

Where risks are high (from a national perspective, but average in our
survey) – in an area where householders have a 10 per cent chance of
having a burglar in the home in a year – the cost of preventing one
burglary is estimated to be about £400 overall, and £1,500 at the
margin.

●

For those in areas with a nationally average risk of a burglary with
entry of three per cent (according to British Crime Survey estimates),
the Safer Cities cost of preventing a burglary may be a little over
£1,400 overall, and about £4,800 at the margin. However, this takes
us beyond the kinds of areas we surveyed.

The figures above take account of levered funds. If these are excluded in
favour of an ‘investment’ perspective, the costs in terms of purely Safer
Cities money are almost a third lower.
The figures for both overall and marginal costs show that when burglaries
are common, it needs less expenditure in an area to prevent them than when
burglaries are rare. This is consistent with common sense – more relief can
be obtained, for example, from hardening targets under constant attack than
from hardening tar gets that are rarely the subject of burglars’ attention. The
main source of this relationship is simply the fact that the preventive action
is achieving a proportional reduction in risk. A risk reduction of a fifth in an
area suffering from a risk rate of six per cent prevents twice as many burglaries
for the money spent in the area, as the same one-fifth reduction in an area with
the same number of households but a risk rate of only three per cent.

19

This level of risk was found or exceeded in 71 of the 406 EDs we surveyed. However, sampling error from the small
numbers of interviews in each ED made the ED risk levels fairly unreliable.
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Did the proportional reduction in risk achieved by Safer Cities action itself
change with the burglary risk in an area? Prior burglary risk was taken
explicitly into account in the statistical model, but as already described had a
rather complex influence on the impact of action, depending on whether or
not the burglary action was accompanied by other Safer Cities action. As we
calculate using a progressively higher prior burglary rate (right-hand column
of Table A1.4, Appendix 1), the ove ra l l p ro p o rtional reduction in ri s k
associated with preventive action remains roughly constant (for all burglary
action) or even shows a slight decline (for ‘accompanied’ burglary action).
All this suggests that while preventive action may be better value for money
where burglary risk is high, proportionally speaking it achieves no greater
reduction in risk.

Some costing issues
It is important to note some technical restrictions in the meaning of these
costs derived from our analysis:
●

The marginal cost refers only to the effects of extra action put in
place as part of the original scheme – for example, a scheme which
c ove red more homes than initially contemplated. Fresh action,
whether a second wave of the same kind of preventive measure, or
the implementation of a different method altogether, could well have
‘reinvigorating’ effects of its own. However, this was not studied.

●

Our marginal cost estimates do not directly inform the decisions ‘how
large an area (or how many homes) to cover?’ and ‘how much
money to spend in absolute terms?’ – they only relate to increases in
the intensity of action in a given target area. Economies of scale may
be achieved, but on the other hand some larger schemes may be less
thoroughly implemented. Our evaluation does not cover these aspects.

●

While we refer to the overall and marginal costs of preventing one or
one more burglary, it is worth re-iterating that our estimates relate to
area average costs and do not directly inform the decision ‘how much
money shall we invest in protecting this particular home?’ Our
costs have no direct implications for single-household strategies such
as targetting repeat victims (Farrell and Pease, 1994; Farrell, 1995),
except to note that these should not neglect exploiting area effects.
Since repeat victimisation may account for a greater proportion of all
crime in areas with higher crime risk (Trickett et al., 1992), targetting
repeat victim households and targetting high crime areas may
naturally go together.
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The estimated costs of prevention are indicative rather than precise. The
statistical ‘margins of error’ were very broad,20 and to have reduced them
noticeably would have involved inordinate expenditure on more interviews.
Due to the nature of the mathematical relationships in the model, the
estimate of the cost at the margin in particular was not robust,21 and for
reasons explained in Chapter 4 the marginal cost estimate from the recorded
crime analysis is to be preferred. There are two additional reasons for the
imprecision. First, costing typically involves making assumptions, and this
was the case here too. Second, there is some uncertainty about trends in the
S a fer Cities areas which re c e i ved no action, an issue which raises the
possibility of displacement to these areas. We consider these issues in turn.
For our cost-effectiveness calculations, we assumed the following:
●

A scheme’s impact will last for two years, as said, reflecting current
understanding that preventive measures may have only a limited span
of effe c t i veness. While this seems re a s o n able and conserva t i ve ,
reliable quantitative evidence to support it is lacking.

●

The action score an area received was not systematically affected b y
co-ordinators’ directing further funds into existing success stories,
which would exaggerate our estimate of impact (Mark, 1983). Nor,
conversely, was it affected by their sending good funds after bad, in
an attempt to resuscitate fa i l u res (Skogan,1990) which wo u l d
c o n t ribute to an understatement of impact. Interv i ews with coordinators suggested neither tendency operated overall.

●

On ave rage, there was no tendency for Safer Cities action to be
located in the same places as other local action–outside the Safer
Cities Programme – on crime and social problems more generally,
which would give our estimates an unfair boost. Although we could
not measure this dire c t ly, interv i ews with co-ord i n a t o rs ag a i n
suggested no such tendency overall.

●

In estimating the size o f impact of Safer Cities actio n it wa s
reasonable to take account of the rise in burglary risk in the Safer
Cities EDs where there was no action. This is discussed below.

Integral to the calculations of prevention costs were the figures for how
20

The terms representing the Safer Cities effect in the statistical analysis, while significantly improving the fit of the
model to the observed data, nevertheless had wide standard errors. This is unsurprising given the range of schemes
covered by the model, and their diverse local circumstances.

21

Using bigger margins, such as an extra £10 worth of action, gave cost estimates over a third cheaper than the ones
presented, which were based on a margin of an extra £1.
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burglary changed where there was no Safer Cities action. As shown in Table
2.1, there was a 15 per cent increase in the prevalence risk of burglary in the
Safer Cities EDs receiving no action, as against a mere three per cent rise in
the comparison cities. These re s p e c t i ve fi g u res part ly determine our
estimate of the size of the Safer Cities effect. This is because, in the statistical
analysis, the differential fall in burglary risk in the action areas was estimated
re l a t i ve to the rises elsew h e re (i.e. Safer Cities no action areas, and
comparison city areas). These were the best indication of what would have
happened had there been no action. If we discount the big increase in risk
in the Safer Cities no-action areas, this would considerably increase the
estimates of the costs of preventing a burglary. It is therefore important to
consider what might lie behind this increase. One possibility is that the
increase in risk simply reflected a greater overall increase in crime in the
cities in the Safer Cities Programme relative to the comparison cities. (As
already said, Safer Cities action was too modest to have a measurable impact
on crime city-wide.) This is borne out by recorded crime statistics at least,
which show that the domestic burglary rate for the Safer Cities rose by 30
per cent between 1990–1992, while comparison cities rose by only 20 per
cent. This supports the idea of a ‘real’ increase, and argues against the cost
estimates having been set too low. Displacement – another possibility – is
more problematic.

Geographic displacement
On the face of it, the marked increase in prevalence risks in the no-action
areas in Safer Cities (Table 2.1) suggests that the burglary prevention efforts in
action areas may have caused offenders to turn their attention to the noaction areas. The possibility of geographic displacement must be considered,
then, even though the general criminological evidence for its importance and
pervasiveness is not strong (Barr and Pease, 1990, 1992; Hesseling, 1994), and
it is very difficult to assess in any evaluation (Ekblom and Pease, 1995). Given
the importance of displacement both as a process in its own right, and as a
potential obscuring factor in our main impact assessment, we made several
attempts to explore it, each more strenuous than the last. In the end, we did
find evidence for displacement, but only under certain conditions.
It is possible to explain away the prima facie evidence for geographical
displacement in the survey findings. The increase in burglary risk in the
surveyed no-action areas can be seen as no more than a manifestation of a
‘background’ increase in recorded crime risks in the Safer Cities as a whole.
There is also the fact that the increase in risks seems simply too large to be
entirely accounted for by displacement from the action areas surveyed. (By
definition, the increase in the number of burglaries due to displacement per se
can never exceed the fall in the action areas.) Moreover, many of the action
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areas will be quite some distance from the areas where there is no action in the
same city. Bear in mind here that there is plenty of evidence from other studies
that offenders usually operate locally (Davidson, 1984; Maguire, 1982).
These points aside, displacement may still have occurred. There were, for
example, some indications of it in a number of the Safer Cities burglary
schemes studied by Tilley and Webb (1994), and it is important to try to
assess it using other, more direct approaches. We therefore tried to take
account of any burglary action in the ring of EDs that surrounded each
surveyed ED in the Safer Cities (the ‘bullseye’ – see Table 2.3). This was
‘extra’ action only; it excluded schemes which covered both the surrounding
neighbourhood and the surveyed ED itself.22 Three ‘extra adjacent action’
scores were generated for each surveyed ED, to explore close-range and
somewhat longer-range effects: i) burglary action in the inner ring of EDs
immediately adjacent to the bullseye; ii) burglary action in an outer ring of
EDs immediately outside the inner ring; and iii) a pooled score of burglary
action anywhere in either or both inner and outer rings.
We then distinguished between our surveyed EDs on the basis of whether or
not they had burglary action in the bullseye, and whether or not they had
extra burglary action in the various surrounding rings. There were seven
distinct geographical patterns:

(a)

Action in bullseye alone

(b)

Action in bullseye and extra action in inner ring only

(c)

Action in bullseye and extra action in outer ring only

(d)

Action in bullseye and extra action in both rings

(e)

No action in bullseye but extra action in inner ring only

(f)

No action in bullseye but extra action in outer ring only

(g)

No action in bullseye but extra action in both rings

Of the 280 sur veyed EDs in the Safer Cities, 109 had extra burglary action in
one or other or both of their surrounding rings. About half of these 109 also
had action themselves, i.e. in the bullseye. The respective ‘extra, adjacent
action’ scores we re incorporated in slightly simplified ve rsions of the
existing statistical model.
22

We reasoned that schemes which covered ring(s) and bullseye together would not shift crime from one to the
other.
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The results of this analysis were complex, and technical problems make it
difficult to estimate the statistical significance,23 so they must be used as
diagnostic clues rather than firm findings. (A fuller account is in Appendix
2.) Nonetheless they are extremely interesting. They can be understood in
terms of three additional processes: displacement, diffusion of benefit,
d e fl e c t i o n (and a broader process of ‘ s e c u rity enve l o p i n g ’ )24 plus the
preventive ‘Safer Cities effect’.
Table 2.3 presents, for each of the seven geographical patterns, the amounts
of va rious kinds of action present in the bullseye and ri n g s , and the
c h a n ges in burg l a ry risk in the bullseye that are associated with the
action.25 As with the main analysis, we have to distinguish between the
effects of the presence of action (in the bullseye and/or in the relevant ring)
and the marginal-intensity effects of the amount (again, in the bullseye
and/or in the relevant ring). In some circumstances the amount and the
presence of action exert opposing influences on risk. In the description that
follows, it should be borne in mind that the results for the action in the
b u l l s eye and inner ring only – the second column in Table 2.3 – are
particularly unreliable given that they are based on only three EDs.

23

In many cases, particularly in the smaller cities and boroughs surveyed, the bullseye of one surveyed ED also
comprised part of the ring of another. This means that the assumption of independence of the areas sampled is
violated. This may be connected with the observation that incorporating ‘extra adjacent action’ scores in the
statistical models in most cases actually worsens the fit slightly.

24

Additional, more speculative, process are discussed in Appendix 2.

25

The change in risk in the bullseye was the effect of action in the bullseye itself, plus any inward displacement or
diffusion of benefit from action in the surrounding rings. We were unable to measure risk in the rings themselves,
to look at outward displacement from the bullseye, because the rings themselves were not consistently surveyed.
This made it impossible to estimate the balance between basic reduction of burglary achieved in the intended
action area on the one hand, and displacement and/or diffusion of benefit from the same action to the environs.
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Table 2.3 Survey – evidence of displacement and other
geographical processes

Risk is the odds of burglary victimisation (prevalence) in each surveyed ED; change in risk is the percentage reduction
in the odds of victimisation specific to the after survey, associated with presence and/or amount of the relevant type/s of
action. Numerical estimates are in the ‘components’ rows of Table A2.1 in Appendix 2.

✠ Since there are only 3 EDs in this set, the results are particularly unreliable although they are mostly consistent with the
pattern in the other sets; the large marginal increase in risk per £1 extra in the ring may be attributed to sampling error
and/or the very high amount of action in the inner ring coupled with low burglary and other action in the bullseye.

? Indicates a contrary result, although unreliable.
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Displacement seems to appear where there is no action in the bullseye. The
step effects of adjacent action show a clear increase in risk in the bullseye
when extra action is present close by. However, this is not the whole story,
because the marginal-intensity effects operate in the reverse direction. The
increase in risk due to the p resence of adjacent action is progre s s i ve ly
eroded, as the intensity of adjacent action becomes higher. It is possible that
two processes are occurring. First, offenders may be relocating their efforts
in the light of know l e d ge that ‘something has been done to enhance
household security’ in their favoured area. This may merely drive them to
the immediately adjacent streets. Second, higher intensities of action may
put them off altogether, especially if they are unsure of the boundaries of the
action. Given that they may be unwilling to travel greater distances and/or to
unfamiliar territory (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1991), this may have
served to produce a real drop in offending. Since this relative reduction in
risk appears to cover an area wider than the intended area of the scheme,
the marginal falls may be evidence for diffusion of benefit (Clarke and
Weisburd, 1994). There is no reason why a single scheme could not have
both displacement and diffusion effects simultaneously: diffusion in its
immediate vicinity, displacement further away.
Deflection is the keeping of crime away from an area (cf Barr and Pease,
1990). In our survey, deflection seems to appear when there is action in the
bullseye and the rings together. Under these conditions, the extra adjacent
action reduces the risk in the bullseye.26 This is true for both presence and
amount of adjacent action. What seems to be happening is that under the
joint inf luence of action in the rings and in the bullseye, offenders are
inhibited, or displaced elsewhere. (We cannot tell which, from our data, so
cannot claim this as evidence of ‘absolute’ protection against displacement,
i.e. a fall in the total amount of burglary measured over a wide area.) Action
in the bullseye therefore seems to be protecting it from inward displacement
from neighbouring schemes. The different burglary schemes located in the
ring and the bullseye in effect may link up to provide one common area
which is unattractive to burglars. This could be called ‘security enveloping’.
Prevention. The EDs with action in the bullseye but no extra adjacent
action show the Safer Cities effect: the usual pattern of reductions of risk
associated with the presence and the amount of action. The step effect for
these 67 EDs is weaker than the overall step effect for all 117 EDs with

26

This was with the partial exception of the marginal–intensity effect of action in the inner ring only. There were only
three surveyed EDs with bullseye action, plus extra action in the inner ring only. This renders these results
particularly unreliable. The high amount of extra adjacent action, together with the unusually low amounts of
burglary action and other action in the bullseye may also have been responsible for the extreme and sometimes
anomalous effects displayed.
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action (9% reduction in odds of victimisation versus 25% in the main model,
not shown in Table 2.3). This suggests that the step effect in our main model
was boosted by adjacent action deflecting burg l a ry further away – the
‘security enveloping’ already mentioned.27
So far, we have considered these component influences individually. When
we add their effects, the burg l a ry action in the bullseye and the ex t ra
adjacent action in the rings work together to reduce the risk in the bullseye,
often to a substantial degree. For example, in the 28 EDs with action in the
bullseye and extra action in both rings, the overall reduction in risk is in the
range 60–70% (depending on the amount of action in each). When there is
no action in the bullseye, the direction of the effect of extra adjacent action
depends on its intensity. With low amounts of adjacent action, its step effect
prevails and there is an overall increase in risk in the bullseye (for example,
an almost 70% increase in risk with £1 of extra action in the rings). With
moderate-to-high amounts of extra adjacent action, by contrast, the marginalintensity effect prevails and there is an overall decrease in risk in the bullseye
(for example, a decrease in risk of nearly 80%). In these circumstances, the
more intense action may have driven offenders further off, caused them to
switch to other targets, or forced them to give up altogether. From the
statistical model, the threshold for a net decrease in risk in the bullseye is
about £4 of action per household in the rings.
We have thus tentatively identified a menagerie of effects of adjacent action
– displacement, deflection, security enveloping and diffusion of benefit. All
of these predominate under different conditions. What clearly emerges is
that a position of ‘blanket pessimism’ – a reluctance to implement situational
p revention on the grounds that its benefit is inev i t ably neutralised by
displacement – is untenable.
Ideally, one would want to use the quantitative estimates of the net changes in
risk that seemed due to displacement or diffusion of benefit, in correcting the
costing of preventive action (to be assessed in Chapter 4). But this would have
had to rely on too many untested assumptions about (for example) how
rapidly the real effects tail off with distance. It would also have ignored
possible reductions in the sensitivity of measurement of effects at greater
distances. It would have been jumping too far ahead of the data in a very
complex and rather speculative analysis. This, together with the difficulty of
significance testing already described, means that for the moment, it is
perhaps most sensible to be neutral about the effects of displacement on cost.

27

Indeed, this also links up with the fact that the Safer Cities effect was stronger in those surveyed areas identified by
the co–ordinators where concerted action was implemented.
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Can we say that some types of action worked better than
others?
Most of the burglary schemes involved ‘target hardening’, as described in
Chapter 1. However, schemes were often combined in a locality, with other
(generally community-oriented) action against burglary, and/or action against
other crimes. Of the 117 areas with burglary action covered by the surveys, a
third had target hardening alone; similar proportions had other burglary
action alone, and combined action. As already described, four-fifths of the
burglary areas also had Safer Cities action targetted on other crimes, or crimes
in general. (This pattern was consistent across the three types of burglary
action area already described.)
Disentangling the different contributions to the reduction in burglary was
difficult, especially since burglary action areas without additional action
against other crimes were rare, and since co-ordinators reported directing
other burglary action to areas which had already received target hardening
from other sources. Our findings – from the surveys28 - are tentative as we
were at the limit of the resolvability of reliable patterns in the data.
We constructed an extended statistical model which separately represented
areas with different combinations of action (although to simplify analysis we
merely included the presence of each combination, and omitted intensity). We
covered the following mutually exclusive sets of areas:

28

●

t a rge t - h a rdening burg l a r y action + othe r burg l a r y action +
action against other crimes (31 EDs)

●

target-hardening burglary action + other burglary action (7 EDs)

●

target-hardening burglary action + action against other crimes (31 EDs)

●

other burglary action + action against other crimes (34 EDs)

●

target-hardening burglary action (7 EDs)

●

other burglary action (7EDs)

●

action against other crimes (95 EDs).

It was even more difficult to disentangle the effects of different types of action with the recorded crime analysis that
follows, because the larger size of the areas studied (beats rather than EDs) made for more overlap between
measures of action for different schemes.
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The combination with the strongest and most reliable effect on burglary was
when all elements were present. Target-hardening reduced burglary under all
conditions in which it was present. Purely community-oriented burglary
action, however, only worked in tandem with action against other crimes;
where it stood alone there was no reduction in risk, although there were only
a few areas in which this condition was met.
Our earlier analysis showed that when burglary action was considered as a
whole, the support of action against other crimes seemed more generally
important. Like other studies, then (Tilley and Webb, 1994; Osborn and
Shaftoe, 1995), this evaluation suggests a comprehensive approach is best,
although target-hardening could work alone.

Summary
To sum up the results of the survey analysis, we have shown good evidence
of Safer Cities impact on domestic burglary. This evidence remains after
eliminating a number of alternative explanations for the reduction in risk.
The presence of action in a locality is followed by a reduction in risk of the
order of 30 per cent, a result which may depend in part on the presence of
Safer Cities action targetted on other offences. Burglary action itself seemed
to be more effective when a variety of methods were employed in an area,
not just ‘pure’ target-hardening. Other types of action against burglary –
particularly ‘community-oriented’ action–especially needed shoring up by
action against other offences. There are limited indications of a further
d e c rease in risk with greater amounts of action. Evidence for both
ge o graphical displacement and – under more re s t ricted conditions –
diffusion of benefit was also found. The presence of burglary action in an
area seemed to protect against displacement of burglary from burglary
action in neighbouring areas. It also seemed to protect against offenders’
‘crime switching’ into burglary, when other crimes were targetted in the
same area.
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3 The recorded crime statistics:
Safer Cities impact on
burglary

Outcome data
We collected recorded crime data for up to 12 major offence categories,
including domestic burglary, from 14 of the 16 Safer Cities evaluated (there
we re pro blems with data supply in the other two, Wa n d swo rth and
Islington). Our aim was to get annual totals for each offence, from 1987, the
year before the Safer Cities Programme began, to 1992. Ideally, we planned
to obtain these fi g u res for eve ry beat.1 In practice, this proved to be
impossible.
●

Some data were missing for certain years, or certain beats.

●

Some offence categories were aggregated inconsistently between
police fo rces (although this was not a pro blem with domestic
burglary).

●

Some beat boundaries were changed.

The last pro blem was re s o l ved by looking back through past maps to
uncover ‘beat pedigrees’, and identify ‘superbeats’ – groups of adjacent beats
whose common outer boundary remained about the same despite changes
within. With this, we arrived at a ‘standard beat map’ for each city which
covered the whole time period. (Gaining continuity was therefore achieved
at the cost of increased ‘graininess’ of the picture in some places.) In this
way, we achieved full geographical coverage in 13 of the Safer Cities for
which crime data was available, and partial coverage in Birmingham.
Altogether in 14 Safer Cities, we obtained data for 701 beats or superbeats.2
Ideally, over the six years studied, this would have yielded (701 x 6 = ) 4,206
1

We chose the smaller area if records were available for both foot and vehicle beat.

2

Superbeats comprised 12% of the total number of areas; about a third of the total number of households.
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‘beat-years’ (i.e., one incidence risk measurement for each beat in each
year). In practice, for the reasons stated above, we actually obtained data for
only 3,277 beat-years. However, for almost 60 per cent of beats we had
measures for all six years.
There was considerable inconsistency between and even within police
forces in terms of whether or not attempted burglaries were included in the
counts they supplied, or pooled with other categories such as criminal
d a m age. We had no altern a t i ve but to ignore the distinction. For our
outcome measure we needed to convert the burglary counts into incidence
rates per household. For this, the standard beat maps were ‘digitised’ and
m e rged with population data from the 1991 Census on a ge o gra p h i c
information system. In effect, each beat was ‘tiled’ with the Census data
from the EDs which most closely approximated its territory. This process
also enabled us to link to the beats contextual data from the Census and its
derivatives (such as the Index of Local Conditions, which is a set of measures
of deprivation (DOE 1995)). The beats varied widely in size and population,
with averages of 230 hectares and over 2,200 households.3 They were thus
on average about ten times the area and the population of the EDs used in
the survey.
C o m p a rison outcome data took two fo r ms. As with the survey, we
compared beats receiving Safer Cities action at some point over the six year
period (mostly towards the end) with those which did not. We also looked at
a set of nine carefully-matched comparison cities to provide a picture of
more general national trends in similar urban areas, over the six years. These
cities were matched to Safer Cities equivalents by four ‘family groups’ taken
from Craig’s (1985) classification of local authority districts based on the
1981 Census, as with the survey. They were also selected for comparability
of total recorded crime rates over the period 1986–90.
To reduce cost and effo rt, we did not collect beat-level data for the
c o m p a rison cities. Instead, we used their c i t y - l evel a n nual fi g u res to
construct two ‘indicators’ of crime rates. A global indicator was based on all
comparison cities, with burglary incidence risk weighted to adjust the
population composition by family group, in the comparison cities, to the
composition in the Safer Cities. There was, however, considerable variation
in crime trends observed between the family groups. Therefore, a family
indicator was calculated separately for each family group of Safer Cities,
based on the appropriate comparison cities.(end note 9)

3

‘True’ beats averaged 180 hectares and 1,700 households; superbeats 600 hectares and 6,300 households. Unless
otherwise specified, all further references to beats include superbeats.
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The amount of action present
Burglary schemes
As with the survey, we identified the local Safer Cities schemes targetted on
domestic burglary which were in the right time and place to link up with
our outcome measures. We succeeded in covering 240 schemes out of the
total of 300 current or completed by Summer 1992.

Units of analysis: action beats and action beat-years
Almost half of the beats (325/701) had burglary action at some point. These
measures of place, we call ‘action beats’. We calculated the burglary action
score as the average input of Safer Cities funds per household in the relevant
beat and over the year in question. While the scores in the survey had a onceonly value (i.e., for 1992, the year of the After-survey), the scores for the
recorded crime analysis were calculated separately for each beat-year in which
there was action. These we call ‘action beat-years’. They are measures of both
time and place. In a few cases, beats had action scores from 1989 onwards,
although the bulk of the action was implemented over 1990–1992.4
Altogether out of the 3,277 beat-years for which we had recorded crime
data, 734 – about one in five – had some action. The average action intensity
in each of these action beat-years was just over £2.50 per household from
Safer Cities funds. Levered funds were also present for 149 action beat-years,
the average intensity being £5. Average total intensity, combining Safer Cities
and levered money, was £3.57 per household. Table 3.1 summarises the
available units of measurement for crime and action data.

4

The scoring for the survey simply assumed that once started (in 1990 onwards for the relevant Safer Cities) a
scheme’s action continued to exert any effect at least until the After–survey in 1992. With the scores for the
recorded crime, to make the time factor as similar as possible, we assumed that once a scheme had started, its
influence would continue to be felt for a two–year period. In practice this meant that virtually all schemes covered
were still contributing to the action score in the last year, 1992.
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Table 3.1: Units of measurement for the recorded crime analysis
Unit of measurement for
burglary and burglary action

Unit with burglary action present

Beat

Action beat (action present
in beat in at least 1/6 years)
325

701

(average total action intensity £4.50
in 1992)

Beat–year (701 beats,
for up to 6 years each)
3,277

Action beat–year (action
present in this beat, in this year)
734
(average total action intensity £3.57
over all years)

In the final year of measurement, 1992, there were 325 action beats. The
average intensity from Safer Cities funds was £3 per household. Eighty–two
of these beats also had levered funds, an average score of nearly £5.50 per
household. The total score was nearly £4.50. 5 For purposes of presentation,
we divided the beats into sets on the basis of the total action present in the
final year.6 There were (i) 375 beats which never had action; (ii) 266 which
ended up in 1992 with under £5-worth of action per household (average just
under 50p); (iii) 26 with action between £5–£13 (average nearly £8); and (iv)
33 with action over £13 (average £34). Figure 3.1 shows, for these sets of
low, medium and high action beats, the time course of action over the years
1987–92. The action in each set starts to appear between 1989–90, and
reaches highest levels in 1992.7

5

These scores were smaller than their equivalents for the surveyed EDs, because the larger area of the beat meant
that a scheme might only cover a small part of it.

6

This was almost always the maximum action score received over the six year measurement span. The bands were
selected to occupy distinctively different parts of the range, and give reasonable numbers of beats and beat–years
per set whilst being as close as possible to those in the survey presentation.

7

Because our scoring calculation system had been set to assume that action, once started, continued to exert its
effects for two years, the 1992 scores were in effect cumulative for virtually all action, since the bulk of it started
from 1990 on.
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Figure 3.1 Crime: Burglary action scores by year

As with the survey, there was an association between levered funds and high
amounts of Safer Cities action. The 82 action beats with levered funds had an
average of just over £7.50 Safer Cities burglary action per household in 1992;
the 243 without leverage, just over £1.50. Of the 33 beats in the high (total)
action set, 22 had leverage.

Changes in burglary risk: did the recorded crime data
show a Safer Cities effect?
The recorded crime outcome measure is an incidence rate – the number of
domestic burglaries per 100 households in each beat, in each year.8 Figure
3.2 shows the average incidence rates for the low, middle and high sets of
action beats, as they changed over time. It also presents the same burglary
trends for two other series: the 375 beats with no burglary action, and the
global comparison indicator, a weighted aggregate of the nine matched
comparison cities.

8

As said, an indeterminate number of these may have been attempts.
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Figure 3.2 Crime: Observed incidence
Recorded domestic burglaries/100 households

Several things are apparent from Figure 3.2. First, there is a trough in each
series at about 1989 or 1990, corresponding to a trough in national crime
rates at the time. Second, as with the survey, the middle and high action sets
start off with markedly higher risks of burglary. Third, while all other series
continue to rise through to 1992, the high-action set alone shows a return to
a falling trend. This pattern does therefore show some prima facie evidence
of a Safer Cities effect, but this is confined to the high-action set. There is,
moreover, a possibility that the final fall is no more than a resumption of the
earlier one.

Statistical analysis: explaining variation in burglary incidence
risks
Once again, to clarify the picture we needed to turn to statistical modelling.
This attempted to explore the link between the presence of Safer Cities
action in any one beat in any one year, and the domestic burglary incidence
risk.9 More specifically, we sought to estimate how far the presence, and the
amount of Safer Cities action explained the observed va riation in the
burglary risk in the Safer City beats, net of other factors which might also
have influenced crime. The ‘other factors’ we were able to include in the
analysis were more limited than for the survey. They are summarised below,
and listed in full in Appendix 3. The survey included coverage of inhabitants
of comparison cities, and its statistical model attempted to explain variations
in burglary risk in both Safer Cities and comparison cities together. The
recorded crime model merely attempted to explain the variation in burglary
risk in the Safer Cities beats alone, using the comparison indicators as
additional explanatory factors.
9

Burglary incidence risk was used here, in contrast to the prevalence analysis with the survey data, because
prevalence data was not available from police records. Since areas were the fundamental geographical unit of
analysis here, not individual households, there were no difficulties in analysing incidence. The incidence risks were
heavily skewed towards zero, so an appropriate transform was found in the arcsine of the 4th root of the risk rate.
This greatly reduced skewness, but some curtosis remained.
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The statistical model was again hierarchical: up to six years’ data per beat,
and an average of 50 beats per Safer City. At the city level, the other factors
in the model included:
●

d e m o graphic data from the Index of Urban Conditions (such as
indices of overcrowding, mortality, long-term unemployment)

●

the 1981 Census ‘family type’ of the relevant local authority district
(since we had ‘stratified’ the sample of comparison cities using this).

At the beat level:
●

ge o graphical fa c t o rs such as the size of the beat, the household
density, whether it had a city-centre location (since domestic burglary
rates are likely to differ in areas comprising mostly shops, offices,
transport and entertainment facilities)

●

social factors derived directly from the 1991 Census, such as the
proportion of the population aged 16–24, the proportion aged 60 and
over, and the proportion of households lacking a car. Other factors
from the Index of Urban Conditions were also included, such as the
overall Index itself, and subsidiary indicators including overcrowding,
and children in unacceptable accommodation

●

measurement factors which could have introduced bias – whether or
not a ‘beat’ was a superbeat; and whether or not we had obtained
burglary data in the beat for all six years (‘incomplete’ beats may have
been areas with special problems or unusual patterns of policing).

At the beat-year level:
●

the year (to indicate the overall trend in burglary)

●

comparison indicators for burglary, both global and based on city
Census-family

●

the amount of other Safer Cities action, not targetted on burglary, that
was present.

Representing the Safer Cities action in the statistical model
As with the survey, to arrive at an estimate of any reduction in burglary risk
that followed implementation of Safer Cities action, we had also to take
account of the effect of where the action was located. For example, co-
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ordinators could have selected beats for action which tended to have a faster
d e cline in burg l a ry over the whole p e riod of measurement, not just
following the implementation of Safer Cities action. Failure to filter this out
could have mimicked any Safer Cities effect. Fi g u re 3.2 shows some
evidence for this confounding possibility.
In the statistical model, we took account of each action beat’s average
burglary risk over the whole six-year period.10 To filter out any locational
e ffects which ch a n ged over time, we fi rst took account of the ove ra l l
burglary trend over time in the action beats. However, using this simple
time trend was not enough, because, as Figure 3.2 makes clear, burglary
rates were not behaving in a consistent way over time (i.e., rising over the
whole period 1987–92, or falling over the whole period). In most of the
Safer Cities beat sets, and in the comparison cities, burglary rates fell to
about 1990, and then rose. In order to reflect this U-shaped pattern, we took
account of any special year-by-year relationship between burglary risk in the
action beats and the patterns shown by the appropriate comparison city
indicators.

Results
The simple plot of burglary risk over time has already provided an indication
of a Safer Cities effect, in the beats receiving a high intensity of action (Figure
3.2). Results from the statistical modelling11 confirm this and further support
the findings from the survey. Net of all the other ex p l a n a t o ry fa c t o rs
included in the analysis, Safer Cities action in a beat, in a given year, was
associated with a reduction in risk. Again, the mere presence of the action
on a partic ular beat-ye a r, and the intensity of that actio n, showe d
independently measurable reductions in risk.12 These are the details, taking
first the locational effects of action, and then the (‘true’) Safer Cities effects:
Location of burglary action
●

Action tended to be located in beats with higher risk of burglary,
when ave raged over the whole six-year period; but (as with the
s u rveyed EDs) among these action beats, it was the ones with
relatively lower risk that received the more intense action.

10

Or the average risk over a lesser period, if six years’ worth of data were not available for a given beat.

11

Appendix 3 shows the full model, which contained a large number of terms whose purpose was to remove the
static and dynamic locational effects of action. These were not included in an attempt to ‘flush out’ an elusive Safer
Cities effect; the effect in fact was rather obvious from the simplest models, and the terms were introduced to try to
‘shoot it down’ by alternative explanations. In most cases, the inclusion of locational terms trimmed rather than
enhanced the estimated size of the effect.

12

It was difficult to take explicit account of the ‘prior burglary risk’ as the survey did, for two reasons: i) this was a
time series rather than before and after, with action starting, in a beat, during one of several different years; and ii)
some action beats did not have the full series of observations back to 1987. These both meant that a common ‘prior
year’ could not be identified.
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●

Action tended to be located in beats showing an overall background
decline in burglary risk over time. The intensity of action showed a
similar relationship, albeit small in magnitude. If they had not been
taken into account, these combined locational effects would have led
to an overestimation of the Safer Cities effect.

●

The location of action showed a rather more complex pattern relative
to the national trough in burglary (around 1990) represented by the
comparison indicators, which was difficult to interpret.13

Changes in risk following the burglary action
●

Net of the locational effects of burglary action, and all other factors
taken account of in the model, the mere presence of action in a given
beat-year seemed to reduce the risk of burglary markedly.14 This is the
step effect.

●

Beyond and above the step effect, the greater the intensity of action,
the greater the reductio n in risk. This was only ‘bord e r l i n e ’
significant,15 as was the similar finding from the survey. But given the
similar direction, it is more reasonable to accept rather than reject it.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate these findings from the statistical model. Figure
3.3 shows the risks of burglary incidence expected in the low-, middle- and
high-action beats, had no action taken place. (The estimation process is
described in Appendix 3.) It successfully reflects the high burglary risk in the
early years in the middle- and high-action beats, and their steeper decline.
(This shows that the statistical model has taken account of these locational
trends and will not confuse them with the Safer Cities effect.) After the dip,
all beat sets are expected to rise. This is in line with the observed trend in the
comparison cities and the Safer Cities beats with no action. However, the
expected rise is particularly marked in the high action beats.

13

The action tended to occur in beat–years which were lower in risk relative to the global comparison indicator
applied to all Safer Cities, but higher in risk relative to the indicator linked to the Census family group of the
particular Safer City. Greater intensities of action were associated with an increase in risk with the global indicator,
but a decrease with the family indicator.

14

Statistically significant at p = 0.027.

15

p = 0.108. The step and marginal–intensity effects taken together are jointly significant at p = 0.01.
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Figure 3.3 Crime: expected incidence
Recorded domestic burglaries/100 households

Figure 10 presents the differences between observed and expected, as a
proportion of the expected risk level–the relative percentage difference.16
Up to 1990, this figure remains close to zero and fairly flat for each beat set,
indicating again that the beats with action were displaying trends that were
expected on the basis of all the extraneous factors taken into account. In
1991, however, all three sets show marked dips (ranging from 10–20% below
expected). The only ones to continue below expected in 1992, though, are
the medium (4% below expected) and high action beats (30% below,
c o n t i nuing on down). This suggests that the effects of action of lesser
intensity in a beat may be rather more short-lived.

16

Relative percent difference is used here in preference to the relative percent change used for the survey, because
there is a series rather than a simple before–after comparison.
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Figure 3.4 Crime: Relative percentage difference
Recorded domestic burglaries/100 households

The role of other Safer Cities action
As with the sur vey, our analysis of recorded burglary incidence attempted to
take account of the presence of other local Safer Cities action. A score for ‘all
local action’ was produced, and the burglary action score subtracted from it.
This ‘other action’ score was included in the main statistical model. It shows
that the intensity of other Safer Cities action was associated with an
independent, additional, drop in risk. However, it was hard to disentangle
the effects of other Safer Cities action from those of burglary action, because
over 90 per cent of beat-years with burglary action also had other action
present. 17 Only 10/734 beat-years with burglary action occurred in beats
which never received any other Safer Cities action over the six–year period.
Despite this unpromising overlap, we did try to explore the contribution
other action made to the estimated impact of burglary schemes, given its
significance in the survey results. The results were, indeed, unclear, but they
did confirm the survey finding that where other action was present but
b u rg l a ry action was absent, there seemed to be an i n c rease in risk of
burglary (albeit a not very reliable one). This suggested that the other action
may have led to a crime switch into burglary, fended off by the presence of
burglary action.

17

The average score for the other action was £7.73 on the 685 beat–years where burglary action was also present;
£6.23 on the 825 beat–years without burglary action.
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In sum, we have shown some fairly strong evidence from the analysis of the
recorded crime data that a Safer Cities effect occurred. Burglary risk was
reduced when action against burg l a ry was present; the reduction wa s
stronger with more intense action, although as with the survey this was not
very reliable. Beats with higher-intensity action seemed to show more lasting
reductions in risk, although evidence was limited.
In reaching our overall conclusion, we have sought to filter out alternative
explanations based on the locational ef fects of action: that action might have
tended to be sited in beats which were low in risk anyway; and/or declining
in risk anyway. The effect does depend on the assumption that action beats
would, in the absence of Safer Cities burglary schemes, have followed the
dip and rise found elsewhere – namely, in the no-action beats and in the
comparison cities. However, this seems reasonable. Given the presence of
other Safer Cities action in most of the beat-years when burglary action
occurred, it also seems reasonable to make the conservative assumption that
this other action contributed to the observed impact on burglary.
On this basis, we can produce estimates of the size of the Safer Cities effect
from the recorded crime analysis, to set alongside those from the survey.

Some cost-effectiveness considerations from the recorded
crime findings
Estimating cost effectiveness from the statistical model of the recorded crime
data followed similar lines to the procedure for the survey estimates. We
begin by presenting a general estimate of the size of the reduction in risk
associated with Safer Cities action, and then go on to produce costings.
Details of calculations and assumptions are in Appendix 3.

How great a reduction in risk did the burglary action achieve?
At a 10 per cent incidence le vel of risk (equivalent to the average prevalence
risk in the survey) the mere presence of Safer Cities burglary action seemed
to reduce the risk of burglary by about seven per cent. On the marginal
impact, given the presence of action at the average intensity (£3.57 per
household), for an additional £1 of action the risk of burglary fell by a
further 0.8 per cent. Step and marginal-intensity effects combined showed
an overall reduction of some ten per cent at the average action intensity.
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What sort of money does one have to spend to prevent a
burglary?
We converted these figures into the average amount that one would need to
spend, on local action of the kind and quality implemented in Safer Cities, to
prevent one burglary incident. The procedure was very similar to that used
fo r the su rvey co st e stimate s, and used the same cost fi g u res and
assumptions. We costed the step effect at the average action input of £3.57
per household. Since we again had to take account of other Safer Cities
action, we costed this at the average input of £7.73. In total, the average
input associated with the presence of Safer Cities burglary action, plus other
supporting action, was £11.30 per household. This included levered funds.
●

Where risks are very high – where there are 20 recorded burglary
incidents per hundred households in a year (equivalent to 30 ‘real’
incidents per hundred households, and a prevalence risk of 20% as
measured by the survey) – the Safer Cities overall cost of preventing
one (‘real’) burglary is estimated to be about £360, and the marginal
cost £1,300.

●

Where risks are high–in an area where there are 10 recorded burglary
incidents per hundred households in a year (equivalent to the average
prevalence risk of 10% in the survey)–the overall cost of preventing
one burglary is estimated to be about £550, and the marginal cost a
little over £2,000.

●

For those in areas with a risk of three recorded incidents per hundred
households in a year – equivalent to the n a t i o n a l ly ave ra ge
prevalence risk from the British Crime Survey, of three per cent – the
overall cost of preventing a burglary is estimated at a little over
£1,400, and the marginal cost about £4,700.

The figures for both overall and marginal costs show that when burglaries
are common, it needs less expenditure in an area to prevent them than when
b u rg l a ries are ra re. Again, as with the survey, the main source of this
relationship is the fact that the preventive action is achieving a proportional
reduction in risk.
These findings are a powerful argument for targetting action on very highcrime areas, other things being equal. Identifying these areas of extreme risk
( w h i ch are usually ve ry localised) appeared to be difficult for the coordinators or the police to do themselves (Sutton, 1996). For the future,
p ro gress is most like ly to be made through developing postcode-leve l
computerised databases to carry several years-worth of crime data (to guard
against unquestioning targetting of meaningless ‘blips’), and appropriate
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retrieval and analysis systems.

Did burglars switch to other property crimes?
We have already shown that preventive action against other crime problems
may increase the risk of burglary, unless there is ‘protection’ from burglary
action in the area. But did the burglary action itself cause offenders to switch
to other crimes?
To explore this possibility we looked at what happened, in the burglary action
beats, to the risk of other property crimes, of the kind which frustrated
burglars might be expected to turn to. Robbery and theft from the person, as
‘contact’ crimes, were left out as we felt these involved a marked shift in
offending style. We produced a combined risk rate (in each beat-year)18 for :
●

other burglary (mainly commercial)

●

theft of vehicle

●

theft from vehicle

●

theft from shops

●

other theft.

We constructed a statistical model very similar to the one for explaining
variation in risk of domestic burglary – but this time, of course, the variation
explained was in risk of other property crime. We also included indicators of
other property crime from the comparison cities.19 We then included all the
other explanatory factors we had used in the domestic burglary model,
including the entire set of burglary action terms – both locational effects of
action and ‘Safer Cities’ effects.
If burglary action caused a crime switch, then we would expect the risk of
other pro p e rty crime (as measured) to increase fo l l owing the burg l a ry
action’s implementation. In fact, we did find a slight increase, of 5.3 per cent
in the risk of other property crime associated with the mere presence of
18

The combined risk–rate was simply the sum of individual offence risk rates. Since some of these were per capita,
and others (e.g., theft of car) were per car–owning household, the number, while useful for present purposes, had
limited meaning.

19

We again had to transform the outcome measure (and the comparison indicators), to render it approximately
normal. However, the risk exceeded one in some beats, because it was the sum of area aggregate risks from several
crime types. Therefore we could not use the arcsine (4th root) transform, but had simply to use a 4th root
transform instead. The transformed data appeared reasonably normal.
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b u rg l a ry action. 20 However, this was counteracted by the effects of the
intensity of burglary action. Above an intensity of almost £5 per household
of burglary action, there was a net negative effect on risk. In other words, a
small amount of burglary action may induce burglars to switch to other
property crime in the locality, but a moderate to large amount of burglary
action seems to help protect against other property crime. This finding
was net of the effect of other Safer Cities action (some of which could be
expected to influence the other pro p e rty crime dire c t ly – in fact, the
presence of other action itself independently reduced the risk of other
property crime a little further).

20

This was calculated at the average composite risk of other property crime.
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4 Were the Safer Cities
burglary schemes value for
money?

From the survey and the re c o rded crime statistics, we now have two
independent estimates of the reduction of burglary risk associated with Safer
Cities action against domestic burglar y. We also have two sets of estimates of
what it cost, under various conditions, to prevent a burglary through Safer
Cities action. Here, in Chapter 4, we contrast our estimates of the direct
financial cost of prevention with the costs of burglary itself, to victims and
the State. We first do this separately for the survey and recorded crime
estimates. We then try to reconcile the differences, to arrive at an overall
conclusion about direct and quantifiable value for money. In Chapter 5, we
assess some non-financial effects of Safer Cities burglary action.
Although our methods have taken us much further than other programme
evaluations in assessing whether the preventive action was good value for
m o n ey, we still cannot answer this with complete confidence. This is
because of the inevitably complex problems discussed above in assessing the
costs of preventing a burglary in Safer Cities action areas, and of knowing for
certain whether the reduction in risk observed was entirely due to Safer
Cities. There is also the uncertainty of knowing how much crime in the
action areas was displaced elsewhere. If one allows, conservatively, for the
possibility of some displacement, then the cost estimates would obviously
be higher than we have given, because some of the apparent local reduction
in risk is shifted elsewhere into higher risks for others. By the same token, if
diffusion of benefit extended the effects of higher-intensity burglary schemes
beyond their intended (and funded) boundaries, then our cost estimates
would be too high. Evidence for both displacement and diffusion was found
under different conditions in the survey analysis (it was not possible to do
this for the recorded crime in the time available), and the conclusion there
was that the most sensible position to adopt for costing was a neutral one.
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Value for money: the survey estimates
1992 BCS figures indicate that burglaries excluding attempts, on average,
cost victims living in the same kinds of areas as those sampled for Safer Cities
about £900 gross.1 (About £400 of this, on average, is recouped through
insurance – though this does not take away the cost, but merely redistributes
it, socially, in terms of the cost of insurance premiums.) A current Home
Office estimate of the cost of a domestic burglary to the Criminal Justice
System – for the police, courts and prisons, etc. – is about £300. (This takes
account of the fact that not all the burglaries that occur are recorded and
thus incur CJS costs. It ignores any area differences – costs in high-crime
areas may differ, but this cannot be estimated.) All told, then, from the crime
survey perspective an average burglary in the sort of high-crime area we are
considering carries a financial cost of about £1,200.
In areas of high burglary risk (EDs with 10% prevalence), our estimate of the
overall costs of preventing a burglary amounts to about £400, with leveredin funds, administrative costs and expenditure on other Safer Cities action
taken into account (Appendix 1). Here, typical Safer Cities burglary action –
in the presence of Safer Cities action against other crimes – would easily pay
its way in financial terms alone. The marginal cost of burglary action was
only £1,500 per burglary prevented – in the same region as the cost of
burglary.

Value for money: the recorded crime estimates
The closest we could match the areas covered in our recorded crime data to
British Crime Survey areas was through the category ‘Inner City’, used in
sampling local authority districts in the BCS (SCPR, 1993).2 We used the
estimated cost to victims in these areas, giving a figure of about £800, a little
less than that used for the survey costing. Costs to the state were again taken
to be £300. The total financial cost of a recorded burglary to victim and state
is therefore £1,100.3
In areas of high b u rg l a ry risk (ten re c o rded incidents per hundre d
households), our estimate of the overall costs of preventing a burglary
1

The costs per burglary incident (whether or not recorded, but excluding attempts) included loss due to stolen
property and damage, and time off work. The figures were produced using the same 1981 ACORN categories that
the survey sample of EDs was drawn from. In these areas, the costs are noticeably lower than the 1992 BCS national
average of £1,378. The current (1994) national average estimate is £1,600.

2

Costs to victim households reporting their burglaries to police in ‘Metropolitan’ areas – also used as a category in
BCS – were considerably higher, at about £2,000.

3

We did not use the victim costs per reported burglary (slightly larger, at over £900); nor did we adjust up the costs
to the state to take account of the fact that all recorded crimes would incur state costs. This was to maintain
equivalence of costs between survey and recorded crime estimates, by focusing in each case on costs of ‘real’
incidents rather than just recorded incidents. However, the cost per real burglary incident is plotted against the
incidence of recorded burglary in Figure 4.1b. Since the recorded crime data did not consistently distinguish
between burglary with entry and attempts – which would cost less – our cost of burglary figure is probably a few
percentage points too high.
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amounts to £550, with levered-in funds and administrative costs taken into
account. This time, the marginal cost is a little over £2,000. From the
recorded crime analysis, typical Safer Cities burglary action would easily pay
its way in overall terms, but would be somewhat high in marginal terms.

Value for money: a final view
As local burglary risk increases from ‘nationally average’ to ‘very high’, the
overall cost of preventing a real burglary drops from £1,400 to £200 from
the survey (with other Safer Cities action present); and from nearly £1,000 to
£300 from the recorded crime. The equivalent marginal estimates range from
£4,800 to £900 for the survey, and from £4,700 to £1,300 for the recorded
crime. Figures 4.1a and 4.1b illustrate these ranges. Given the differences in
the data and the statistical models used (discussed in Appendix 4), these are
remarkably close and well within any latitude of error. Their similarity gives
confidence in their reliability.
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Figures 4.1 Cost-effectiveness estimates – burglary
Results from survey

Figure 4.2 Cost-effectiveness estimates – burglary
Results from police recorded crime
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Crime switch
There was some evidence of crime switch to burglary when Safer Cities
action not targetted on burglary was implemented in the absence of burglar y
action. But crime switch from burglary to other property crimes seemed
o n ly to occur at low intensities of burg l a ry action – there was some
redu ct ion in th e other pro p e r ty cr ime s at h ighe r inte nsity (ove r
£5/household). Taking a conservative view, we should continue to regard
the current cost estimates as gross local estimates – i.e., applying to the
gains in the action areas only. However, we should also take note of the
indication that diffusion of benefit may have outweighed ge o gra p h i c
displacement and crime switch in areas with more intense burglary action.
This means that we can conclude that on the financial balance sheet, the
S a fer Cities action against domestic burg l a ry was cost-effe c t i ve. Our
c o n clusion is based on a comparison between gross estimates of the
immediate costs of prevention and the financial costs of burglary itself, but
took some account of unintended effects such as displacement or diffusion
of benefit. It applied both to the ove rall cost, and under higher-cri m e
conditions typical of cities, to the marginal cost. Taking account of any nonfinancial benefits of action, such as the avoidance of misery, upset and
worry suffered by burglary victims and fellow residents, would make for an
even more favourable picture. Current Home Office costing takes £600 as a
m e a s u re of this upset – which would place even the re c o rded cri m e
estimates of the marginal cost below the cost of burglary, in areas of higher
risk. Some further non-financial effects of Safer Cities are ex p l o red in
Chapter 5.

Total gains from Safer Cities domestic burglary prevention
It is possible to take the cost-effectiveness calculations a further step, albeit with
wide margins of error, to estimate the total gains from the Safer Cities Programme’s
domestic burglary prevention schemes. A fuller account is in Appendix 3.
From the recorded crime model, the estimated cost of preventing a burglar y
through Safer Cities action – at a typical ‘city-level’ risk of 10 incidents/100
households – is £552. Of this sum, a large element derived from ‘other’ Safer
Cities action not targetted at burglar y, and from overheads. The direct (Safer
Cities and levered) cost through funding of anti-burglary action was £116.
Assuming leverage on the full 500 anti-burglary schemes to be in the same
ratio to Safer Cities funds as the leverage on the 300 for which we have data,
we calculate that some £6.6 million funds, both Safer Cities and levered,
were directly spent on anti-domestic burglary action. Dividing this figure by
£116, the direct cost of preventing a burglary through funding of anti-
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burglary action, produces an estimate of over 56,000 burglaries prevented.
If each burg l a r y prevented had a total (direct and indirect) cost of
prevention of £552, and avoided a cost to victims and the state of £1,100,
then it represented a saving of £548.
M u l t i p lying this saving by 56,000 burg l a ries prevented gi ves a ro u g h
estimate of £31million saved by the £4 million (plus £2.6m leverage) spent
on local Safer Cities domestic burglary schemes. Displacement may have
negated some of this gain, but as said elsewhere, it is likely that in many
circumstances this was countered by diffusion of benefit. Although there are
very wide margins of error, it appears that the financial preventive savings
from the burglary schemes alone may have virtually paid for the entire Phase 1
Safer Cities Programme.
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5 Impact on crime prevention
behaviour and worry about
burglary

The survey enabled us to look for evidence of the impact of Safer Cities
burglary schemes on a wider range of outcome measures. These included
behavioural measures (membership of Neighbourhood Watch and domestic
security levels) and perceptual measures (people’s worry about burglary and
their perceptions of the local area).

Neighbourhood Watch
Only one scheme in the surveyed EDs where action was located explicitly
set out to establish Neighbourhood Watch (through the employment of a
community worker), although nine others also employed ‘outreach workers’
or sought to raise the pro file of community safety through publ i c i t y.
However, Table 5.1 shows that membership of Neighbourhood Watch went
up by over 70 per cent in high-action areas, compared to under seven per
cent in no-action areas, and five per cent in the comparison cities. Could the
i n c reased Neighbourhood Wa t ch membership in the high action are a s
actually have contributed to the Safer Cities effect?
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Table 5.1 Survey – change in membership of Neighbourhood
Watch schemes, by burglary action intensity
Safer Cities
Burglary action intensity score

Comparison
Cities

none

low medium high
all
none
<£1 £1–13
£13–£70
Percentage households burgled one or more times in past year
Before (1990)
17.0 24.1
17.1
17.2
18.8
18.3
After (1992)
18.2 24.8
13.7
29.6
20.8
19.3
Percentage change
(before to after)
+7
+3
-20
+72
+11
+5
No. of EDs
163
58
36
23
280
126
No. Schemes
0
34
40
41
96
0
Weighted Data
Unweighted N 3,138 1,134
590
710
5,576
2,099
Source: 1990 and 1992 Safer Cities Surveys, SCP Management Information System, 1991 Census.
See Table 2.1 for general explanatory notes.

We did not have direct information on the number of Watch schemes in
operation in our sur vey locations. But we were able to investigate further by
making some reasonable assumptions. We judged that EDs in which no
respondent, either befo re or after, said that they belonged to a Wa t ch
scheme, in fact never had a Watch scheme present. For the remaining areas,
those in which only those respondents in the After-survey said they were
m e m b e rs , we considered to have ‘ n ew ’ Wa t ch schemes. EDs where
respondents in the Before-survey said they were members were regarded as
‘old’ schemes, and these were assumed to have kept going a further two
years through to the After-survey, even if no after respondents admitted
membership.
Out of the 406 surveyed EDs, 96 never had Neighbourhood Watch, 246 had
‘old’ schemes and 64 had ‘new’ schemes. The proportion of EDs in the high
burglary action set, which had new Watch schemes, was no different from
the proportion in the other ED sets. This indicated that the increase in
membership in the high action areas shown in Table 5.1 was more likely due
to a growth in membership in existing schemes, than to a growth in the
number of Watch schemes themselves.
We explored the possible contribution of Neighbourhood Watch to the Safer
Cities effect on burglary, by modifying our main statistical model (from the
survey). Action was represented simply as low, medium or high, and we
compared the after-effects of each of these bands of action, under three
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conditions: old Neighbourhood Watch, new Neighbourhood Watch and
never Neighbourhood Watch.
Among high-action areas, we found no difference in the reduction in burglary
risk, between those with old Neighbourhood Watch schemes, new Watch
schemes and those without any at all. However, low and middle action areas
only showed a reduction in risk when Neighbourhood Watch was present
(whether old or new). Neighbourhood Watch may therefore have been a
necessary ingredient for lesser amounts of Safer Cities burglary action to
work, while more intense action seemed to function adequately alone.
This may help explain the impact of the mere presence of Safer Cities action
(Neighbourhood Watch may have shored it up in places), and is consistent
with the better performance of ‘target-hardening-plus-other’ burglary action,
and ‘burg l a r y action-plus’ action a gainst ot he r c r i me pro bl e m s .
(Alternatively, the presence of Neighbourhood Watch may have made no
contribution in itself, but merely indicated greater social cohesion in an area
capable of founding a Watch scheme. The cohesion may have been the
necessary ingredient.)
The overall effect of Neighbourhood Watch (with or without Safer Cities
burglary schemes present in the area) seemed to be associated with an
increase in risk. But it did appear that the presence of tangible Safer Cities
b u rg l a r y action was necessar y for Neighbourhood Wa t ch to wo rk . 1
( H oweve r, we did not set out to conduct a full and fair test on the
effectiveness of Neighbourhood Watch, it must be said.)
Comparison with the Kirkholt burglary prevention project is instructive here
(Forrester et al., 1988, 1990). This demonstrated that a combination of
Neighbourhood Watch and target-hardening worked well.

Domestic security
People were also asked, in the After-survey only, about a range of crime
prevention measures they had taken in their home over the previous two
years, or which their landlords had taken for them.2 We focussed on the
kinds of measures implemented within the Safer Cities schemes in the
surveyed areas – mostly door locks, bolts, chains and viewers, and window
1

This could have been a product of the earlier assumption that old Watch schemes were all still running – some
might have been dead, and unfairly dragging the estimated impact of Watch schemes down. Splitting the old
schemes into high–growth schemes and those whose growth in membership was less than 10 percentage points
(including those showing negative growth), revealed no drastic difference, although the high–growth Watch scheme
areas with low or medium amounts of Safer Cities burglary action did show a greater reduction in risk than their
low–growth counterparts.

2

A similar, but less precise, question was asked in both Before and After–surveys. There was a marked increase in
security measures in high action EDs, but an increase of the same order in the comparison cities. Low action EDs
puzzlingly showed a decrease.
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locks. In some cases, the Safer Cities scheme had been directly involved in
s u p p lying and fit ting t he equipment; in o ther s, th ere was m ore
‘promotional’ activity in publicising available devices.
From the survey data, we calculated a score representing the number of
s u ch measures installed. Table 5.2 shows that the ave rage number of
measures installed is greater in the high action areas. The relatively large
number of measures in the Safer Cities areas without action is puzzling, but
might be explained by households’ own response to the marked growth in
crime there. It could also reflect the influence of the burglary prevention
campaigns and other action implemented by Safer Cities co-ordinators at the
city-wide level. But this is difficult to prove.

Table 5.2 Survey – selected domestic crime prevention measures
installed in last two years (after survey only), by
burglary action intensity
Safer Cities
Burglary action intensity score
none

low medium high
<£1 £1–£13 £13–£70

Comparison
Cities
all

none

Average no. measures✝ installed per household in past 2 years
After only
No. of EDs
No. Schemes
Weighted Data
Unweighted N

0.79

0.69

0.86

0.95

0.79

0.72

163
0

58
34

36
40

23
41

280
96

126
0

3,138

1,134

590

710

5,576

2,099

Source: 1990 and 1992 Safer Cities Surveys, SCP Management Information System, 1991 Census.
See Table 2.1 for general explanatory notes.
✝Measures specifically supplied, fitted or promoted in the action areas: outside doors strengthened or with strengthened
frames, with double locks or deadlocks, security chains or bolts, peep hole viewers; windows with security locks;
security marking of valuable possessions.

Perceptions of local area
Safer Cities was also intended to improve general community life. Although
b u rg l a ry is only one kind of crime – and ‘incivilities’ such as litter and
vandalism have been shown to be more closely associated with people’s
feelings about their area – the results are interesting. People were asked to
say whether the area within 10 minutes’ walk of their home was a good or a
bad place to live (Table 5.3). There we re increases in the pro p o rt i o n
perceiving their locality as bad in every type of area surveyed, including the
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comparison cities, except the areas receiving high levels of burglary action,
which showed a 13 per cent decrease. There appears to be a threshold
b e l ow which actio n fails to make people feel h appier about th eir
s u rroundings. Indeed, below that threshold, it may serve only to draw
attention to an area’s problems.

Table 5.3 Survey – assessment of local neighbourhood, by burglary
action intensity
Safer Cities
Burglary action intensity score
none low medium high
<£1 £1–£13 £13–£70

all

Comparison
Cities
none

Percentage believe they live in bad area+
Before (1990)
After (1992)

27.4
28.3

20.6
25.6

23.1
35.3

28.3
24.7

25.4
28.0

27.4
30.5

+3

+24

+53

-13

+10

+11

163
0

58
34

36
40

23
41

280
96

126
0

3,138 1,134

590

710

5,576

2,099

% change
(before to after)
No. of EDs
No. Schemes
Weighted Data
Unweighted N

Source: 1990 and 1992 Safer Cities Surveys, SCP Management Information System, 1991 Census.
See Table 2.1 for general explanatory notes.
+
Respondents were asked to rate whether or not area within 10 minutes walking distance from home was a ‘bad
place to live’

Worry about burglary
Reducing fear of crime was the second Safer Cities objective. So what about
the effect of Safer Cities on worry about burglary? In brief, the results
indicate little overall benefit in reducing worry. However, among those – and
they were the minority – who were aware of some action being taken,
worry was reduced where the action was of a higher intensity.
Table 5.4 shows, first, the lack of any overall effect of action on worry as
measured by the surveys. Indeed, worry about burglary fell more in the
comparison cities. Those in areas selected for action were significantly more
worried about burglary initially, and this is not surprising. But the more
action was taken the significantly more worried householders were in the
After-surveys. For instance 69 per cent of householders in high-action EDs
said they were worried in the Before-survey, as against 74 per cent in the
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After-survey. Why did this occur? One possibility is that co-ordinators had
targetted areas where fear was rising. Another is that action itself awakened
fear by focussing attention on the burglary problem.

Table 5.4 Survey – worry about burglary among whole sample and
by those actually aware of existence of crime
prevention schemes, by burglary action intensity
Safer Cities
Burglary action intensity score

Comparison
Cities

none

low medium high
all
<£1 £1–£13 £13–£70
Percentage worried or very worried about burglary in area
Before (1990)
67.5 71.4
72.5
69.4
69.2
After (1992)
69.3 69.1
73.7
74.1
70.3
percentage change
(before to after) +3

71.2
68.6

+2

+7

+2

-4

percentage change 0 +10
(those aware of some action+)

-6

-9

+1

-17

No. of EDs
No. Schemes
Weighted Data
Unweighted N
N (aware)

58
34

36
40

23
41

280
96

126
0

3,138 1,134
633
259

590
107

710
212

5,576
1,211

2,099
424

163
0

-3

none

Source: 1990 and 1992 Safer Cities Surveys, SCP Management Information System, 1991 Census.
See table 2.1 for general explanatory notes.
+

‘Aware of any crime prevention schemes in locally or city’. This may or may not be Safer cities action.

There is an important difference, though, between those people in scheme areas
who were aware of action, and those who were not. As Table 5.5 shows,
awareness of action is uniformly low – and this is of any kind of preventive action,
implemented by any agency, anywhere in the city or borough. (We had to use this
general measure since very few in the After-survey said they knew of ‘Safer Cities’
schemes specifically. Using the general measure meant that people could report
being aware of ‘any’ action at the time of the Before-survey.) Moreover, in almost
all conditions there is a before-to-after fall in the proportion of respondents who
report being aware of any action in their city or borough. In the After-survey, 14
per cent of respondents in the comparison cities reported being aware of some
preventive action in their local area, or city; this was very similar to those in
Safer Cities as a whole (15%). Only in Safer Cities EDs which received high
action, was there an increase in awareness (from 17% to 25%).
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Table 5.5 Survey – awareness of schemes introduced in city/
borough over past two years, by burglary action intensity
Safer Cities
Burglary action intensity score
none
Percentage aware
Before (1990)
20.7
After (1992)
13.7

all

none

24.0
14.6

18.2
14.4

16.6
25.1

20.7
15.4

20.7
14.0

-33

-21

+51

-26

-32

58
34

36
40

23
41

280
96

126
0

3,138 1,134

590

710

5,576

2,099

Percentage change -34
No. of EDs
No. Schemes
Weighted Data
Unweighted N

low medium high
<£1 £1–£13 £13–£70

Comparison
Cities

163
0

Source: 1990 and 1992 Safer Cities Surveys, SCP Management Information System, 1991 Census.
See Table 2.1 for general explanatory notes.

We looked at whether there was a ‘Safer Cities effect’ on worry separately for those
who were and were not aware of preventive action, as broadly defined. This showed
(Table 5.4) that generally people who were aware of any action experienced reduced
worry. Further, the more Safer Cities action was taken, the less they were worried. The
one exception to this was the people in the low-action EDs: they showed a nearly 10
per cent rise in worry, even if they were aware of action. It is not easy to explain this.
This picture is broadly confirmed by more detailed statistical analysis which sought to
explain variation in people’s tendency to report that they were worried or very
worried. The statistical model developed was rather similar to that used to analyse the
survey prevalence risks, although some additional extraneous factors were taken
account of (such as respondents’ gender, and whether they lived alone, or had been
burgled).
The results of the analysis were rather complicated:
1) People who were aware of preventive action (of any kind, anywhere in the locality
or the city) had a greater tendency to worry; but their worry was rather less in the
After-survey.3
2) Safer Cities burglary action tended to be located in EDs where people
reported high worry.

3

This took account of any panel membership. Whilst panel members might be expected to show less worry, since
they stayed on in their areas, in fact our panel members showed a greater tendency to worry overall, and an increase
in the After–survey.
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3) There was a somewhat reduced tendency to be worried following action,
but this applied only to the presence of action. The amount of action was
associated with the opposite effect: areas receiving more intense action
showed an increase in worry (relative to those receiving less intense
action).4
4) The pattern in 2) and 3) reversed for people who were aware of (any)
action. For them, worry increased after action was present (step effect).
But people in areas receiving m o re intense a ctio n tended, after
implementation, to show decreased worry.
What can be made of these findings, and those from Table 5.4? There are
difficulties in establishing a firm link between people’s general awareness of
c rime prevention action, and their awa reness of Safer Cities action in
particular. Nevertheless, it is helpful to try to establish a coherent view, even
if it has to be a fairly speculative one.
●

First, it seems that unless action is particularly intensive, or of a
public nature such as Neighbourhood Watch, people remain unaware
of what is being done, even if it is in their immediate locality (a
similar lack of awareness was reported in the Scottish Safer Cities
Programme (Carnie, 1995)), The only increase in awareness (just over
50%) was in the EDs receiving high action. This seems to have limited
the impact of Safer Cities schemes generally on worry about burglary.

●

Second, where people are aware of action, that action will only have
a measurably beneficial effect on worry if it is substantial either in
terms of the numbers of households targetted, or the amount of
action per household, or both. This action may serve to reduce worry
either indirectly, by reducing ‘real’ burglary risk, or directly (and
subjectively), by convincing people that something substantial is
being done to tackle their local burglary problem. Weak action (or
action implemented in only a few households in the neighbourhood)
may serve only to draw attention to burglary without reassuring those
few householders who are aware of it, that something is being done
for them. This may be so even though (as our earlier analysis showed)
it is the presence of action as much as the amount which reduces
objective burglary risk. From the statistical model, our best estimate
of the threshold intensity above which people aware of prevention
show reduced worry, was about £20 per household.

4

This pattern was true for burglary action alone in an area, burglary plus other Safer Cities action, and other Safer
Cities action alone. This suggested that the type of action did not greatly matter in influencing people’s worry
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6 The question of mechanism:
what produced the Safer
Cities effect on burglary?

Among the findings we have so far reported are the following:
●

Both main analyses of Safer Cities’ impact on burglary – survey and
re c o rded crime – suggested that the presence of action was as
important in reducing risk as the intensity of action, if not more so.

●

There was only limited awareness of the Safer Cities Programme and
local preventive action among those exposed to it.

●

There was only a modest tendency for households within the Safer
Cities action areas to report having more home security measures
installed during the main phase of Safer Cities activity.

●

‘Mixed’ action against burglary seemed to perform better than target–
h a rd ening alo ne (alth ough t arge t – h a rde ning did wo rk
independently).

●

Other Safer Cities action (not targetted on burglary) seemed to have
an important role in shoring up the effects of the burglary action on
burglary.

●

There was an increase in Neighbourhood Watch membership in highaction areas in the survey, although it was only low levels of action
that seemed to need the extra presence of Neighbourhood Watch for
the action to reduce risk. And Neighbourhood Watch itself appeared
to work only in the presence of tangible Safer Cities action.

●

Pa rtial ge o graphic displacement of burg l a ry, by burg l a ry action,
seemed to have occurred from action areas to adjacent zones; but
also, possibly, there was diffusion of benefit spreading from the action
when it was of high intensity. Burglary action in an area seemed to
protect against ‘inward’ geographic displacement of burglary from
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other burglary schemes in adjacent areas, deflecting it elsewhere
perhaps; and against crime switch into burglary from schemes in the
same area but targetted on different offences. Low levels of burglary
action seemed to cause offenders to switch to other property crimes,
but medium-to-high levels of burglary action seemed to reduce these
other offences too.
Given all this, how did the Safer Cities schemes have their impact on
burglary?
This evaluation was not designed to explore the causal mechanisms by
which action may have led to outcome (Pawson and Tilley, 1994; Ekblom
and Pease, 1995). To that end, a detailed study of individual schemes would
have been more suita ble. But it is important to try to reconcile the apparent
paradox in particular between evidence of impact of Safer Cities action, and
evidence of residents’ lack of awareness of it. A number of possibilities
e m e r ge , relating to measurement issues as mu ch as to mech a n i s m s
themselves.

Measurement issues
●

Experience of sur veys suggests people are often surprisingly unaware
of action taken in and around their own homes. Respondents may say,
simply, that ‘the Council did something...’; or some other member of
their family may have been present when the installation occurred.
Quite a number of the target-hardening schemes involved the elderly,
and this may have further reduced awareness of action, for example
where retirement homes, with communal security fittings such as
lighting, were concerned.

●

Some of the kinds of security measures installed by Safer Cities –
fences, communal entryphones etc. – were not covered by the survey
question results reported in Table 5.3.1

●

In many schemes, areas were not subjected to ‘blanket coverage’ –
only the homes of those at risk (e.g. existing burglary victims) or
those judged to be vulnerable (e.g. the elderly) we re targe t t e d
(Sutton, 1996). This ‘sprinkling’ of action would not necessarily be
noticed by members of the households it passed by. However, it
could still affect the risk ex p e rienced by those households, as
described below.

1.

Fence installation or repair – a question asked of council tenants only – did show a marked increase in the
high–action areas.
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Mechanisms
●

P reve n t i ve action against burg l a ry may operate at two levels –
individual and area – and in two ways – heightening objective effort
and risk to burglars, and heightening subjective perceptions of effort
and risk. With the protection of individual homes, the Safer Cities
action could have phy s i c a l ly bl o cked the offence, or made the
offence seem more risky and less rewarding to the burglar. At the
area level, offenders may perceive that security has been enhanced in
a particular neighbourhood, and avoid the whole area (Rhodes and
Conly, 1981). Whether the area is objectively more risky for them
( b ristling with active neighbourhood wa t ch e rs scanning acro s s
i m p roved sight-lines, perhaps), or whether the risk is only a
subjective one (the mere knowledge that something has been done to
tackle burglary in an area) may not matter (cf Laycock 1985 and
1992) on the mechanisms behind an apparent impact of property).
Individual householders need not be aware of the presence of action
in their neighbourhood, nor even of security measures installed in
their homes for the action to have its impact through subjective
enhancement of risks to offenders.

●

If householders seem not to be aware of preventive action, how is it
that burglars are? Burglars may simply be more sensitive to changes in
security measures than honest residents. One recent study has, in
fact, demonstrated that burglars were markedly better than nonburglars at recognising security changes, such as fitting of new locks,
to photographed houses (Wright et al., 1995).

●

Many of the findings from both survey and recorded crime seem to
point to the operation of area processes. Displacement to adjacent
areas, diffusion of benefit, ‘protective’ effects of existing burglary
action in an area (against both displacement and crime switch into
burglary) all suggest this. Diffusion of benefit in particular implies
that offe n d e rs are being guided by il lusor y risks be yo nd the
boundaries of objective action, when that action is of sufficiently high
i n t e n s i t y. Th e lack of any in crease in concentration (re p e a t
victimisation), as measured by the survey, again suggests that if there
is any displacement, it is on an area-to-area basis not from hardened
households to more vulnerable ones nearby. The better performance
of mixed methods rather than ‘pure’ targe t – h a rdening, and the
importance of support from ‘other’ Safer Cities action suggest that
specific security improvements on specific homes may not always be
enough to achieve reductions in risk (a finding consistent with the
experience of the Kirkholt project (Forrester et al., 1988, 1990)).
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●

The scale of the effect of the mere presence of Safer Cities action is
also consistent with an area process, although the marginal-intensity
effect of extra action could be either area or individual. It is, however,
possible that much of the ‘step’ effect – the reduction in risk due to
the presence of action – owes its existence to a kind of ‘shoring up’
of the impact of low intensity anti-burglary action by other influences
in the area. These include the presence of Safer Cities action against
other crime problems, and Neighbourhood Watch.

Having presented all this evidence suggestive of the importance of area
processes, it should be said, though, that our approach to measuring action
intensity at the area level p redisposes us to focus on areas. It should
therefore be borne in mind that our findings are not proof against the
operation of processes at household-level, such as the physical defence of an
individual home enhanced by target-hardening, and the heightened risk of
discovery the offender perceives at that site. Preventive strategies that are
known to act on an individual household basis – such as the target-hardening
of known repeat-victimised households (Farrell and Pease, 1994) – should
not neglect the possibility of exploiting the area dimension, and vice versa.
Indeed, given the finding that areas with high crime rates tend to have a
greater concentration of incidents on repeat victims (Trickett et al., 1992),
the two targetting processes naturally go together.
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7 Points of discussion

A comprehensive summary of findings and conclusions is at the beginning of
this report. This last part develops the discussion of a number of aspects of
the evaluation and the results.
The fairly ‘typical’ Safer Cities burglary prevention schemes evaluated here
seemed to reduce the risk of burglary. The mere presence of action was as
significant as the intensity of action – perhaps more so. The overall cost per
b u rg l a r y prevented – albeit estimated with a fa i r ly wide latitude of
uncertainty – was under most conditions rather less than the direct financial
costs of that burglary to the household and the CJS. In areas with higher risk
rates, the marginal cost, of preventing one more burglary by investing more
funds at the inception of a scheme, was also close to, or less than the cost of
the burglary itself.1 Overall, the cost of preventing a burglary diminished in
areas where burglary was more common, although reducing the risk of
burglary seemed in some cases to become more difficult.

Cost-effectiveness – qualifications and assumptions
This positive picture is based on an analysis of large and complex sets of
data. Inevitably, we have had to make judgements about the weight to attach
to va rious uncertainties and biases in the analysis, the plausibility of
alternative explanations for the findings, and the assumptions about costing
in particular. This is not the place to rehearse the uncertainties, which do
give wide margins of error, and which could not have been significantly
reduced without inordinate cost and more than a little benefit of hindsight.
But it is worth recalling the key costing assumptions we had to make, to
help future decision-makers come to their own conclusions and as an aid to
generalising our findings to other community safety contexts.
Our cost estimates include Safer Cities running costs, and the costs of
implementing city-wide schemes such as publicity campaigns. The running

1

This does not imply that investing more money in new schemes in the same area, or even re–invigorating an existing
scheme at a later date, would have the same effect at the margin. Money spent in this way may be more
cost–effective than the same money had it been spent on enlarging the original scheme at its inception. However,
such possibilities go beyond our analysis.
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costs were obviously necessary in bringing the evaluated schemes about.
Th e city-wid e action could also have helped to establish the ri g h t
‘partnership’ climate of interest and co-operation for the schemes to work
best. The costs also include levered funds, for example from other local and
national pro grammes, that the Safer Cities co-ord i n a t o rs succeeded in
obtaining. Any contribution from individual householders, such as their own
expenditure on security equipment, would have been a further cost input
(albeit not from Government); but it was not possible to distinguish selffinanced purchases from installation funded by Safer Cities or any other
agency. The increased participation in Neighbourhood Watch in high-action
surveyed areas seemed not to have contributed to the Safer Cities effect in
those locations, but may have done so in the low and medium action areas.
Five other points about the cost estimates are worth noting.
First, there was a tendency for many of the schemes we looked at to be
cl u s t e red, due to co-ord i n a t o rs’ stra t e gic implementation policies, a
tendency amplified by our selection of some of the surveyed EDs on the
basis of co-ordinators’ guidance; this clustering may have improved their
effectiveness, as the analysis (of burglary-plus other action) suggested.2
Schemes implemented in isolation may be somewhat less effective (although
analysis was unable to confirm this). Certainly, our estimates depend heavily
on the presence of other Safer Cities action. However, such clustering and
overlapping of action can be used to adva n t age (as discussed under
displacement, below).
Second, one of the most important uncertainties which remains concerns
the durability of preventive action. We made a conservative assumption of
two years, but longer duration would increase cost-effectiveness of action in
direct proportion. There was some suggestion from the recorded crime
analysis that action of lesser intensity had less durable effects, but this would
need to be explored further (through a fresh data-collection exercise).
W h a t ever the case, our consideration of mechanisms did indicate that
‘ i l l u s o ry’ perception of risk may have been re s p o n s i ble for deterri n g
offenders from some Safer Cities action areas. Such security illusions may
well be short-term.
Third is the possibility that co-ordinators targetted areas where there was
greater community willingness to fight crime (Sutton, 1996). On the larger
scale, the Home Office itself deliberately selected cities for membership of
the Programme which had a history of involvement in prevention. Either
2

The areas selected by co–ordinators for inclusion in the survey on the basis of being planned foci of action (in
contrast to the survey areas chosen from high–crime ACORN subcategories) showed, in the statistical model, an
additional reduction in burglary risk independent of our measures of the Safer Cities effect. Our estimates of
cost–effectiveness may understate the total benefit from Safer Cities action, since they take no account of this extra
gain.
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factor may have given a hidden boost to the Safer Cities effect.
Fourth, some uncertainty remains about displacement of various kinds.
Preventive action of the kind implemented through Safer Cities will always
have to be targetted on particular crimes in particular areas, for economic
reasons. ‘Wall-to-wall’ coverage of the entire city, which might limit any
geographical displacement of crime, is out of the question in practical terms.
We found some limited evidence of geographical displacement from the
areas covered by Safer Cities burglary schemes, which would, if taken into
account, reduce our estimates of cost-effectiveness. But this was by no
means the pessimistic picture of universal and inevitable displacement
painted by some critics of prevention, which would neutralise all localised
benefits of reduced crime. In particular, where action was intensive, there
seemed to be mitigation of between-area displacement due to ‘diffusion of
benefit’ – the desired impact of preventive action extending beyond its
intended boundaries. In the meantime, even if some crimes were displaced
to other areas, there are good grounds for trying to deflect them from the
worst-affected households or localities, as Safer Cities has been seeking to
do. Deflection can be turned to further advantage if used strategically. We
found some evidence of a process we called ‘security enveloping’, in which
adjacent action from different schemes seemed to create a wider protected
area avoided by offenders, with preventive effects greater than the sum of
individual contributions.
‘ O u t wa rd’ c rime switch ( f ru s t rated burg l a rs ch a n ging to other cri m e s )
seemed to occur where burglary action was only of low intensity. There was
some evidence of ‘inward’ crime switch (action targetted on other crimes
causing offenders to take up burglary) in areas themselves unprotected by
burglary action.
The fifth issue is our assumption that neither crime prevention activity
outside the Safer Cities Prog ramme, nor wider urban action, systematically
influenced where Safer Cities burglary action was located (and vice versa).
Had Safer Cities action been consistently directed towards areas with other
action, for example, this could have unfairly boosted the estimate of impact
and reduced the apparent cost of prevention. A full-scale attempt to collect
data on other action proved beyond our resources (in fact, the Safer Cities
Management Information System appeared, despite its faults and doubts
about the consistency of some of the entries, to be a far better local database
than that possessed by other large-scale initiatives such as the Urban
Programme). But it was argued on the basis of interviews with co-ordinators
that there was no systematic tendency across the Programme for Safer Cities
action to be directed towards, or away from other interventions.
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Less tangible benefits?
Less tangible gains in high-action areas, in any event, may include reduced
worry, and increased confidence which may be reflected in wider social and
economic benefits in the area. It needs to be said, here, that the findings on
wo rry we re not stra i g h t fo r wa rd. It is quite usual for crime preve n t i o n
evaluations to report little impact on crime but, as a ‘consolation prize’, that
worry or fear went down. Pa ra d ox i c a l ly, this study found the reverse –
t a n gi ble effects on crime, but little consistent impact on wo rr y or on
perceptions of improvement in the neighbourhood. The key to this seemed
to be the overall lack of awareness of action except where this was most
intensive. Future interventions should make sure that householders are
aware that action is being taken. Such a message might have an additional
effect in deterring offenders. (Tilley and Webb (1994) also emphasised the
importance of publicity in these respects.) It goes without saying, though,
that the protection delivered needs to be credible to both householders and
to burglars. Among the minority of householders that were aware of action,
low levels of action seemed actually to raise worry.
Political constraints may also be important here. Co-ordinators and their
steering committees were often concerned with issues of inequity (‘why
should one house, or one area, get preventive action, and not another?’)
(Sutton, 1996). Publicity could exacerbate this. Under such circumstances, it
is important to establish a clear and defensible policy, in consultation with
those residents with a stake in security. (One example is the policy of
targetting on repeat victims – they are seen as most deserving, as they have
already suffered and are particularly likely to suffer burglary again (cf. Farrell
and Pease, 1994).) Since benefits to the whole area may emerge from action
on individual homes or streets (as the limited evidence for diffusion of
benefit, and the ‘step’ effect of Safer Cities action both suggest), this message
could be stressed. However, monitoring against the possibility of home-tohome displacement should also be offered as part of the package.

Is the mere presence of burglary action really enough?
Finally, it is worth brief ly returning to consider the separate effects on risk of
the presence and the intensity of action. It may be, as already stated, that the
step is not so much a quantum drop as a very steep downward slope in risk
as action intensity increases from, say, a penny per household to a pound.
But this is difficult to measure against background variation between areas;
and, as already mentioned, even a penny-worth of intensity produced a clear
drop in risk. Certainly mechanisms to explain the impact of the Safer Cities
burglary schemes, which focus on offenders’ perceptions of action in an
area, are compatible with either a step or a steep slope.
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As regards the implications of a step, if the mere presence of action were
enough to bring about a sizeable reduction in burglary, then why invest any
more than the bare minimum in an area? Perhaps simply putting preventive
posters through letter-boxes might suffice to bring about the step reduction
in risk? There are two considerations why this is not the case.
Fi rst, there is evidence from seve ral directions that the step effect of
burglary action may have been supported, with action of low and medium
i n t e n s i t y, by the presence of Safer Cities action against other cri m e
problems, and by Neighbourhood Watch (or alternatively, the favourable
social conditions that often go with the presence of Watch schemes). Second,
whatever the case, having more than the minimum of burglary action seems
worthwhile, to exploit diffusion of benefit, to prevent crime switch from
burglary to other property crimes, and to reassure those concerned about
burglary that what was being done was enough to be credible. All these
beneficial processes seemed to depend on higher-intensity action.

Other evaluation issues
The evaluation broke new ground in linking ‘micro’ analysis of small areas,
and the action they received, to the ‘macro’ scale of cities and to the overall
p e r fo rmance of a major pro gramme of prevention. Two ve ry diffe re n t
sources of outcome measures – surveys and recorded crime statistics –
produced answers which were in most cases remarkably similar, although
some loose ends in the evaluation inevitably remain. Finally, burglary was, as
explained at the beginning, the ‘best bet’. We have yet to see whether action
targetted on other kinds of crime has the same measurable impact.
This said, Phase 1 of the Safer Cities Programme seems to have achieved an
impact on burglary through interventions by local agencies with relatively
limited ex p e rience of practical crime prevention, in the absence of
particularly efficient targetting, and without full exploitation of deterrence
through offenders’ awareness of action. Given this, the potential for further
gains in Phase 2 of the Safer Cities Programme is considerable. In a context
where in the past few large-scale interventions against social problems seem
to have much measurable effect, this is good news.
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1. Generating action intensity scores: scoping and scoring
A central premise in this evaluation was that the local Safer Cities burglary
schemes had to be ‘capable’ of affecting the outcome measures. Using
information from the Safer Cities Management Information System (MIS),
schemes had to meet the following criteria:
•

they had to target the relevant crime problem - i.e. domestic burglary

•

they had to be ‘current’ or ‘completed’: cancelled or aborted schemes,
and t hose judge d by c o- ord i n a t o r s to h ave be en inadequat ely
implemented, were weeded out

•

they had to involve action on the ground, not conferences or research
alone

•

they had to have started prior to the ‘After’ survey, or in a given year for
which we had collected beat-level recorded crime data (‘started’ was
carefully defined in the MIS manual as the time at which the action began
exe rting itself on the ground–distinguished, for example, from the
(earlier) time the implementation team was set up)

•

they had to be judged by co-ordinators as having the potential to reduce
crime in the short-to-medium term, not merely after several years as with
some ‘developmental’ action

•

they had to cover a territory which overlapped with one or more of the
surveyed areas, or (with the analysis of recorded crime data) one of the
police beats.

The units in which these overlaps in time and space were identified, were
the m onth and the 1991 Census Enu m e rat ion Distri c t (some 200
households). The territory of a scheme, known as its ‘Zone of Influence’,
was identified by the co-ord i n a t o rs on large-scale maps. The surveye d
Enumeration Districts, and the police beat-years for which recorded crime
data was collected, were known as ‘Zones of Detection’. Further details are
in Ekblom and Pease (1995: Appendix).
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Figure N1.1 1991 Enumeration District map of Coventry

Each scheme which met these criteria was known as being ‘in scope’. An
action intensity score was generated for the scheme, in each of the Zones of
Detection with which it overlapped. (The overlapping area was called the
‘Zone of Overlap’; Figure N1.1 shows the relationship between Zones of
Influence, Detection and Overlap.) The score took account of the total funds
spent (known from the Safer Cities MIS) and the respective numbers of
households in the Zones of Influence and Detection (taken from Census
Small-Area Statistics linked to information on scheme location from coo rd i n a t o rs, purchased ED boundar y data and beat maps digitised by
ourselves). Schemes were assumed to exert an inf luence for at least two
years after starting. Scores were adjusted down if schemes started part-way
through the 12–month ‘recall period’ covered by the ‘After’ survey, or the
relevant 12–month crime-recording period. This gave the average intensity
of action input to which households in the area were exposed over a
whole year. Where an area was the focus of more than one scheme, the
individual contributions were added.
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For example, take a scheme whose total cost of £10,000 was shared out over
a Zone of Influence of five 1991 EDs together comprising 1,000 households.
Each household would receive on average an action input of £10. Suppose
200 of these households were in an ED that overlapped with a beat Zone of
Detection of 800 households. Given that we did not know which of these
800 households had received the action (we could not disaggregate the
c rime data below beat level), we again took an ave rage: each of these
households was assumed to receive 200/800 worth of the action input – ie a
dilution factor of four. If the action did not begin until halfway through the
crime recording year, it was diluted by a further factor of two. All this gave
the average input of scheme funds per household in the beat, over the
relevant year of measurement (i.e., the beat-year), of £1.25. As a formula:
Scheme cost (£) x households in Zone of Overlap x months of overlap
households in Zone of Influence x households in Zone of Detection x 12 months crime recording year

The action score from a single widespread scheme could cover two or more
beats in a given city. However, these beats need not have the same score. For
example, the Zone of Influence of the scheme could overlap fully with the
Zone of Detection of one beat, but only cover half the territory of another.
(This is because our terri t o ries of action location – 1991 EDs – we re
considerably smaller than beats.) The intensity of action ‘seen’, on average,
by the second beat will only be half that seen by the first. Therefore, while
the action is assumed to be constant over the scheme’s Zone of Influence, its
average measured levels may differ across the Zones of Detection it covers.
Similar considerations applied to the surveyed EDs, because the 1981 EDs
which comprised our survey Zones of Detection sometimes covered the
territory of two or three 1991 EDs (see end note 4).
This ‘scoping and scoring’ exe rcise was conducted by purpose-built
s o f t wa re on an Arc / I n fo ge o graphic info rmation system and re l a t i o n a l
database (Ekblom, 1994; Ekblom and Pease, 1995; Ekblom, Howes and Law,
1994; Howes, 1994). A range of alternative assumptions can be programmed
into the scoping and scoring (for example, incorporating a delay before
schemes ‘bite’), and further exploration of these parameters may enable
better ‘tuning’ to detect the strongest Safer Cities ‘signal’ and improve upon
the accuracy of current estimates of the Safer Cities effect.
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2. The survey data
The 7,679 interviews in the survey were supplied by 5,835 adult residents
from households identified through the Postal Address File (MORI 1990,
1993). The panel – 1,844 respondents – gave interviews both before and
after. The overall response rate was 60 per cent, despite strenuous efforts to
increase this proportion, reflecting the high-crime areas surveyed. Of the
280 Safer Cities EDs selected for survey, 103 were identified by the coordinators (they identified 16 neighbourhoods in nine Safer Cities; sur veys in
each neighbourhood were clustered in groups of up to nine EDs). A third of
these EDs overlapped with some action. The remaining 177 EDs (which
were not deliberately clustered) were selected from ACORN neighbourhood
subcategories which have been shown to be high-risk by the British Crime
Survey; almost half of these overlapped with some action. All 126 EDs in the
comparison cities were similarly selected on the basis of ACORN/British
Crime Survey data.
3. Selection of the Safer Cities and comparison cities and borough
for the survey
Selection of the Safer Cities for the survey was basically a matter of timing.
We needed to choose those cities which had re c e n t ly started up (to
minimise the amount of action in place prior to our Before-survey). On the
other hand, we did not want cities whose co-ordinator was either not in
place yet, or who had little idea where action was planned. The Safer Cities
finally surveyed were Birmingham, Bristol, Coventry, Hull, Rochdale, Salford,
Sunderland; and the London Boroughs of Lewisham, Tower Hamlets and
Wandsworth.
Selection of the comparison cities and boroughs (Hackney, Southwa rk ,
Haringey, Manchester, North Tyneside, Wigan, Oldham and Leeds) was a
multi-stage process. Like the Safer Cities, the comparison cities were drawn
from the 57 ‘Urban Priority areas’. These are local authority districts which
showed significant deprivation based on indicators from the 1981 Census.
Candidate comparison cities were eliminated if they had been selected for
other recent major preventive action – in particular Crime Concern’s area
crime reduction projects. Then, the remainder were stratified on the basis of
Craig’s (1985) families of local authority districts (derived from a cluster
analysis of 1981 Census data), and those in the same family groups as the
surveyed Safer Cities cities (plus a ‘London’ group) were retained for the
next stage. Here, per capita recorded crime rates over the previous five years
(from data collected by Home Office Statistics divisions) were used to try to
put together a set (within each Census family) of comparison cities whose
crime rates were consistently similar to those of the corresponding Safer
Cities cities. Finally, there was a need to avoid selecting comparison cities
which might be chosen as the final four Safer Cities. (Although timing was
c ritical on this, only one of the ori gi n a l ly-selected comparison cities –
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M i d d l e s b rough – was lost by subsequently entering the Safer Cities
P ro gramme.) The number of cities ava i l able by this stage had become
limited, but the match achieved was felt to be reasonable (Ekblom (1991,
1992) gives further details.)
4. Getting 1981 ED action scores for the survey: Linking 1981 EDs to
1991 EDs
Since the sampling had to be done in 1990, the EDs sampled in the surveys
were those defined in the 1981 Census. Also, their selection relied on 1981s t a n d a rd ACORN data (with the exception of those identified by coordinators). Unfortunately, a large proportion of EDs had their boundaries
ch a n ged, fused or split for the 1991 Census (the standard we adopted
necessarily for the Census data, and for the scheme location data). Our
solution was to:
• identify which 1991 ED each respondent lived in (using their postcode,
and the postcode-ED directory)
• calculate action scores on the basis of 1991 EDs
• assign these scores to individual survey respondents on the basis of their
1991 ED
• average these 1991 scores over all the respondents in a single 1981 ED.
This produced a 1981 ED action score, weighted in pro p o rtion to the
respondents residing in each ‘daughter’ 1991 ED. The process cl e a r ly
resulted in some blurring of the measurement of action, but was felt to give
a sufficient measure of the action in the 1981 EDs.
5. Weighting of tabular data from the survey (applies to Tables 2.1, 2.2,
5.1–5.5)
The tabular data was weighted to reflect sampling considerations. This
meant weighting down the relative contribution to any survey estimates of
risk, from cities which had greater numbers of sampling points (surveyed
EDs). It also meant the combined comparison cities’ burglary risks were
adjusted to make their Census family composition (see end note 3) match
that of the Safer Cities.
6. Linking recorded crime data with the survey to study regressionto-the-mean
Recorded crime data in some years, and/or some beats, were not collected:
the approximate proportion of surveyed EDs covered in the Safer Cities
ranged from 1/3 in 1987 to 1/2 in 1990. The number of beats contributing to
the recorded crime data ranged from 68 in 1987 to 113 in 1990. The only
surveyed Safer City which had no matching recorded crime data at all was
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Wandsworth. To avoid irrelevant variation, only those beats and EDs were
included in the analysis which had the complete four–year series of recorded
crime data linked to an ED.
In order to bypass another source of error, the survey-to-beat linkage was
done using the 1991 ED boundaries, which were the original basis for
calculating the Safer Cities action scores, rather than the 1981 ED
boundaries, which were used in the survey analysis as explained elsewhere.
7. Taking account of prior burglary prevalence in the survey model
This is a variation of a technique known as ‘regression adjustment’ (Judd and
Ke n ny, 1981), or ‘conditional re gression’. This is norm a l ly used when
analysing individual-level panel data, where each panel respondent’s afterresponse is the dependent variable, and the before-response is one of the
ex p l a n a t o ry va ri ables. We adapted it to are a - l evel analysis because i) a
sizeable proportion of our respondents were not in the panel (so it would
have been wasteful and limiting to focus just on the panel subset), and ii) we
were particularly interested in area-level relationships.
For each surveyed ED, we calculated the ave rage burg l a r y preva l e n c e
revealed by the interviews in the Before-survey. We then included this in the
model, to explain the variation in victimisation common to the interviews in
the same ED in the After-survey. In effect, this was a term in the model
equivalent to an ‘after x area prior burglary risk’ interaction.
8. A floor effect?
Any floor effect would not be simply due to running out of numbers of
burglary victims in an ED (e.g. ‘only two victims in Before-survey, therefore
cannot show a big fall in the After-survey’), because – apart from extreme
cases – the before and after prevalence rates are only imperfectly correlated.
Low burglary risk in an ED in the Before-survey only means a tendency
t owa rds low risk in the After-survey. Furt h e r, the reductions in ri s k
re p resented in logistic re gression concern p ro p o rt i o n s of victims, not
absolute numbers. It was possible, however, that the apparent step growth
with prior burg l a ry rate was an art i fact caused by sampling erro r. The
average number of interviews in the Before-survey was 10 – quite small for
estimating the area prevalence of a relatively rare event such as burglary. To
explore this further, the terms in the model representing prior burglary risk,
and its interaction with Safer Cities action, were omitted for the 59 out of
406 EDs with less than five interviews in the Before-survey. The result of this
was to reduce the step’s growth with prior burglary risk considerably – and
it was no longer statistically significant. This suggests that sampling error
may have played some part. However, the shrinkage of the marginal effect
with higher prior burglary risk actually became more marked. Explanations
centring on regression-to-the-mean have already been discounted.
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9. Selection of comparison cities and boroughs for recorded crime
analysis
Selection of the comparison cities and boroughs for the recorded crime
a n a lysis (Barn s l ey, Burn l ey, Hack n ey, Hari n gey, Liverpool, Manch e s t e r,
Oldham, Leeds and Southwa rk) was done in a ve ry similar way to the
selection for the survey (end note 3). There were a few dif ferences, due to
the need this time to match to a wider set of Safer Cities, and to the caprices
of data availability.
The first indicator was based on the Census family, because there was fairly
wide divergence in the burglary trends between different Census family
groups. For each beat-ye a r, the indicator value was deri ved from the
c o m p a rison cities in the appro p riate fa m i ly. Within each fa m i ly, t h e
contributions from the rates of individual comparison cities were weighted
by household population. The Safer Cities burglary rates followed their
family comparison indicators rather well. The second indicator was global,
applied to Safer Cities beats irrespective of the city these were sited in. Here,
the comparison rates were weighted to correspond to the Census family
composition of the Safer Cities as a whole. Since the composition varied on a
year by year basis (with some beats, and some Safer Cities, not being
measured for the whole six years), the weighting was done separately for
each year. This applied to both global and family indicators.
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Appendix 1:The statistical
model for the survey:
explaining variation in risk
of burglary victimisation

Multi-level models
Applications in multi-level modelling (or hierarchical linear modelling) have
grown dra m a t i c a l ly over the last decade. The impetus came from the
educational context, in which it was important to consider separately those
influences on pupils’ performance which operated on the individual (e.g.
personality), the class (e.g. teacher’s style) and the school (e.g. school ethos,
nature of catchment area). These ‘contextual’ influences are described as
levels. Statistical theory and examples are in Goldstein (1995), and Bryk and
Raudenbush (1992). Jones (1992) gives a less technical description.
In the present context, our interest is in a different set of levels: interview
occasions (level 1), respondents (who may have been interviewed more
than once) (level 2) and the small area sampling points (1981 EDs, level 3)
where groups of interviewed respondents lived. The second and third levels
are groupings of interviews in a hierarchy. For panel members there will be
two observations (interviews) at level 1, but only one for other survey
respondents. It is at the area level that we measured the amount of Safer
Cities action; we looked for its special effects on the burglary risk observed
in the after-interviews, again grouped by area.
In ordinary least squares regression the residual, unexplained va ri a t i o n
between observed burglary victimisation and victimisation predicted by the
model would all be represented by a single residual for each case. In multilevel modelling, this variation is split between levels. This takes account of
(co-)variation common to groups of cases which would, in an ordinary least
squares regression, cause over-estimation of the significance of a term. (The
problem, in survey methodology, is known as a ‘clustering’ effect, and is
conventionally taken account of through estimation of the ‘design effect’. In
practice this provides a correction for the standard error and typically results
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in conservative significance tests.)
The residual variation between units at any level, and between units, can
itself be modelled. By allowing ‘regression effects’ to vary within units or by
implementing a ‘random slopes’ regression, for any coefficient (such as the
coefficient representing the magnitude of the effect of a respondent’s age on
risk of victimisation), we can assess the extent to which effects are typical
across units. For example, we might want to see whether the effect of age
on burglary risk differs in magnitude across each ED group of interviews.
The age term in the model would then be represented in two ways: as a
fixed component, the ‘average’ effect of age on the risk of burglary across all
interviews, and a random component, the ‘offset’ (or deviation) from this
average effect, common only to all those interviews in a given ED. This
variation results in a variance term, across all EDs, and may be tested to see
whether it significantly differs from zero. If it does, we can conclude that the
effect of age on burglary risk does indeed vary across ED, and we would
then look for ED-level factors which could explain this (e.g. older people live
in certain types of area where burglary is more of a problem). If, on the
other hand, the age effect did not differ across EDs, we would revert to the
simpler model where age had a purely fixed effect. In our models, the only
terms we allow to have random values are constants, representing overall
‘baseline’ burglary risks and their variation between EDs, and between
respondents. (We are thus using ‘variance components’ models.)
Use of three levels enabled us to take full advantage of the embedded panel
design. We were able to include data from panelists, and from respondents
who appeared only in the Before survey, or only in the After survey. This
both maximised numbers of interviews available for analysis, and allowed us
to investigate panel processes which seemed to account for an ove ra l l
reduction in risk from Before to After. Since our data was ‘binary response’
(i.e. victim/nonvictim) we had to conduct the modelling using logistic
re gression. This explains the observed va riation in the odds o f the
respondent in a given interview reporting burglary victimisation. (Odds are
probability of victimisation / probability of non-victimisation.) We focussed
on prevalence risk: techniques for handling the heavily-skewed distribution
of incidence counts per respondent are complex and hard to interpret.
These basic parameters of the main survey model are shown in Table A1.1.
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Table A1.1 Survey model parameters
Dependent variable:
Transformation:

burglary victim/nonvictim
logistic

Hierarchy

Units of
Analysis

Level 3:
Level 2:
Level 1:

Area (1981 Census ED)
Individual Respondent
Interview Occasion

N=406
N=5,835
N=7,679

Embedded panel at level 1– some individuals appear before-only, some
after-only, some both
The software package we used for multi-level modelling was ML3E (Prosser
et al., 1991), which handles up to three levels. A set of macros to handle
‘ b i n a ry response’ was supplied by the pack age ’s pro d u c e rs to apply
appropriate logistic regression models to our data. ML3E has recently been
superseded by MLN, which can handle any number of levels as well as crossclassified designs. It is available from the Institute of Education, University of
London.

Explanatory variables: Fixed components
To obtain the best possible estimate of the Safer Cities effect, we left all
candidate explanatory va ri ables in the model – we did not simplify the
model by dropping those which contributed little to the overall goodness of
fit. The fixed components included in the model are listed in Table A1.2.
Column 1 of the table lists the relevant variables and interactions included in
the model; column 2 the estimates of their coefficients after the model
converged; column 3 the standard error of each estimate.
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Table A1.2 Fixed components in survey model
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

LEVEL 1 (INTERVIEW OCCASION) COMPONENT
After interview
-0.78

STANDARD
ERROR

0.3595

LEVEL 2 (RESPONDENTS) COMPONENTS
Constant, all interviews

-3.37

0.5565

L2 Respondent selection
Member of panel
After-interview, nonpanelist (L2/L1)

0.08532
0.3494

0.1104
0.1554

L2 Respondent demographics
Over 60-years old
Over 60-years old, after intvw (L2/L1)
High social class
Managing badly, financially
Single person household
Newcomer

-0.809
0.3999
0.3769
0.3424
0.1685
0.1734

0.145
0.193
0.1623
0.1033
0.08712
0.121

[some highly insignificant respondent variables dropped, including gender]

L2 Respondent area perceptions
Drugs a problem
Enough play areas

0.4515
-0.391

0.08712
0.1701
Continued...
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Table A1.2 Fixed components in survey model (cont.)
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

STANDARD
ERROR

LEVEL 3 (ED) COMPONENTS
L3 1981 ED after-burglary risk
explained by average before-risk
in same ED (regression adjustment, L3/L1)

2.483

0.5803

L3 Survey area selection by co-ordinators
Area selected by co-ordinator (SC only)
...., after-intvw (L3/L1)

0.3703
-0.1258

0.1808
0.2518

L3 Area selection by 1981 ED ACORN subcategories
AC13
0.1652
AC16
-0.9217
AC17
-0.2938
AC19
0.06766
AC20
-0.05415
AC21
-0.4882
AC22
-0.09764
AC28
-0.2659
AC29
0.6141
AC31
-0.1169
AC32
-0.07315
ACOTHER
-0.4224

0.3359
0.563
0.5429
0.1984
0.3654
0.3233
0.2305
0.371
0.3279
0.3454
0.4573
0.3614

L3 ACORN, after-interviews (L3/L1)
AFAC13
AFAC16
AFAC17
AFAC19
AFAC20
AFAC21
AFAC22
AFAC28
AFAC29
AFAC31
AFAC32
AFACOTHER

0.4811
0.6817
0.731
0.2852
0.4985
0.4226
0.3014
0.4821
0.4272
0.4028
0.5575
0.4694

0.02884
1.525
0.8889
0.1145
0.5634
0.6743
0.5619
0.2846
-0.02901
1.042
0.9554
1.004

L3 1991 ED Census data (converted to 1981 ED boundaries)
% Black popn
0.00334
% Single parent hhold
0.003709
% Hhold without car
0.01044
% Unemployed popn
0.01295
% One person hhold
0.01017
% Over 60 popn
-0.02187
% Young people 16–24
0.03578

0.004197
0.004245
0.008208
0.01442
0.007876
0.01077
0.01908

Index of Local Conditions
(derived from 1991 Census EDs,
converted to 1981 ED boundaries)

0.03621

-0.0691

Continued...
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Table A1.2 Fixed components in survey model (cont.)
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

STANDARD
ERROR

LEVEL 3 CITY FIXED COMPONENTS
L3 City selection
Safer City
Safer City, after-intvw (L3/L1)
Census family 3 (Craig, 1985)
(London families = baseline)
Census family 4a
Census family 4b
Census family 3, after-intvw (L3/L1)
Census family 4a, after-intvw (L3/L1)
Census family 4b, after-intvw (L3/L1)

-1.033
0.25

0.3521
0.2393

0.3881
0.9942
0.8098
0.03982
-0.3311
-0.2794

0.4457
0.368
0.3634
0.4548
0.2937
0.2738

L3 City dummy variables (Hackney = baseline)
Comparison cities/boroughs:
Southwark, London
-0.07882
Harringey, London
-0.8466
Manchester
-0.9273
North Shields
-0.9064
Wigan
-1.239
Oldham
-0.498
Leeds
-1.32

0.2727
0.33
0.42
0.4122
0.4819
0.3999
0.4354

Safer Cities (dummies Wandsworth and Wirral excluded due to linear
dependency with other variables):
Birmingham
-0.2066
0.2388
Bristol
0.2234
0.2737
Coventry
-0.4106
0.2269
Hull
-0.4205
0.1888
Lewisham, London
0.3854
0.3172
Salford
0.07459
0.2254
Tower Hamlets, London
0.2627
0.3513
Continued...
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Table A1.2 Fixed components in survey model (cont.)
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

STANDARD
ERROR

LEVEL 3 SAFER CITIES ACTION COMPONENTS
L3 other SC action score
(Safer Cities plus levered funds)
Other action
Other action, after-intvw (L3/L1)

-0.004987
0.005192

0.00465
0.005931

L3 burglary action score
(Safer Cities plus levered funds)
Safer Cities locational effects
(controlling for assignment of action
to higher or lower risk areas):
Step (mere presence of action)
Marginal (amount of action, given presence)

0.2418
-0.002966

0.1781
0.004297

Safer Cities After effects
(indicating impact as differential reduction
in risk following action; L3/L1):
Step (mere presence of action)
-0.293
Special effect of prior burglary risk on step -0.8283
Marginal (amount of action, given presence) -0.003
Special effect of prior burglary risk on

marginal

0.01355
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0.2799
1.067
0.008794
0.05407
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A positive coefficient estimate for a fixed component indicates that the
va ri able is associated with an increased risk of burglary victimisation; a
negative estimate is associated with a reduced risk. The coefficient is the
loge of the multiplier of the odds of victimisation:non-victimisation. Crosslevel interactions (mainly x After) are listed under the relevant varia bles for
which they are a subsidiary effect; they are indicated by, for example, L2/L1.
This model has been specially designed for evaluation purposes and is based
o n a special sample of high-c r ime areas. There fo r e, the o bser ve d
relationships between the various explanatory variables and burglary risk
should not be taken as representative of the country as a whole.

Explanatory variables: Random components
‘Before’ and ‘After’, below, are baseline values of burglary risk applying to
i n t e rv i ews in the relevant survey wave. Effe c t i ve ly, the terms represent
s e p a rate intercepts for each wave. Both Befo re and After terms we re
included and allowed to vary independently at the ED area level, to enable
separate inspection of the variance of the After term across EDs. This was
particularly important for a model supporting an evaluation design in which
some EDs had action and some did not. (Virtually identical results were
obtained by fitting a single conventional intercept instead of these two wave
terms, although of course it was less easy to see how our explanation of
a f t e r - va riation be tween EDs was affected by inclusion of part i c u l a r
va ri ables.) After also has a fixed effect (i.e. it appears as a conventional
regression coefficient, above); Before does not (Before and After are the two
exhaustive values of the same variable, so only one can be included in the
fixed part of the model, to avoid redundancy or linear dependence).
The Level 3 variance of After, for example, is the variation, between EDs, in
the coefficient of the intercept for the after-interviews. It represents any
distinctive differences, between EDs, in burglary risk measured in the after
survey, that are unexplained by the model. As the results below show, this
figure is far below its standard error, indicating that there was no significant
variation in the value of this term between EDs. This is because the large
number of fixed area-level terms included in the model (above) accounted
for much of the observed variation between EDs. Variation in the After term
was much greater in the original ‘null model’ which contained no Level 3
ex p l a n a t o ry va ri ables (see below). By contrast, there remains quite
considerable variation between areas in the baseline risk in the Before
survey. Apart from anything else, the fact that we are using an ED’s average
burglary risk in the Before survey to help explain its After risk, means that
After will have less unaccounted-for variance than Before. The significant
negative covariance between Before and After risk at area level means that
EDs which have high risk before tend to be lower risk after, and vice versa.
This is puzzling. But it should be remembered that the effect only exists net
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of the presence of a large number of After-interaction terms in the model
(including the ‘regression-adjustment’ term, explaining an ED’s After risk by
its Befo re risk). In the null model it is stro n g ly positive. In effect, the
predominant positive elements of the relationship between Before and After
are represented elsewhere in the model, and what we have left is a residual
negative relationship.
The Level 2 random term represents between-respondent variation. The
Level 1 random term represents the residual unexplained variance between
interviews. This was allowed to vary from a fixed value of 1 to reveal any
ex t ra-binomial va riation. In fact the ex t ra-binomial va riation was not
significant.
Taken together, the variation (and covariation) in the intercepts at Levels 1, 2
and 3 are equivalent to the residual, unexplained, variation in ordinary least
s q u a res re gression. What has been ach i eved is a proper allocation of
components of variation to each of the units within the hierarchy.
The varia bles/interactions, estimated coefficients and standard errors of the
estimates are listed in Table A1.3

Table A1.3 Random components in survey model
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

STANDARD
ERROR

LEVEL 3 (Areas: 1981 Census
Enumeration Districts, n = 406)
Constant, for Before interviews,
between-area variance
Constant, for After interviews,
between-area variance

0.1499

0.08233

0.008842

0.0746

Before/After, between-area covariance

-0.1361

0.05788

LEVEL 2 (Respondents, n = 5,835)
Constant, for all interviews,
between-respondent variance

1.075

0.2238

LEVEL 1 (Interviews, n = 7,679)
Constant, for all interviews,
residual between-interview variance

0.8962

0.02336
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Significance testing
The goodness of fit statistic, or likelihood, in multilevel modelling measures
how closely the model predicts the observed values of burglary risk over all
interviews. Significance testing of a particular explanatory term (variable) is
based on comparing the fit of models with, and without that term, to the
o b s e r ved data, and examining the re l a t i ve reduction (if any) in the
likelihood.
It is easier, presentationally, to work backwards from the full model and
show the decrement in the fit obtained when particular terms are removed
from the model. The model contained four terms representing Safer Cities
a f t e r - e ffects (shown at the ve ry end of Table A1.2 – ge n e ral step and
marginal after-effects, and their respective subsidiary interactions with prior
burglary risk). The subsidiary interactions – the respective terms for the
interactions of the step and marginal-intensity effects with prior burglary risk
we re re m oved befo re their re s p e c t i ve ge n e ral term. (If the s u b s i d i a ry
interaction for the step effect, say, was left in when the general step effect
was removed, this would underestimate the decrement in fit due to the step
effect – because the interaction would now ‘stand in’ for part of the general
step effect.)
The test results presented are those in which all other terms are in the
model – for example, the extra contribution to fit of the step effect is tested
with the marginal-intensity effect already present, and vice versa. (The
locational effects of action remain in the whole time – filtering out the
overall effect on burglary risk of where the co-ordinators happened to locate
the action.) Otherwise the tests would have been too generous because of
any correlation between the different Safer Cities ef fect terms. For example,
the presence of action was, obviously, correlated with the amount of action:
removing the marginal term with the step term already taken out would
h ave gi ven the marginal term a greater than merited decrement in fi t ,
because it would have been partially standing in for the step term.
The tests may be somewhat over-generous because the multi-level modelling
was unable to take account of all design effects due, for example, to
clustering of EDs in the co-ordinator-identified survey set. However, the
significance le vels of the terms representing the Safer Cities effects were in
most cases high enough to give reasonable leeway. The confidence limits
around the estimates of the impact of action on risk were, though, extremely
wide (as the standard errors in the above list show). As might be expected,
t h e re was mu ch va riation in the impact of what we re quite a dive rs e
collection of schemes implemented in a variety of contexts. Therefore, the
estimates should be re ga rded as a sound quantitative guide to the
presence/absence of an effect, rather than being taken too literally.
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The results of removing particular terms from the model are shown in Figure
A1.1. The fit statistic is calculated as -2[log(likelihood ratio)]. Larger (strictly,
more positive) numbers indicate a poorer fit – in other words, less of the
observed variation in risk is predicted or explained by the model. The
decrement in fit is approximately distributed as Chi-squared (with degrees of
freedom = number of terms dropped).

Figure A1.1 Statistical significance of Safer Cities after-effects
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The full model as a whole is tested against a ‘null model’, a highly cut-down
version which in this case comprises:
Fixed terms:

Intercept for all interviews
After indicator

Random terms:

Level 1 (residual between-interview) variation of
intercept
Level 2 (between-respondents) variation of intercept
Level 3 (between-EDs) variation of Before intercept
term
Level 3 (between-EDs) variation of After intercept
term Level 3 Before-After (between-ED) covariance

The difference in the likelihood comparing the full model to the base/null
model showed a decrement of 1424.21, 77 df (p <<0.00001), derived from
3282.22, 7df (null) minus 1858.01, 84 df (full).

Generating expected values for display: Sample enumeration
The presentation of results in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 is based on a technique
called ‘sample enumeration’ (Davies, 1992a,b). (This is nothing to do with
survey sampling.) The central aim is to generate the ‘counterfactual’ – values
of burglary risk in the after survey in the action areas, which we would have
expected to find had there been no action, but everything else remained the
same. ‘Everything else’ means common background trends and between-area
differences. Generating expected values involves several steps:
i)

generating predicted (i.e. expected) burglary risk values (in logistic
form, i.e. logeodds) for every interview in the after-survey, based on all
explanatory variables in the entire fixed statistical model as in Table A1.2

ii) generating for every after-interview, the ‘logeodds multiplier’ from the
values of the terms representing the after-effects of Safer Cities action
(both step and marginal intensity effects and their interactions with
prior burglary risk)
iii) subtracting the latter from the former to leave the expected (logeodds)
b u rg l a ry risk (expected on the basis of all terms other than those
representing the Safer Cities after-effect) for each after-interview
iv) transforming this to prevalence probability risk values
v) averaging this value over each surveyed ED to produce the expected
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after-burglary prevalence probability risk for each ED
vi) subtracting the expected ED risk from the ED average observed risk, to
produce the ‘observed - expected’ prevalence probability risk for each
ED (O-E thus amounts to our estimate of the Safer Cities effect plus the
residual, unexplained variation)
vii) calculating relative percentage change (RPC) as
100 [observed - expected]
expected
viii) then averaging observed ED burglary risks over each of the ‘action sets’
of EDS – low, middle and high action; doing likewise for expected risks
and RPC.
It is these latter grouped averages that are presented in the figures. We
averaged to ED first (step v) before averaging again to these groups of EDs,
because EDs were our focal unit of analysis, and we did not want to weight
the grouped averages by the number of interviews in each ED.
The relationship between RPC and (low, medium and high) action intensity
levels in Figure 2.4 illustrates the Safer Cities effect estimated in our model,
under the particular conditions measured for each respondent, and for each
ED. As stated in step vi), it also incorporates the variation unexplained in the
model.
Figure A1.2 shows the same relationship of RPC with action intensity, but
this time plotted on an individual ED basis for the 117 action EDs. Also on
the figure is a simple linear OLS regression line showing both the step down
and the less re l i able dow n wa rd slope of the marginal intensity effe c t
identified in the model. Removing the extreme values of the action intensity
scores above £100/household made virtually no difference to the line. It
would be interesting to compare the anti-burglary action in EDs falling
significantly below this line (i.e. performing better than average) with those
above it (i.e. performing worse than average).
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Figure A1.2 Survey: relative percentage change in burglary
prevalence for each action ED, against action intensity

Note: Four points with zero action and extreme RPCs were omitted for scaling purposes

Calculating the estimated reductions in risk due to
burglary action
The step effect
In the statistical model, our starting point was the regression coefficient
associated with the term representing the presence of Safer Cities action (a
dichotomous variable). The value of this coefficient (-0.293, found near the
bottom of Table A1.2) was the reduction in risk, associated with the
p resence of action, of log e(odds of victimisation/non-victimisation).
Transforming this to the reduction in probability of victimisation involved
several steps.
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Calculating the simple step effect
1) Taking a sample prevalence probability
(The 10% row, 3rd down in Table
A1.4)

sample probability of burglary
prevalence per household in one year
= 10% or 0.1

2) Converting probability to odds

sample odds = p/(1-p) = 10%/90%
= 0.1111

3) Taking the loge transform of this

loge (sample odds) = loge (0.111)
= -2.1972

4) Adding the ‘step’ coefficient to this
(being a negative number, it reduced
the risk) to adjust the transformed odds
by the step effect

adjusted transformed odds = -2.1972 +
(-0.293) = -2.4902

5) Transforming the adjusted transformed
odds back in the reverse direction:
5.1) Raising e to the value of the sum

adjusted odds = e(-2.4902) = 0.083

5.2) Dividing (e to the value of the
sum) by (1+(e to the value of
the sum)) to convert odds back
to probability

adjusted probability = 0.083/(1+0.083)
= 0.0765

6) Subtracting the adjusted probability
from the original sample value, to give
the absolute reduction in prevalence
probability associated with the
presence of action

absolute reduction in prevalence
probability associated with the
presence of action
= 0.1 - 0.0765
= 0.0235

7) Dividing the absolute reduction in
probability by the original sample
probability, and multiplying by 100,
to give the percent reduction in
probability of a households’
victimisation at least once in a year

percent reduction in probability
of burglary victimisation due to
step effect of burglary action, at
prior burglary probability of 10%
= (0.0235/0.1) x100
= 23.5%
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Taking account of the influence of the prior burglary probability on the step
reduction involved a further stage. This interaction of step effect and prior
burglary probability was also represented as a term in the model (derived by
multiplying prior burglary probability in an ED x presence of action in that
ED x After dummy), and was assigned its own regression coefficient. Instead of
adding just the step coefficient to the transformed sample prevalence risk, we
also added the step interaction coefficient (the special effect of prior burglary
probability on step, -0.8283) x the sample prevalence probability (10%).
Repeating the example from step 4), with the the effect of the prior burglary
probability on the Safer Cities step effect included, gives:
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Calculating the step effect taking account of prior burglary risk
4) Adding to the transformed sample
odds:
a) the ‘step’ coefficient, plus
b) (the step interaction coefficient x
the sample prevalence probability)
to adjust the transformed odds by
the step effect and its interaction
with prior burglary probability
5) Transforming the adjusted
transformed odds back in reverse
direction.
5.1) Raising e to the value of the
sum
5.2) Dividing (e to the value of the
sum) by (1 + (e to the value of
sum)) to convert from odds back
to probability

adjusted transformed odds = -2.1972 +
(-0.293) + (0.1 x (-0.8283))
=-2.573

adjusted odds = e(-2.573)

= 0.0763

adjusted probability

= 0.0763 /
(1 + 0.0763)
= 0.0709

6) Subtracting the adjusted probability
from the original sample probability,
to give the absolute reduction in
prevalence probability associated
with the presence of action

absolute reduction in prevalence
probability associated with the
presence of action
= 0.1 - 0.0709
= 0.0291

7) Dividing the absolute reduction in
probability by the original sample
probability, and multiplying by 100,
to give the percent reduction in
probability of a households’
victimisation at least once in the year
(entered in row 3, column 2 of
Table A1.4)

percent reduction in probability of
burglary victimisation due to step
effect of burglary action, at prior
burglary probability of 10%, and
taking account of special effect of
prior burglary risk on step
= (0.0291 / 0.1) x 100
= 29.1%
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We thus estimate that at a prior burglary prevalence probability of 10%, the
adjusted prevalence probability is 7.1 per cent, and the reduction in this
probability due to the step effect is just over 29 per cent. Likewise, starting
with a prior probability of 5 per cent,the adjusted prevalence probability is
3.65 per cent, a reduction of 27 per cent. The rest of Table A1.4 wa s
completed in this way.

The overall effect
The overall effect of action on prevalence of burglary was calculated in a
similar way to the step effect. The difference was, that to the sum of the
transformed sample prevalence probability and the step effects, were added
the marginal-intensity effect (a coefficient of -0.003 from the model)
multiplied by a particular action score, and its interaction with pri o r
burglary probability (a coefficient of + 0.01355). (These values are at the
bottom of Table A1.2.) We used as an exe m p l a r y value the margi n a l
reduction in probability associated with the average action intensity of £16.
(‘Average’ intensity of action was taken as the mean, because we wanted to
take account of the wide range of action intensities; median values were
considerably lower, but made little difference to the cost estimates.) Taking
account of the influence of the prior burglary probability on the marginalintensity effect of action involved a process similar to that with the step
effect. Altogether, the overall effect on the sample prior burglary prevalence
probability is the combination of:
the step effect plus its interaction with prior burglary prevalence
probability
+ the marginal-intensity effect plus its interaction with prior burglary
prevalence probability.
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1) Taking a sample prevalence
probability (Again from the 10%
row in Table A1.4

sample probability of burglary
prevalence per household in 1 year
= 10% or 0.1

2) Converting probability to odds

sample odds = p/ (1-p)

3) Taking the loge transform of this

loge (sample odds) = loge (0.111)
= -2.1972

= 10%/90%
= 0.1111

4) Adding to the transformed sample odds
(-2.1972):
a) the ‘step’ coefficient (-0.293), plus
b) the step interaction coefficient
(-0.8283) x the sample prevalence
probability (0.1)
c) the marginal coefficient (-0.003) x
the sample amount of action (£16)
d) the marginal interaction coefficient
(0.1355) x the sample amount action
(£16) x the sample prevalence
probability (0.1)
to adjust the transformed odds by the
step effect and marginal–intensity
effect, and heir interactions with prior
burglary probability

adjusted transformed odds = -2.1972 +
= (-0.293) + (-0.8283)
+ (-0.003 x 16) +
(0.01355 x 16 x 0.1)
= -2.5994

5) Transforming the adjusted transformed
odds back in the reverse direction:
a) Raising e to the value of the sum
adjusted odds = e(-2.5994)
b) Dividing (e to the value of the sum)
adjusted probability
by (1 + (e to the value of the sum).to
convert from odds back to probability

= 0.0743
= 0.0743 /
(1+ 0.0743)
= 0.0692

6) Subtracting the adjusted probability
from the original sample probability,
to give the absolute reduction in
prevalence probability associated
with the presence of action

absolute reduction in prevalence
probability associated with the
presence of action
= 0.1 - 0.0692
= 0.0308

7) Dividing the absolute reduction in
probability by the original sample
probability and multiplying by 100, to
give the percent reduction in
probability
(entered as 31% in row 3, column 4
of Table A1.4)

percent reduction in probability of
burglary victimisation due to step
and marginal–intensity effects of
burglary action, at average action
intensity of £16 and prior burglary
probability of 10%, and taking
account of special effects of prior
burglary probability on step and
marginal
= (0.0308/0.1) x 100
= 30.8%
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The marginal–intensity effect
The regression coefficient for the marginal-intensity effect represented the
effect of an extra £1 worth of action, rather than merely the presence of
action. But in estimating the real-world value of the marginal-intensity effect,
we could not simply calculate from the marginal-intensity ef fect coefficient
alone – the non-linear (logarithmic) relationship within the model meant we
had to wo rk with the ove rall effect (i.e. step + marginal coeffi c i e n t s
combined). There fo re, to produce a re p re s e n t a t i ve estimate for our
illustration:
We calculated the reduction in risk associated
i)
with the average action intensity of £16 (as above), and then
ii)
repeated the calculation for £17. The difference in the reduction
in risk between these two estimates was the marginal-intensity
effect of an extra £1 per household.
At a prevalence of 10%, this gave a marginal reduction of probability of
burglary of 0.11% for an extra £1 of Safer Cities burglary action per
household.
Repeating this calculation for, say, £16 and £26 gave the marginal reduction
associated with an extra £10. A marginal reduction in risk derived from a
£10 increase in action was about 17 times the marginal reduction from a £1
increase – so there appeared (within limits) to be proportionally better
returns from bigger investments. On the other hand, a similar analysis with
the recorded crime model showed diminishing returns. However, it is not
k n ow n without fur th er ex p l o r atio n whet her t hese ar e re a l - wo r l d
relationships, or mere ly peculiarities of the statistical models and the
transformations necessary to meet the requirements of statistical testing.
These calculations – step, overall and marginal – were repeated for a range of
sample burglary risks (Table A1.4). The same exercise was also carried out
using the model which distinguished between burglary action alone, and
burglary action plus other Safer Cities action. The figures in brackets are the
results. Here, the four ‘burg l a ry-plus’ coefficients substituted for the
‘burglary-general’ ones used in the above examples. There was an additional
term added to the others in stage 5): the ‘joint action multiplier’, whose
coefficient was multiplied by the amount of burglary action x the amount of
other action. This slightly increased the adjusted and transformed odds.
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Table A1.4 Survey results – Reductions in burglary prevalence risk
associated with Safer Cities action against burglary (all
burglary action, and action accompanied by other Safer
Cities action)
Prior burglary
prevalence %

Step percentage
reduction in
risk due to
presence of
burglary action
[and in presence
of other action]

Marginal percentage Overall percentage
reduction in risk reduction in risk
per extra £ of
[and in presence
burglary action
of other action]
[and in presence
of other action]

3

27 [17]

0.18 [0.61]

30 [25]

5

27 [17]

0.16 [0.60]

30 [24]

10

29 [16]

0.11 [0.57]

31 [23]

15

31 [15]

0.06 [0.54]

32 [22]

20

32 [14]

0.02 [0.51]

32 [20]

25

32 [13]

- [0.47]

33 [19]

30

33 [12]

- [0.44]

33 [18]

35

34 [11]

- [0.41]

33 [16]

Note: the reductions are estimated relative to the expected probability in the after survey, in the absence of Safer Cities action. (They
are not proportional falls from the prior burglary probability.) Figures in brackets are from EDs where burglary is accompanied
by other action, and are less reliable. The 3% burglary prevalence probability is the national average from the British Crime
Survey; the 10% probability is the average from the present survey. The action input comprises both Safer Cities and levered
funds.
The step effect is the reduction in probability associated simply with the presence of Safer Cities action in the relevant ED in the
year of the after–survey. The overall effect is the reduction in probability associated with the presence of Safer Cities burglary
action in an ED, at the average intensity of £16.00 per household over the year preceeding the after–survey. The marginal effect
is the further reduction in probability for an extra £1 of action per household, beyond £16, spent in the ED at the time of original
implementation.

Cost effectiveness calculations from the survey findings
Calculating the overall and marginal costs of preventing one (and one more) burglary
involved using the relevant coefficients in the model, and feeding in a number of
additional assumptions about key quantities such as the two-year duration of impact.
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The overall cost
Estimating the ove rall cost invo l ved seve ral steps. We begin with the
absolute reduction in prevalence pro b ability risk associated with the
presence and amount of action, taking account of the special effect of prior
burglary probability. This is 0.0308 in step 6) of the last example above, with
prior burglary (prevalence) probability at 10%, and average Safer Cities
b u rg l a ry action amounting to £16 per household-year. Italic figures in
[brackets] in the right-hand column are example calculations for 'burglaryplus' action which were ultimately preferred for comparability with the
recorded crime estimates (although much less reliable), for reasons given in
the main text. Our careful definition of the amount (intensity) of action, as the
average input of scheme funds per household in the ED over the year of
measurement, enabled us to link the coefficient back to real-world cost values.
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Overall cost calculations:
a) Taking the absolute reduction in
prevalence probability per household,
over the year of measurement,
previously calculated for the overall
effect
(step 6, ‘overall reduction in risk
calculations’, using reductions
estimated for 10% prior burglary
prevalence probability)

absolute reduction in prevalence
probability per household
= 0.0308
[= 0.02298]

b) Assuming for the purpose of
calculation that the average amount
of SC burglary action was present
(£16 per household–year); and that
this was accompanied by £7 of other
SC action, making a total of £23

total SC action present per household–
year
= £16 SC burglary + £7 SC other
[= £11.50 + £8.76]
= £23
[=£20.26}

c) Say £23 present per household over
a year, x 100 households, causes 3.08
fewer households burgled that year and
costs £2,300. The cost per burglary
prevented is £2,300 / 3.08 i.e. £747.
(The year factor cancels out as at this
point all calculations are based on
one year.

basic overall cost per burglary
prevented
= (average intensity of SC burglary
action + average intensity of SC
other action) x
(1 / reduction in prevalence
probability for action of that
intensity,
= £23 / 0.0308 = £747
[= £20.26 / 0.02298 = £881]

d) Adjust basic overall cost to take account
of impact duration (assumed 2 years),
overheads (£1.50 total spend every £1
spent on schemes), and 1.5 incidents
prevented per victimised household
prevented (£441 entered as ‘about
£400’ in Part 2 ‘What sort of money
does one have to spend to prevent a
burglary?’, and as £441 on the
‘overall cost’ line in Figure 4.1a)

adjusted overall cost per burglaryt
prevented
= basic cost x 1/2 x 1.5 / 1.5
= £373
[= £441]
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The marginal cost
The marginal cost is how much more money needed to be invested in an
area, at the time the action was originally implemented, to prevent one more
burglary. The marginal cost of preventing one extra burglary was estimated
in a similar way to the overall cost, with a few exceptions:
i) Step a) began with the difference between the reductions of probability
for 1) the burglary action of average intensity (£16 for general estimate,
£11.50 for burglary-plus estimate), and 2) the burglary action of £1
greater intensity (£17 and £12.50 respectively). These were probability
reductions of 0.00011 and 0.0005694 (Table A1.4 value of 0.57 was
rounded) respectively
ii) Step b) was omitted
iii) These reductions were inverted as in step c), but not multiplied by the
total (burglary action + SC other action) intensity. Instead,
iv) For the calculation of the marginal-intensity effect of burglary-plus action,
every extra pound of Safer Cities burglary action was also accompanied
by a certain average amount of extra other action. So in step d) we
further multiplied the ‘marginal pound’ by
average burglary action intensity + average other action intensity
average burglary action intensity
in these areas, i.e.
£11.50 + £8.76
or 1.76
£11.50
Thus the marginal cost calculations involved:
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Marginal cost calculations
a) Taking the difference between the
reductions of probability over the
year of measuement, previously
calculated for the overall effect for 1)
the burglary action of average
intensity (£16 for general estimate,
£11.50 for burglary–plus estimate),
and 2) the burglary action of £1
greater intensity (£17 and £12.50
respectively)

difference in absolute reduction in
prevalence probability per household
between (burglary action of average
intensity) and (of average intensity +
£1)
= 0.00011
[= 0.0005694]

c) Say an extra £1 present per household
basic marginal cost per extra burglary
over a year, x 100 households, causes
prevented
0.011 (i.e., 100 x 0.00011) fewer
= (increase in intensity of
households burgled that year and
SC burglary action)
costs £100. The cost per extra
x
burglary prevented is £100 / 0.011
(1 / reduction in
i.e., £9,090. (The year factor cancels out
prevalence probability for
as at this point all calculations are
that increase in intensity)
based on 1 year.)
= £1 / 0.00011 = £9,090
[= £1 / 0.0005694]
[£1,756]
d) Adjust basic marginal cost to take
account of impact duration (assumed
2 years), overheads (£1.50 total spend
for every £1 spent on schemes), 1.5
incidents prevented per victimised
household prevented, and ratio of
(total action average intensity): (SC
burglary action average intensity),
1.76
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adjusted marginal cost per extra
burglary prevented
= basic cost x 1/2 x 1.5 / 1.5
[x 1.76]
= £4,545
[= £1,545]

Note: [£1,545] is estimate for
burglary-plus action
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Apppendix 2: In search of
displacement in the surveyed
EDs

This appendix provides further detail on the final look at ge o gra p h i c
displacement, repeating and expanding the main text where appropriate.
We took account of any burglary action in the ring of EDs that surrounded
each surveyed ED in the Safer Cities (the ‘bullseye’). This was ‘extra’ action
o n ly; it ex cl uded schemes which cove red both th e sur ro u n d i n g
neighbourhood and the surveyed ED itself. We reasoned that schemes which
covered ring(s) and bullseye together would not shift crime from one to the
other. Three ‘extra adjacent action’ scores were generated for each surveyed
ED, to explore close-range and somewhat longer-range effects: i) burglary
action in the inner ring of EDs immediately adjacent to the bullseye; ii)
burglary action in an outer ring of EDs immediately outside the inner ring;
and iii) a pooled score of burglary action in either or both inner and outer
rings.
Generation of these rings was done using the geographic information system,
aided by visual on-screen inspection of the rings the software generated, to
remove anomalies. 1991 EDs were used as the basis. Where two or more
surveyed 1991 EDs were clustered together (equivalent to a single surveyed
1981 ED), a common ring around the two of them was produced. As Figure
A2.1 shows, the rings were extremely ragged, defined as they were by ED
boundaries. The EDs themselves were also very variable in size, meaning
that action in the inner ring was only on average closer to the surveyed ED
of the bullseye.
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*The surveyed 1981 ED illustrated was split into three 1991 EDs

We then distinguished between our surveyed EDs on the basis of whether or
not they had burglary action in the bullseye, and whether or not they had
extra burglary action in the various surrounding rings. There were seven
distinct geographical patterns:
(a)

Action in bullseye alone

(b)

Action in bullseye and extra action in inner ring only

(c)

Action in bullseye and extra action in outer ring only

(d)

Action in bullseye and extra action in both rings

(e)

No action in bullseye but extra action in inner ring only

(f)

No action in bullseye but extra action in outer ring only

(g)

No action in bullseye but extra action in both rings.

Of the 280 sur veyed EDs in the Safer Cities, 109 had extra burglary action in
one or other or both rings (a further 104 had action neither in rings nor
bullseye). The respective ‘extra, adjacent action’ scores were incorporated
in slightly simplified versions of the existing statistical model.
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Technical problems make it difficult to estimate the statistical significance of
the component adjacent action scores in the model. In many cases,
particularly in the smaller cities and boroughs surveyed, the bullseye of one
surveyed ED also comprises part of the ring of another. This means that the
assumption of independence of the areas sampled is violated. This may be
connected with the observation that incorporating ‘extra adjacent action’
scores in the statistical models in most cases actually worsens the fit slightly.
They must therefore be used as diagnostic clues rather than firm findings.
They can be understood in terms of the preventive ‘Safer Cities effect’ plus
several additional processes: displacement, diffusion of benefit, deflection
(plus security enveloping and synergy), distance and depth.
Table A2.1 presents, for each of the geographical patterns, the amounts of
various kinds of action present in the bullseye and rings, and the changes
in burglary risk in the bullseye that are associated with the action. (These
are the numbers behind Table 2.3 in the main text.) We were unable to
measure risk in the rings themselves – only in the bullseye. To simplify the
steps in the calculation, we present reductions in risk in the odds of burglary
victimisation rather than in the probability. At or below the average burglary
risk in the survey (10% prevalence probability), the results from the odds are
close to the results from the probability.
As with the main analysis, we have to distinguish between the effects of the
presence of action (in the bullseye and/or in the relevant ring) and the
marginal-intensity effects of the amount (again, in the bullseye and/or in the
relevant ring). This is particularly necessary because, as rows 2 to 4 of the
table show, the geographical patterns have quite different amounts of action.
(Simply modelling presence (step) effects to reduce the complexity of the
analysis would therefore give arbitrary results.) Moreover, as will be seen, in
some circumstances the amount and the presence of action exert opposing
influences on risk.
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Table A2.1 Changes in burglary risk associated with various
geographical patterns of action

‡ Risk is the odds of burglary victimisation (prevalence) in each surveyed ED; change in risk is the % reduction in the
odds of victimisation specific to the after survey, associated with the presence and/or amount of the relevant type/s of
action.

❋ Effects of presence of action in bullseye are measured jointly with presence of extra action in ring, which appear
in other cells – so do not appear seperately here.

§ In some cells, where only one type of action is present, the overall change is calculated from the step and
marginal–intensity effects of bullseye action only, or of ring action only.
✠

Since there are only 3 EDs in this set, the results are particularly unreliable although they are mostly consistent with
the pattern in the other sets; the large marginal increase in risk per £1 extra in the ring may be attributed to sampling
error and/or the very high amount of action in the inner ring coupled with low burglary and other action in the
bullseye.

✪ The marginal increase with the amount of action in the bullseye, with adjacent action present (row 6) opposes
the main Safer Cities effect – the decrease in risk has in most cases been taken up by the interaction with the extra
adjacent action (row 9), or in the step effects of the joint presence of action in the bullseye and the rings (row 7).
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Rows 5–9 of the table show the estimated inf luence on risk of va ri o u s
specific components of the action. Rows 10–13 show the overall influence
on risk of the combined effects of these components, under low and high
intensities of action in the bullseye and in the rings. (On a precautionary
note, in interpreting these patterns we assume a homogeneity of effects
across the schemes covered, with all differences observed being due merely
to geography. This may not necessarily be so. Some schemes may have
focussed on areas, while others targetted individual victims of crime: an
uneven distribution may have confounded the purely geographical patterns,
but this was not explored.)
Displacement seems to be shown in columns (e) to (g) where there is no
action in the bullseye. The step effects (row 7) show a clear increase in risk
in the bullseye when extra action is present close by. However, this is not
the whole story, because the marginal-intensity effects (row 8) operate in the
reverse direction. The more the action, the more the increase in risk due to
the presence of adjacent action is eroded. It is possible that two processes
are occurring. First, offenders may be relocating their efforts in the light of
knowledge that ‘something has been done to enhance household security’ in
their favoured area. This may merely drive them to the immediately adjacent
streets. Second, higher intensities of action may put them off altogether,
especially if they are unsure of the boundaries of the action. Given that they
may be unwilling to travel greater distances and/or to unfamiliar territory,
this may have served to produce a real drop in offending. Since the drop
appears to cover an area wider than the intended territory of the scheme,
the falls (in row 8, (e) to (g)) may be evidence for Diffusion of benefit.
Deflection is shown in columns (b) – (d) of the table, which represent the
e ffects of action in the bullseye and the rings toge t h e r. Under these
conditions (action in the inner ring plus bullseye), the extra adjacent action
reduces the risk in the bullseye, with the partial exception of column (b).
There were, however, only three surveyed EDs with bullseye action, plus
extra action in the inner ring alone. This renders these results particularly
unreliable. The high amount of extra adjacent action, together with the
unusually low amounts of burglary action and other action in the bullseye
may also have been responsible for the extreme and sometimes anomalous
effects displayed. This is true for both presence and amount of adjacent
action (step and marginal-intensity effects, rows 7 and 8). What seems to be
happening is that under the joint influence of action in the rings and in the
bullseye, offenders are inhibited, or deflected elsewhere. Action in the
bullseye may be protecting it from inward displacement from neighbouring
schemes. The different burglary schemes located in the ring and the bullseye
in effect may link up to provide one common territory which is unattractive
to burglars. This could be called ‘security enveloping’.
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Furthermore, there appears to be a real synergistic effect – in some cases
there is an extra (marginal) risk-reducing effect of the amount of joint action
(row 9, (c)). The overall reduction thus is greater than the sum of the
reductions from the two types of action taken individually. (This joint term
is the multiplicative interaction of the amount of action in the bullseye and
the amount of extra action in the relevant ring(s). It is additional to the term
representing the amount of action in the ring and the mere presence of
action in the bullseye, (row 8, (c).) However, this pattern is not completely
consistent (row 9, (d) is zero where we might have expected the strongest
joint reduction effect).
Prevention appears in column (a). The EDs with action in the bullseye but
no extra adjacent action show the Safer Cities effect: the usual pattern of
reductions of risk associated with the presence (step, row 5) and the amount
(marginal-intensity effect, row 6) of action. The step effect for these 70 EDs
is we a ker than the ove rall step effect for all 120 EDs with action (9%
reduction in odds of victimisation versus 25% in the main model, not shown
in this table). This suggests that the overall step effect was boosted by
d e f lection from adjacent action – the ‘security enveloping’ alre a dy
mentioned.
Distance of action from the point of measurement would be expected to
play a part, given offenders’ propensity to minimise effort and risk by staying
in familiar territory (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1991). Distance effects
can in fact be seen in noting the weaker influence on risk of the outer rings
(columns (c) and (f)) compared with the inner rings (columns (b) and (e)).
The step reduction in risk with action in the bullseye plus the outer ring
(10%, in row 7, column (c)) is close to the reduction with action in the
bullseye alone (9%, in row 5, column (a)). It is possible that the bulk of the
influence of action in the outer rings was felt in the inner ring, or further out
still beyond the outer ring.
It is plausible that burglars will be more strongly influenced by action that
protects a wider territory. This will offer less reward per distance covered
(i.e. effort) and may present greater risks in longer exposure going equipped
to a burglary or returning with booty from a burglary, over less-familiar
territory. This could be called the depth of the ‘hinterland of action’. Depth
effects are most prominent in the two patterns where adjacent action covers
more than one ring (columns (d) and (g), rows 7 and 8), although this wider
coverage may not always be from the one scheme. With or without action
in the bullseye, and in whichever direction the effect goes (increasing or
reducing risk), the change in risk is mostly greater than where action covers
one ring only.
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When these influences are combined (in rows 10–13 of the table), we can
see clearly that the burglary action in the bullseye and the extra adjacent
action in the rings are working together to reduce the risk in the bullseye,
often to a substantial degree (columns (b) to (d)). When there is no action
in the bullseye, the direction of the effect of extra adjacent action depends
on the amount (columns (e) to (g)). With low amounts of adjacent action,
the step effect prevails and there is an overall increase in risk in the bullseye.
With high amounts of adjacent action, the marginal-intensity ef fect prevails
and the re is an ove rall d e c reas e in risk in th e bul lseye. In these
circumstances, the more intense action may have driven offenders further
off, caused them to switch to other targets, or forced them to give up
altogether.
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Appendix 3:The statistical
model for the recorded
crime data: explaining
variation in risk of burglary
incidence

Multilevel-models
M u l t i l evel models are explained in Appendix 1. In the analysis of the
recorded crime data, our interest is in the following levels: beat-years, beats
and (originally) cities. The second and third levels are groupings of beatyears in a hierarchy. It is at the beat-year level that we measured the amount
of Safer Cities action present, and we looked for its special effects on
burglary risk. Since there are up to six beat-year observations within each
beat, this is a ‘repeated measures’ model. The multilevel approach takes
account of the relatedness of these observations, which would cause underestimation of standard errors in ordinary least squares regression. The
outcome measure (dependent variable) had to be transformed in order to
remove negative skew in the frequency distribution of incidence risks –
many beat-years had very low values. Comparison city incidence risks were
included as explanatory variables (and transformed in the same way as the
dependent variable). This contrasted with the survey model, where burglary
victimisation in both comparison cities and Safer Cities we re tre a t e d
together as the dependent variable.
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Table A3.1 Recorded crime model parameters
Dependent variable:
Transformation:
Hierarchy
Level 3:
Level 2:
Level 1:

burglary incidence per household
arcsine of 4th root

Units of analysis
City*
Beat/superbeat
Beat-year (max 6 yrs)**

N = 14 (all Safer Cities)
N = 701
N = 3,277

*City level was subsequently omitted from models. This was due to
reduction in the unexplained between-cities variance of the intercept. The
reduction resulted from incorporation of city-level explanatory variables.
**Not all beats were available for all years as described in the main text.

Taking account of time and trend
Static and dynamic locational effects are described in the main tex t
reflecting the properties of beats where Safer Cities action happened to be
sited. With the dynamic locational effects, more stri c t ly speaking the
relevant trend terms in the statistical model reflected the special effect on
burglary risk of being in Safer Cities action beats, beyond and above the
general trend relationship common to all beats. For example, there was a
general term in the model reflecting any trend over time common to all
beats; the term reflecting the special time trend of just the action beats,
represented any net differences these may have had from the general trend.
With the comparison city indicators, we took separate account of the global
and city Census family versions.
Additional biases could have come from any tendency for action to be
located in beats with an incomplete series of six ye a rs’ re c o rds, or in
superbeats. The static and dynamic locational effects of action beats already
described were further split to take account of these possibilities. The
‘incomplete records’ problem was especially difficult as it left us with some
beats which had no ‘tail’ of records before action began – although the
proportion of affected cases was fairly small. (Of the 326 beats with action,
only 55 had no tail in this way, all but eight in the ‘low’ action band. Of 734
action beat-years, 124 were from beats which had no tail.) Here, we could
not use any terms in the model which distinguished between the ‘aftereffect’ of action, and the locational effect of being in a beat where action
eventually occurred. To allow these beats to contribute to the locational
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effect of action would have unfairly weakened our chance of detecting a true
Safer Cities effect, as any fall in burglary risk they may have shown would
have been attributed to location, not action itself; but to eliminate them
from the model altogether would have wasted data. The solution was to
include them, without allowing them to contribute to the locational effect of
action, but to see whether the Safer Cities effect itself in these curtailed
beats was any dif ferent from that in the majority which were measured over
all six years. (The results of this manoeuvre appear in Table A3.2 and are
described in the note at its foot.)

Explanatory variables: Fixed components
A positive coefficient estimate for a fixed component indicates that the
va ri able is associated with an increased risk of burglary victimisation; a
negative estimate is associated with a reduced risk. The coefficient adjusts
the predicted tra n s fo rmed risk, namely [Arcsine (burg l a r y re c o rd e d
incidence risk per household)–4 ]. Cross-level interactions are listed under
the re l evant va ri ables for which they are a subsidiary effect; they are
indicated by, for example, L2/L1.
Police beats (and superbeats) usually bore no relationship to other
administrative territories such as wards or EDs. In order to produce beatlevel data for the analysis from the Census or the Index of Local Conditions,
we had to digitise the beat/superbeat boundaries from beat maps, then ‘tile’
the beat terri t o ries with the smaller EDs whose boundaries we had
purchased. This involved using the Geographic Information System and
supplementing an automated routine with visual inspection of borderline
cases. An example overlay of one beat and its constituent EDs is in Figure
A3.1.
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Figure A3.1 Overlay of 1991 EDs by police beat boundary

The model (and the data on which it is based) has been specially designed
for evaluation purposes. Therefore, the relationships, listed in Table A3.2
below, between the various explanatory variables and burglary risk should
not be taken as representative of the country as a whole.
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Table A3.2 Fixed components in recorded crime model
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

STANDARD
ERROR

-5.568

1.045

Constant (common to all levels)
LEVEL 1 (BEAT-YEAR) COMPONENTS
Level 1 dynamic trends
Year trend (1987 = 1) (L1)
…special trend for superbeats (L1/L2)*
…special trend for beats with incomplete
series (L1/L2)*

0.001528
0.007404

0.002401
0.00472

0.07019

0.01271

Comparison cities trend – global (transformed) (L1) 0.4278
…special trend for superbeats (L1/L2)*
0.1897
…special trend for beats with incomplete
series (L1/L2)
-1.212
Comparison cities trend – by 1981 Census family
(transformed) (L1)
…special trend for superbeats (L1/L2)*
…special trend for beats with incomplete
series (L1/L2)

0.1194
0.4678
0.8402

0.4775
0.06385

0.257
0.1312

-0.921

0.2312

*main model failed to converge with these terms in – but their inclusion
made virtually no difference to estimates of Safer City effects. Values for
these terms only are from this extended model
LEVEL 2 (BEAT) COMPONENTS
L2 Beat selection/definition
Beats with incomplete beat-years (<6 observations) 0.4925
Superbeats
0.009313

0.3523
0.01457

L2 Geographical data
City centre beat (definition from local police)
Beat area (Hectares)
Household density (calculated from Census
and beat area)

0.0003281

-0.01487
0.01541
-0.00004346 8.97x10-6
0.0009392

L2 1991 ED Census percentages (converted to beat boundaries)
% Black popn
% Single parent hhold
% Hhold without car
% Unemployed popn
% One person hhold
% Over 60 popn
% Young people 16–24

-0.0004338
-0.0003748
-0.0005634
0.0005015
-0.0003057
-0.001903
0.001273

0.0003439
0.0003461
0.0005349
0.0009557
0.0006448
0.0006592
0.001437

L2 1991 Index of Local Conditions, Beat level (from ED data)
Overall Index
0.01894
0.004659
Overcrowding (> 1 person per room)
-0.007552
0.01436
Children in unsuitable accommodation
-0.008799
0.007408
Children in low-earning households
-0.01864
0.01155
Continued
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Table A3.2 Fixed components in recorded crime model cont.
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

STANDARD
ERROR

LEVEL 3 (CITY) COMPONENTS
L3 city selection: 1981 Census family groups
(London groups = baseline)
Census family 3
0.1561
Census family 4a
0.2489
Census family 4b
-2.194

0.07385
0.06081
0.4147

L3 Index of Local Conditions, Local Authority District level
Low educational (GCSE) attainment
-0.3165
0.06217
Unemployment
-2.603
0.4813
Overcrowding (> 1 person per room)
-0.5266
0.09759
Residents in households lacking basic amenities -0.3309
0.06226
Lack of educational participation (17–yr–olds
not in full time education
0.00841
0.03129
Households with no car
2.325
0.3924
Standardised mortality rate
-1.942
0.3335
Ratio of long-term (> 1yr) to all unemployed
-0.3822
0.08149
Proportion of adults on income support
1.384
0.2656
Children in low-earning households
1.077
0.2468
SAFER CITIES ACTION COMPONENTS (L1,L2,L1/2)
Locational action components: Other SC action
Static (L2):
Ever other action in beat – presence
Ever other action in beat – marg effect of final amount

0.007048
-0.003657

Dynamic (L1/L2):
Ever other action in beat – presence x year trend
0.003143
Ever other action in beat – marg effect of final amount x yr trend 0.00004314
Ever other action in beat – presence x global comparison trend --0.1058
Ever other action in beat – marg effect of final amount x global 0.006974

0.1279
0.001937
0.00294
0.00004535
0.2813
0.004102

comp trend

Ever other action in beat – presence x Cen fam comparison trend0.08671
Ever other action in beat – marg effect of final amount x Census 0.0001142

0.07412
0.001296

family comparison trend

Safer Cities effects: Other SC action (L1)
Other action – effect of presence on a particular beat-year
-0.007328
Other action – marg intensity effect of amount on a particular beat–year -0.0003664

0.004608
0.0001917
Continued
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Table A3.2 Fixed components in recorded crime model cont.
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

STANDARD
ERROR

Locational action components: Ever burglary action in beat
(special account taken, below, of any bias due to differential location
of action in superbeats, or beats with incomplete series of beat-years)

Static (L2):
– presence
… and in superbeat
… and in beat with incomplete series

0.03804
-0.1979
-0.3675

0.1101
0.1931
0.5724

– marginal-intensity effect of final amount
… and in superbeat
… and in beat with incomplete series

-0.01089
0.03837
-0.01852

0.009531
0.04162
0.02747

– presence x year trend
… and in beat with incomplete series
… and in superbeat

-0.006362
0.004263
0.004797

0.002432
0.02105
0.00416

– marginal-intensity effect of final amount x year trend
… and in beat with incomplete series
… and in superbeat

-0.0002081
-0.0004795
0.0009528

0.0001852
0.001051
0.000894

– presence x global comparison trend
… and in beat with incomplete series
… and in superbeat

-0.3058
0.5017
0.8289

0.2397
1.31
0.4427

– marginal-intensity effect of final amount x global comparison trend
… and in beat with incomplete series
… and in superbeat

0.03275
0.04266
-0.282

0.01982
0.06361
0.1838

– presence x Census family comparison trend
… and in beat with incomplete series
… and in superbeat

0.2377
0.2768
-0.3426

0.08011
0.1713
0.1641

– marginal-intensity effect of final amount x Census family comparison
… and in beat with incomplete series
… and in superbeat

-0.005936
-0.003314
0.1405

0.005385
0.008396
0.09402

Dynamic (L1/L2):

Safer Cities effects: SC burglary action
Burglary action – step – general effect of presence
of action on a particular beat-year (L1)
-0.01298
… special effect in beat with no beat-years measured before action (L1/L2)
-0.01056
Burglary action – general marginal-intensity
effect of amount of action on a particular
beat-year, given presence of action (L1)
… special effect in beat with no beat-years measured before action (L1/L2)

0.006892
0.01913

-0.001428

0.001026

0.0006586

0.001267

NB Some of the beat-years with action were in beats with an incomplete series of measurements (i.e. <6 beat-years).
Incompleteness in general was taken account of in the model, including in the locational action components. However,
some of the incomplete action beats specifically had no beat-years measured before action was implemented. It was thus
impossible to distinguish their locational effects from their Safer Cities after effects in these beats. This enabled inclusion
of all available beat-years with action in the model, whilst discounting any bias due to an inability to filter out their
locational effects. Of the total 734 beat-years with action in the model, 124 were from beats which had no beforemeasurements. As can be seen, the after effect of the presence of action would have been much greater if the subsidiary
term had not been included (because the subsidiary shows a further substantial reduction in burglary risk). The special
incompleteness effect for the marginal effect of action served, by contrast, to mask some of the general effect, but was
modest in size and very unreliable. Excluding it from the model would have meant the general effect would have been
somewhat smaller. Only the coefficients of the general terms were used in calculation of the reduction in risk, and the
cost of preventing burglary.
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Explanatory variables: Random components
City was originally included as Level 3, but when all variables were included
in the model, the between-cities variation in the baseline constant had
dropped to zero. The model was therefore simplified to two levels (beat-year
and beat only). This made very little difference to the fixed coefficients or
their significance.
The Level 2 random component of the constant is the residual variation
(unexplained by the fixed effects), between beats, of the burglary incidence
risk. The residual for each beat is the average unexplained risk common to
all beat-years for that beat. By definition, it does not change over the six–year
period of measurement.
The Level 1 random component of the constant is the residual unexplained
variance of risk between beat-years.
The random components and their estimated variances are shown in Table
A3.3.

Table A3.3 Random components in recorded crime model
VARIABLE IN MODEL

COEFFICIENT
ESTIMATE

STANDARD
ERROR

0.004857

0.000304

0.003377

0.00009405

LEVEL 2 (Beats, n=701)
Constant, between-beat variance

LEVEL 1 (Beat-years, n=3,277)
Constant, for all beat-years, residual between-beat-year variance

Significance testing
Significance testing for the modelling is described in Appendix 1.
The fit statistic measures how closely the model predicts the observed
values of burglary risk over all interviews. It is calculated as -2[log(likelihood
ratio)]. Larger (strictly, more positive) numbers indicate a poorer fit–in other
words, less of the observed variation in risk is predicted or explained by the
model. From a presentational perspective, it is easier to work backwards
from the full model and show the decrement in fit obtained when particular
terms are removed from the model. The decrement in fit is distributed as
Chi-squared (with degrees of freedom = number of terms dropped).
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The full model as a whole is tested against a ‘null model’, a highly cut-down
version which in this case comprises:
Fixed terms:
Intercept
Random terms: Level 1 (residual between-beat-years) variation of
Constant
Level 2 (between-beats) variation of Constant.
The difference in the likelihood comparing the full model to the base/null
model showed a decrement of 917.97, 73 df (p <<0.00001), derived from
-7036.66, 3 df (null) minus -7954.63, 76 df (full).
The results of removing particular terms from the model, are shown in
Figure A3.2

Figure A3.2 Statistical significance of Safer Cities after-effects –
recorded crime
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Generating expected values for display: Sample
enumeration
The presentation of results in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 is based on a technique
called ‘sample enumeration’ (Davies, 1992a,b). (This is nothing to do with
survey sampling.) The aim is to generate the ‘counterfactual’ – values of
burglary risk in the beat-years following action, which we would have
expected to find had there been no action, but everything else remained the
same. ‘Everything else’ means common background trends and between-area
differences. Generating expected values involves several steps (equivalent to
those for the survey, in Appendix 1):
i) generating predicted (i.e. expected) burglary risk values (in [Arcsine
(burglary recorded incidence risk per household)–4 ] transformation) for
every action beat-year, based on all explanatory variables in the entire
fixed statistical model as in Table A3.2
ia) adding to this, the ‘beat-level residuals’ generated by ML3E – i.e. the
unexplained variation in (transformed) risk between beats averaged over
the whole six-year period of measurements. These residuals we re
incorporated to make change over time stand out more clearly. They
c o l l e c t i ve ly appear as the ‘between-beat va riance’ of the ra n d o m
components in the model shown in Table A3.3
ii) generating for every action beat-year, the ‘transformed adjustment factor’
from the values of the terms representing the effects of Safer Cities action
(both step and marginal intensity effects) in the model
iii) subtracting the latter from the former to leave the expected transformed
burglary risk for each action beat-year (expected on the basis of all terms
other than those representing the Safer Cities after-effect)
iv) transforming this back to incidence probability risk values
v) [no equivalent step to ED-averaging in survey, because values already
relate to area level]
vi) subtracting the expected action beat-year risk from the observed action
beat-year risk, to produce the ‘observed - expected’ incidence probability
risk for each action beat-year (O-E thus amounts to our estimate of the
Safer Cities ef fect plus the residual, unexplained variation between beatye a r s - t he unexpl ained resid ual va riat ion b etween beats wa s
incorporated in the expected values at step ia))
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vii) calculating relative percent difference (RPD) as
expected] / expected

100

[obser ved

-

viii)then averaging observed action beat-year burglary risks over each of the
‘action sets’ of beats–those ending up with low, middle and high action;
doing likewise for expected risks and RPD.
It is these latter grouped averages that are presented in the figures.
The relationship between RPD and (low, medium and high) action intensity
levels in Figure 3.4 illustrates the Safer Cities effect estimated in our model,
under the particular conditions measured for each action beat in each year.
As stated in step vi), it also incorporates some of the time-based variation
unexplained in the model.
Figure A3.3 shows the same relationship of RPC with action intensity, but
this time plotted on an individual action beat-year basis for the 734 such
units. Also on the Figure is a simple linear OLS regression line showing both
the step down and the downward slope of the marginal intensity effect
identified in the model (from inspection of the scatter, rather more reliable
than its survey equivalent in Figure A1.2). It would again be interesting to
compare the anti-burglary action in beat-years falling significantly below this
line (i.e., perfo r ming better than ave rage) with those ab ove it (i.e.,
performing worse than average).

Figure A3.3 Recorded crime: relative percent difference in
burglary incidence for each action beat-year, against action
intensity

Note: One point with zero action and an extreme RPD was omitted for scaling purposes.
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Calculating the estimated reductions in risk due to
burglary action
The calculations to estimate the step, overall and marginal reductions in risk
for the recorded crime model were performed in a similar way to those for
the survey (Appendix 1). The main differences (apart, of course, from the
values of the coefficients) were:
i) instead of transforming the sample incidence probability logistically (steps
2 and 3 in Appendix 1), it was transformed by the arcsine of its 4th root,
then adjusted by the model coefficients, and transformed back to ‘real’
probabilities
ii) the effect of the prior burglary probability on the after-effects of Safer
Cities burg l a ry action was not estimated in the model, for re a s o n s
explained above.
These calculations produced Table A3.4.

Table A3.4 Recorded crime results – Reductions in burglary
incidence risk associated with Safer Cities action
Baseline burglary
incidence per 100
households

Step per cent
Marginal per cent
reduction in risk reduction in risk
due to presence per extra £
of action
of action

Overall per cent
reduction in risk

3
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

11
9
7
6
6
5
5
4

15
13
10
9
8
7
6
6

1.1
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5

Note: The reductions are estimated relative to the expected incidence probability on a given beat-year, in the absence of
Safer Cities action. The baseline incidence rates in these example calculations have been chosen as equivalent to the
corresponding prevalence rates for the survey results in Table A1.4. (For every victim in the current survey there are an
average 1.5 incidents; for every surveyed incident there are an average 0.66 recorded incidents, from the 1992 British
Crime Survey.) The 3% burglary incidence probability is equivalent to the national average prevalence from the British
Crime Survey; the 10% incidence probability is equivalent to the average prevalence probability from the present survey.
The step effect is the reduction in incidence probability associated simply with the presence of Safer Cities action in the
relevant beat in the relevant year. The marginal-intensity effect is the reduction in incidence probability per extra £1 of
action per household (beyond £3.57), spent in an area at the time of original implementation. The overall effect is the
reduction in incidence probability associated with the presence of Safer Cities burglary action in the area, at the average
of £3.57 per household over the year, taking presence and intensity into account. The action input comprises both Safer
Cities and levered funds. SC burglary action is almost always accompanied by SC other action in the beat, so these figures
are more directly equivalent to the figures in brackets in Table A1.4.
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Table A3.4 shows that all these pro p o rtional reductions in risk (step,
marginal and overall) diminish as the baseline risk increases. In other words,
it appears to become harder to reduce burglary in areas suffering from
greater risk of the crime. However, we should be cautious about drawing
this conclusion, because, unlike with the survey, we could not represent
prior burglary risk directly in the statistical model for reasons already given.
The effect with recorded crime observed here is likely to be a property of
the mathematical transformation required to make the crime data suitable for
statistical modelling; it strongly compresses differences in the baseline at low
levels of risk.
At a 10 per cent incidence level of risk (equivalent to the average prevalence
risk in the survey) the mere presence of Safer Cities burglary action seemed
to reduce the risk of burglary by about seven per cent. On the marginal
impact, given the presence of action at the average intensity (£3.57), for
an additional £1 of action the risk of burglary fell by a further 0.8 per
c e n t . Step and marginal-intensity effects combined showed an ove ra l l
reduction of some ten per cent at the average action intensity.

Cost–effectiveness calculations for the recorded crime
findings
These again followed the same procedure as for the survey (Appendix 1),
and used the same cost figures for overheads and duration of impact.
Because we were dealing directly with incidence there was no need to
convert from prevalence. However, costs were divided by 1.5 to convert
them from cost per recorded incident prevented, to cost per ‘real’ incident
prevented, taking account of the shortfall of recording of burglaries. We
costed the step effect at the average action input of £3.57. Since we again
had to take account of other Safer Cities action, which was present in
virtually every beat with Safer Cities burglary action, we costed this at the
average input of £7.73. In total, the average input associated with the
presence of Safer Cities burglary action, plus other supporting action, was
£11.30 per household. This included levered funds.

Estimating the total gross gain from Safer Cities domestic
burglary prevention
Some £4.4million of Safer Cities funds were spent directly on domestic
b u rg l a ry prevention through the 500 schemes implemented over the
Programme’s lifetime. But some 10 per cent of this was spent on ‘citywide’
anti-burglary schemes, such as publicity–so removing these gives an adjusted
figure of £4million. If all the local anti-burglary schemes enjoyed extra
levered funds in the same proportion as the 300 for which we had data in
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the evaluation (an average £67 of leverage per £100 Safer Cities funds), then
the total money spent from all sources on the local schemes would have
been (£4m x 1.67 = ) £6.6 million.
We now divide this total by the overall cost of reducing one burglary, to get a
rough estimate of the total number of burglaries directly prevented by Safer
Cities action. We use the recorded crime cost based on Safer Cities and
levered funds, and take the particular cost estimate calculated from our
model, for a ‘real’ incidence of 10 incidents/100 households, i.e. £552. (This
incidence is a reasonable figure for ‘city’ conditions typical of those in which
Safer Cities burglary action was implemented.) But this figure has to be
adjusted by removal of two factors taken into account in estimating the £552
cost per burglary prevented: the £552 takes account of both the domestic
burglary cost element (average intensity £3.57 per household) and the ‘other
Safer Cities action’ element (£7.73 per household). We wish to remove the
latter. The adjustment for this is to multiply by the ratio of average burglary
action intensity to average total action intensity:
x 3.57 / (3.57 + 7.73)
The £552 also includes Safer Cities overheads at 50p per pound spent on
scheme funding. The adjustment to remove this is x 1 / 1.5.
The total adjusted cost per burglary prevented, in direct local anti-burglary
scheme funds, is £552 x 0.21 = £116.26. This includes levered money.
Dividing this figure into £6.6 million gives over 56,000 burglaries prevented.
If each burg l a r y prevented had a total (direct and indirect) cost of
prevention of £552, and avoided a cost to victims and the state of £1,100,
then it represented a saving of £548.
M u l t i p lying this saving by 56,000 burg l a ries prevented gi ves a ro u g h
estimate of £31million saved by the £4 million (plus £2.6m leverage) spent
on local Safer Cities domestic burglary schemes.
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Appendix 4: Differences
between the statistical
models of survey and
recorded crime data

Table A4.1 lists the differences between the survey and recorded
crime analyses.
Survey analysis

Recorded crime analysis

Data units
interview/individual households
/EDs (200hh)

beat-year/beat (1700hh)/(city)

Time
before-after

6 year time series (up to 6 beatyears per beat)

Outcome (dependent) variable
yes/no victimisation per interview
surveyed
excluded attempt burglaries

incidence rate per beat-year
recorded
partial inclusion of attempts

Sampling
embedded panel of households/
selected high crime EDs/SC and matched
cities (10 + 8)

most beat years/almost all beats/
SC and cities (14 + 9)

Comparison
surveys in SC EDs with no action, and
in matched comparison cities alike

no-action beat-years/almost all beats
SC and matched cities (14 +9)

Statistical model
logistic (victim/non victim prevalence)
3 level

arcsin (incidence risk rate)1/4
2-level

Variables in model
prior ED burglary prevalence risk as
explanatory variable
action presence and intensity/interactions
with prior burglary prevalence risk
simple locational (main) effects of action
wide range of individual and ED
demographic variables
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not in model
action presence and intensity
complex locational effects of
action: static/3 dynamic indicators
relatively narrow range of beat and
city demographic variables
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Several of the differences in Table A4.1 (or their consequences in terms of the
Safer Cities action that was actually sampled in the two analyses) were felt to be
worth discussing to facilitate interpretation of the findings.
Size of are a . It is we l l - k n own in ge o gra p hy that relationships fo u n d
between measured features of territories of a particular size (such as the link
between crime levels in a set of territories and the number of young people
residing there) will be different when territories that are smaller, or larger,
a re studied. This is known as the ‘modifi able areal unit pro blem’ (
Openshaw, 1984). Some of the relationships will grow or shrink, or reverse
direction; some existing ones will disappear and new ones appear. So in this
respect, finding diffe rent results between survey and re c o rded cri m e
analyses is not surprising, given the beats had on average ten times the
population of the surveyed EDs. One specific way in which size of territory
studie d could have affected the results is through measurement of
displacement or diffusion of benefit.
The larger territories of beats meant that the estimates we did produce are
likely to be net of any displacement which merely moved burglaries around
within the beats. (In many cases, action covered only part of a beat, which was
less likely with the surveyed EDs.) By the same token, diffusion of benefit
would be more likely to be felt within the beat rather than outside it. In both
cases, cost estimates are partially net of displacement or diffusion. Surveyed
EDs, being smaller, would have been far more likely to export their unintended
effects. Estimates from the survey would be more likely to be gross, i.e.
excluding any displacement or diffusion. ‘Internal displacement’ within beats
would have meant our cost estimates from recorded crime were overstated
relative to those from the survey. This is because the net reduction in burglary,
combining the main and displacement effects of action, would be smaller for a
given input of action, than the gross reduction. Any burglaries displaced into
comparison areas would (as discussed in Chapter 2) further overstate the cost
estimate. ‘Internal diffusion of benefit’ would have meant the recorded crime
cost estimates were understated relative to the survey. On these grounds, the
larger size of the beat tends to give us something approaching a better net
estimate of the cost of preventing a burglary; the survey a better gross
estimate.
The average action intensity in beats (£3.57 for action beat-years) was markedly
lower than that for the surveyed EDs (£16.00 for EDs with action). This was
because the larger territories of beats meant that action more often only
covered part of a beat, dilution rendering the average figure per household
smaller.
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Whatever the case, this difference in average action intensity may square with
the fact that the average overall reduction in risk associated with action was
also lower in the beats (some 10% at the ‘real’ incidence risk of 10 per hundred
households) than in the surveyed EDs (29%). The overall cost estimates for
survey and recorded crime nevertheless came out similar because the latter's
lower reduction in risk was associated with a lower average intensity of action.
Size of schemes in the sampled areas. In the survey analysis, there was a
significant bias in our sample towards larger schemes, which either covered
more households and/or spent more (although their action was no more
intense). This may have given strength to the step effect (of the mere presence
of action) at the expense of the marginal-intensity effect.
Sampling households in areas versus sampling areas alone. The survey
measured outcome by sampling individual households in each ED, and then
deriving area prevalence risks from the sample. The recorded crime approach
directly measured area incidence risks. ‘Sampling error’ would make the
measured survey risks less reliable at the ED level, due to the small numbers of
households surveyed in each. The survey would also be vulnerable to the
vagaries of hitting or missing individual households which had received action.
It is possible that this measurement issue hindered the detection of any
marginal-intensity effect of action in the statistical model, meaning the recorded
crime model was more sensitive.
Reporting of burglaries to the police. A possibility sometimes considered in
evaluating crime prevention is that a scheme’s impact on the risk of crime
may be masked by its effect in encouraging victims more often to report the
crimes they have suffered to the police. Surveys are of course unaffected by
any such process. There was limited evidence from the survey that, if
anything, the opposite was the case. We asked burglary victims in the survey
whether they had reported the incident to the police (or the latest incident,
if several). There was no change from before to after in the rate of reporting
in the comparison cities. Overall, there was an increase of some four per
cent in the Safer Cities. Respondents in the Safer Cities EDs receiving low
and medium action did show an increase in re p o rting (12% and 7%
respectively) but those in the high action band showed a marked decrease in
reporting of 19 per cent. Any such decrease would mimic or amplify a Safer
Cities effect, meaning the recorded crime marginal cost estimate could be
too low. However, the evidence is not strong, due to the relatively small
numbers of victims (115, 62 and 81 respectively in the three action sets), the
inconsistent nature of the pattern, and the selected nature of the survey
areas. But it is somewhat puzzling. We did attempt to circumvent the ‘small
numbers of victims’ problem by asking all respondents whether they would
have reported a burglary had they suffered one, but the ‘yes’ responses were
so predominant that it proved impossible to look for any change in response
differentially associated with Safer Cities action. Altogether, we can conclude
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that there is very limited evidence that the recorded crime estimate may
have been inflated by a decrease in reporting to the police in high action
beats,cause unknown.
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